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Perceptions of -4mnged Xfarriages by Young Pakistani Muslim Women Living in a 

Western Society 

Exploration of attitudes towards arranged marriages were examined from the 

perspective of second-generation Pakistani Muslim women living in a western society. 

Symbolic interactionism and Interpretive Interactionism were the theoretical and 

methodological considerations respectively. 

Twenty single females, between the ages of 16 to 30 years, living in Canada or the 

US. were intewiewed utilizing an wtructured schedule interview. In addition to the 

interviews. WebGrid analyses of all females were conducted. 

The main research question addressed the role of western values in influencing the 

type of mate-selection one adheres to. Other questions centered around the Pakistani 

women's definition of the situation with regards to arranged marriages. Cultural identity, 

communication patterns, inter-generational conflicts, double standard, family honor, dating, 

and interaction with males arc also examined. 

The results indicated that even though Pakistani parents, especially fathers, are 

perceived to be resistant to cultural change, western values, through continuous interaction, 

are playing a determining role in the process of mate-selection for second generation 

Pakistani Musl irn females. Most Pakistani women are adapting and modifying attitudes 

which reflect the ideas of western ideology of greater self-expression and personal 

gratification. Family honor is probably the ody  factor which remained in the realms of 

eastern ideology. 
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'Even in mate selection choices, the winds of change may be felt, and there is a 
movement in the direction of giving greater fieedom to the youngn 

(Goode, 1963:207-208). 



The Muslim community is a recent addition to the Sorth American mosaic. In the 

iast 20 years there has been a progressive increase in the number of Muslim immigrants. 

\Iuslim i m m i C ~ t s  began to come to Canada and the C'nitsd States in small numbers around 

the turn of the century. Until the end of World N'ar 11. their inflo\\- was relatively limited. 

Although the early Muslim pioneers came largely from countries of the .&b world (i-e.. 

Lebanon, SMa Jordan. Palestine, and Egypt), the postwar Muslim immigrants represented 

a \vide range (i.e. Pakistan. India, Bangladesh. Turkey. Iran. Eastern Europe. East Africa. 

Caribbean) of linguistic and national origins (U'augh. Abu-Laban, & Qureshi. 1983). 

One challenge faced by many Muslim families imrni-grating to North America is 

adapting to the new milieu (Waugh, Abu-Laban, & Qureshi, 1983). One reason being that. 

Muslim immigrants, on factors, such as language, culture, and religion, bear little 

resemblance or similarity to the North American archetype. To survive, they have to learn 

a new language, undergo change, and reconcile the old with the new way of life (Waugh. 

Abu-Laban, & Qureshi, 1983). Although barriers continue to exist in the adjustment process 

for the tC1uslim immigrant. the new environment becomes increasingly challenging with the 

rearing and socialization of their children in the context of the North American culture and 

institutions. Children, compared to their foreign-born parents, tend to be more acculturated 

or assimilated into the westernized way of life. The agents of socialization (i.e. peer groups, 

educational institutions, mass media) for these children promote various values different 

fiom, and possibly at odds with, those of the traditional Muslim family. Exposing Muslim 

children to the different influences stemming fiom the host society and from their parental 

cultural background generates much conflict and modifications in the Muslim immigrant 

family (Wakil, Siddique, & Wakil, 1 98 1 ). 

There are many cultural differences which have been identified between Islamic and 

North American societies. One in particular is regarding the concept of love and the mate 

selection process. In Western culture or individualistic societies the mate selection process 



is selkhoice or autonomous. An autonomous mate-selection system is one in which marital 

choices may be explained by reference to the behiour of prospective spouses: that is. where 

the people who are to be married have complete control over the decision of the selection 

process (Chaudhary. t 986). Here. young men and women are expected to date. court. fall . 
in love. and then make a decision on their o m  to get married with or without parend 

consent. In fact, romantic love and companionship have been regarded as the justification 

or  necessary precondition for marriage among people. Mamags in the Western culture is 

regarded as a romantic. intimate. and emotional relationship (Yelsma & Athappilly. 1 988) 

in ~vh ich  greater self'xpression and personal gratification is emphasized (Dion & Dion- 

1996). in contrast with Muslim societies or collectivistic cultures. specifically Pakistan, 

where the joint or interdependence f h l  y system is the norm, the traditional system of mate 

selection has been a marriage arranged by the families of the principals, not the individuals 

(Kurim 1979). The traditional mating system of arranged marriages dates back to the Vedic 

period in Indian history. 2000-900 B.C. (Lannoy, 1955). This marriage is defined (see 

Appendix A) as an alliance or contractual agreement, written or unwritten, between two 

families, rather than between two individuals. According to this concept, the principle of 

familialism or interconnectedness and interdependent social relationships are considered 

superior and primary and must be followed, while the individual's interests. needs, and 

happiness are considered secondary to the interests of the family and community 

(Chaudhary, 1986; Dion & Dion, 1996). 

In Pakistan, when it is felt that the proper time has come for a young man or woman 

to marry, an adult member of the family, most often a woman (i.e., mother, grandmother, 

aunt), will begin her search for the best possible prospect. Although preliminary screening 

and negotiations will often be made by the woman, the final decision must await the approval 

of the father (Korson, 1969). The arranged marriage, depending on familial background, 

education, and social class, ranges on a continuum of interaction with the prospective spouse. 

Qureshi ( 1 99 1 ) illustrates three distinctive methods of arranged marriages: The Planned 



Type. where parents plan the whole process and consider many family and community 

rariables. Here. there is complete lack of interaction and the individual may only see a 

photograph or may never meet their prospective spouse until the day of marriage. The 

Dekgation or chaprroned interaction is when children. speci ticall y males. tell their parents . 
\behat type of wife  they want and parents try to meet those conditions and the Joinr jknture , 

Type. where both parents and children actively participate in the selection process. This 

method is one which seems to be similar to the western model of mate selection (i.e.. 

courting. dating). Family background, economic position, general character. family 

reputation. value of the dowry, the effect of alliance on the property are all maners which are 

taken into consideration before the final decision is made (Cormack, 196 1; Shah, 196 1, 

Kurian, 1974). Love between husband and wife is supposed to be the result of marriage 

rather than a prelude to it (Chaudhary, 1986). This concept of marriage is that of a sacrament 

which enables one to fidfill religious as well as social obligations, especially for females, 

towards the family, community, and society (Kapadia 1966). 

As it pertains to Muslim cultures, the honor of the family is dependent upon the 

reputed purity of the woman. Thus, women, due to the gender power differential. are often 

married off at a younger age and are more likely to have an arranged marriage compared to 

men @odd, 1973). Arranged mmhges, although they serve many functions for preserving 

culnuai and hierarchical identity (Kapadia, 1966), more specifically function to preserve ' i d  

(izzat), or family honor (Dodd, 1973; Abu-Laban, 1974; Shapurian & Hojat, 1985). This 

demands complete adherence to the strict code of sexual taboos. Chastity and abstinence 

from premarital sex are normal expectations for the f d e .  However, a deviation horn this 

expectation by the male counterpart is most oflen overlooked or tolerated since a 'double- 

standard' regarding male and female sexual relations exists (Sald* 1 98 1 ; Cainkar, 1 99 1 ; 

Qureshi, 199 1) The seriousness with which family honor is taken is underlined by the fact 

that transgressions are severely punished, occasionally by death (Dodd, 1973). According 

to Dodd (1973: 45): 



'Once 10% ' r id (family honor) is difficuIt to regain. ..The 'ird of a family can be raised or fowcrcd, 
depending on its women (and the conduct o f  men toward its women) ... The network of norms 
surrounding ' i d  extends to many actions that are only remotely connected with sex.' 

Because a love maniage may be viewed as evidence of prior contact between prospective 

spouses or may involve a compromising situation and afionu to famjly honor, it by 

definition, may be less vaf ued or honorable than arranged mamSages (Fox, 1 975; Dion & 

Dion, 1996). 

The purpose of the proposed research will be to explore the attitudes of second 

generation female Muslim Pakistanis towards arranged marriages. It will specifically attempt 

to assess the process of mate selection as influenced by the traditional values linked with the 

concept of arraaged marriages, and will also examine if western values have been 

internalized or assimilated and hence are themselves significantly influencing the type of 

mate selection process one adheres to. 

To restate more narrowly, the following research questions will be entertained: Am 

second-generation female Pakistani Muslims, compared to parents, influenced more 

significantly by the traditional values in mate selection or are western values being adapted 

and playing a determining role in this process?; Are the following functions of arranged 

marriages: maintaining social stratification, giving parents control over their family 

members, enabling eldm to preserve the principle of endogamy, preserving family honor, 

being maintained, modi6ed or replaced?; Which of the three subtypes or methods of 

arranged marriages are parents and children adapting to?; How does the defdtion of the 

situation pertaining to mate selection in light of arranged marriages vary from parents to 

daughters? 

This research will first illuminate contemporary views of second geaeration female 

Muslims on mate selection and attitudes towards m g d  marriages. Second, this study will 



hclp the researcher understand the degree to which second generation female Muslims have 

cnculturated to the value-system of Western societies by revealing socialization patterns. 

Third. this research will  help educate parents about their daughter's views and beliefs on 

arranged marriages and uill also allow parents to make sense of the inter-generational 
, 

conflict which is occurring in Muslim families today. Fourth. it sill help counselon. social 

Lvorkers. sociologists, psychologists. and teachers to better understand the conflicts and 

pressures which Muslim children face when growing up in a Western society. Also, this 

research %ill hopefirily make a humble contribution to the literature. Although many studies 

have been done in this area very few have fixused on the Pakistani Muslim culture alone. 

Furthermore. this research *ill help shed some light on what direction future bfuslim girls 

and parents may take in order to reduce the growing tensions between generations and retain 

their cultural identity. 

The theoretical h e w o r k  that will be utilized in exploring women's perceptions 

towards arranged marriages will be Symbolic Interactionism. First, this theory focuses on 

the interaction and social activities among individuals. Second, it states that human action 

results from interaction ktween people. Third, it is a perspective which is concerned about 

what is going on in the present. Fourth, it describes the human being as more unpredictable 

and active in his or her world than other perspectives do (Charon, 1995: 25). Finally, this 

theory gives the researcher an opportunity to perceive the world h m  the in te~ewees  

perspective. The main idea within this h e w o r k  is that the individual and society arc 

mutually dependent on each other and thus cannot be analyzed independent of each other 



(Charon. 1995). 

Symbolic Interactionism is a theory which not on1 y explains how society and culture 

influence a person. but moreover, how social interactions reproduce and change society. 

culture. and ones identity (Charon 1995; Heutitt. 1997). A fimdamental concept within this 

theoretical h e w o r k  is George Herbert Mead's definition of the self. The self for the 

symbolic interactionist is an active object that the actor acts toward (Charon. 1995: 68). 

Hence. the development of the self emerges through social interaction. Because the self is 

not passive. the inditidual has the choice to accept. reject, or modify certain stimuli during 

the course of social interaction. 

Although parents and extended family are one of the first and most important 

socialization agents that help instill cultural mores and values in their children, they are not 

the only socializing agents. Friends, school, social groups, and the media are powerful 

socialization agents for individuals (Heiss. 1981). This social interaction and conduct 

formation, through the processes of role making, wherein the person constructs activity in 

a situation so that it fits the definition of the situation and role taking, wherein the person 

imaginatively occupies the role of another and looks at the self and situation fiom that 

vantage point in order to engage in role making (Hewitt, 1997). allows people to develop 

alternative views, attitudes, beliefs, values, and thoughts. A division of socialization 

patterns, creates contradictions in what parents expect (Heiss, 198 1 ) and results in a situation 

of the individual having 'conflictingw selves (Heiss, 1981; Hewitt, 1997). Individuals 

become trapped between their own cultural values and the conflicting demands presented by 

the host society. 

Herbert Blumer is of the belief that, in the socialization process, humans do not 

simply react to one another's aftion but interpret or define those actions (Stryker, 1980). His 

(1969, p.2) three premises concerning the process of interaction and interpretation can better 

explain the reasons underlying the inter-generational conflict: 

1.  Human beings act toward things on the basis of the meanings that the things bave for 
them. 



7 -. The meanings of things arises out of the social interaction one has with one's fellows. 

T 

3 - The meanings ofthings are handled in and modified through an interpretive process 
used by the person in dealing uith the things he or she encounters. 

Th; first premise explains how indi\iduafs respond to things on the basis of the 

meanings they have ascribed to them. For some second generation Muslims arranged 

marriages are considered to be good and acceptable. For others. this traditional marriage is 

thought of as being unfair and politically incorrect. Whether the person engages in an 

arranged marriage or does not agree with it depends on the meaning they have ascribed to 

it. This meaning of arranged marriages occurs as the pemn sees how others act towards it. 

Parents and children could agree on a shared meaning of arranged marriages or they could 

have a significant contrasting meaning for them. It is important to identi@ these meanings 

From both the perspectives of parents and children. 

The second premise states that meaning occurs as a social product, it is not something 

vested in us. Meaning occurs for people through interaction with othen of their culture. 

Through their interaction with people and sources from the host society they begin to gain 

different meanings about the various concepts, like love and marriage. 

The third premise explains how every person has their own interpretation of the 

situation. Second generation Muslims may not hold the same interpretation of mamiage as 

their parents do. Being born and raised in a Western society might result in second 

generation Muslim children moving away from the cultural norms or definitions of situations 

which parents consider to be 'ideal' (Campbell. 1975). 

The definitions of situations exist in the minds of the individuals who participate in 

them. Each pemn acts on the basis of his or her knowledge of the situation in terms of its 

sr nsed role structure (Stry ker, 1 980). The largest part of our everyday conduct occurs within 

routine situations with congruent definitions that arc learned by one's culture. Although at 

one level, definitions of the situations are shared by participants, this is not always the case. 



During the course of socialization individuals learn a large number of definitions. Openness 

to new situations and new meanings is an inherent characteristic in sociai interaction (see 

Figure 1). When individuals do not share a definition an incongruous or problematic 

situation arises (liewitt, 1997). With time, the meaning of the routine situation, transforms. 

Thus, situations that were defrned in one way can be redefined (Heuitt, 1997). Interaction 

with others serves to validate or challenge existing definitions (Stryker, 1980). 

Denzin (1989b) states how this interaction becomes symbolic through the 

manipulation of symbols, words, meanings, and languages during the process of 

interpretation. *Meanings towards an object are created through the actions directed by an 

individual. Thus, an interactionist researcher must focus on all the symbols and interactions 

in a study of the meanings that an individual assigns to situations. Denzin also pointed out 

that, while analyzing any event or process, the researcher must substitute his or her own 

perspective for that of the individual under investigation to avoid any preconceptions or 

biases from interfering with the individual's perceived definitions. 

Finally Denzh states how theory and method must blend together in order to get an 

accurate interpretation of the social world. 

The focus of the present study will be the analysis of one central question: 

Do any patterns or similarities exist in how young Pakistani Muslim females Living in a 

Western society, perceive arranged marriages? 

To better understand &is question the researcher must seek idonnation from those women 

who are single and potential candidates of marriage, to relate their thoughts, feelings, and 

experiences to the researcher. 

Denzin (1 989a) claimed that the most reliable and useful method for understanding 

the experiences of individuals which take place in the social world was to experience the 

events ourselves through the process of Interpretive Interactionism. This method of research 



Figure 1: -Vodificationr and bterpretatioas in the kfiaition o f  tbt  Siturtioa(s) as 
SocW Lotenetion Take Place 
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attempts to make the world of lived experience directly accessible to the reader by focusing 

not only on the words the individual chooses to use. but also by capturing the voices. 

emotions. and actions of the individual(s) under investigation. 'Interpretive Interactionists 

are interpreters of problematic. lived esperiences involving symblic interaction between nvo . 
or more personsn (Denzin. 1989a. p. 13). 

The present research will attempt to build meaningful interpretations of social and 

cultural problems by utilizing interpretive research. The goal here is to construct 

interpretations that are grounded in social interaction. By understanding the Pakistani 

Muslim woman's perceptions of her religious and cultural background, family background. 

gender power differential, attitudes towards love, family honor and interaction with males, 

one can adequately assess and evaluate her attitudes towards arranged marriages. 

e Research 

The first step in the process of Interpretive Interactionism is to frame the research 

question. Here, the researcher must explain what phenomena are under investigation. Also, 

the research question must ask how and not H.hy because the researcher is interested in how 

the experiences occur in an individual's life and not why. One can begin to address the 

problem by only understanding how the problem, as a private trouble, is becoming a public 

issue that is effecting multiple lives, institutions, and social groups (Denzin, 1989a). 

Once the research question is W e d  the interpretive process can start. The most 

practical and logical method to w in order to gather information fiom the subjects under 

investigation, is through open-ended interviews. 



The interview must fmt clearly lay out the researcher's objectives into spcific 

questions so that the information obtained will provide the data for hypothesis testing. 

Second. this interview should act as an aid to the inteniewer by assisting him or her in 

motivating the interviewee to elicit the nscessar)- information (Denzin. 1989b. p. 107). All 

questions must be caretiill y worded so that the areas intended to be measured are~aptured 

(\validity) and can elicit the same or similar information if reproduced at a later time 

(reliability) (Dsnzin. l989b. p. 107). 

The non-standardized schedule or unstructured schedule interview (USI) was utilized 

for the present research. [n this type of intewiew. the information required from the 

interviewees was obtained by allowing the inremiewer to redefine. reorder. and rephrase 

questions to fit the characteristics of each respondent (Dendn, 1?89b, p. 105). B e c a w  all 

individuals under analyses come 60m all sorts of different backgrounds and educational 

levels it was important to take this into consideration and allow the individual's uniqueness 

to form the inteniew's structure. Denzin (1989b) noted that to meaningrlly understand the 

world, researchers must approach it from the interviewee's perspective and the strategy 

assumed by no fixed sequence of questions is suitable for all interviewees. 

Interpretation 

Mer the necessary data or infomation have been collected, the information must be 

interpreted. Dend*n (1989a), suggested the following approach for interpreting the 

information or experiences obtained fiom an interview. First, the interviewee must be 

situated within the social group or social problem being studied. Second. the problematic 

event that structures her life must be identified fiom the interview and captured within a 

personal experience or self-story. Third, the basic components of the self-story must be 

interpreted. Fourth, these interpretations must be related back to the individual's life (Denzh, 

1989a, p. 44). 'Ibe researcher must not only convey to the reader the events which took place 

but moreover, the meanings that the penon attached to the events and how the events 



effected the individual. Through thic t description(s), the stories conveyed to the interpretive 

researchers are related back to the readers. Thick description is a process which captures 

meanings within the individual's expsriences. Denzin (1989a) states how a thick description 

gives the context of an act, states the intentions and meanings that organize the action, traces 
c. 

, 

the svolution and development of the act, and presents the action as a text that can be 

interpreted. 

Through thick interpretations the thick descriptions are interpreted. Here, the 

researcher makes an effort to unfold and explain how the events have been interpreted by 

the subject, and how those interpretations have affected how that person experienced the 

event. Thick interpretation takes the reader to the heart of the experiences that are being 

interpreted. It assumes that all meaning is symbolic and operates at the surface and the deep 

and micro and macro levels (Denrin, 1989a, pp. 3 1-32). 

'Thick description is the cornerstone of interpretation studies. Without it, authentic understanding 
tvould not be possible" (Denzin, 1989% p. 33). 

Deconstruction, capture, bracketing, construction, and contextualization are the five 

stages, termed by Denzin, which are carried out in the process of interpretive research. 

The first stage of interpretive research simply examines and reviews what previous 

theories and studies have to say about the phenomena in question. This stage clearly 

demonstrates how the phenomenon in question has previously been defined, observed, and 

analyzed. Furthermore, it provides a critical interpretation of prior definitions and 

observations, and an analysis of the information. The theories utilized in prior rcsearch is 

critically examined and the preconceptions and biases that surround existing understandings 

of the topic are also portrayed (Bnzin, 1989a. p. 5 1). 



The second stage consists of obtaining multiple cases and personal histories of 

indi\.iduals that embody the phenomenon in question tiom an institution or area %-here such . 
individuals gather. Here. the crises and epiphanies ~ i t h i n  the lives of the individuals under 

investigation are captured (Denzin, 1989a p. 54). 

Bracketing 

In the third stage the phenomenon in question is closely examined by uncovering, 

defming, and analyzing the essential elements and structures of the event or process under 

investigation. Denzin (1989a) noted that in this stage each instance of the event that has 

been obtained is analyzed as a separate instance of the phenomenon that is being studied. 

Hence, each distinct episode that has been obtained is analyzed on its own terms within the 

context in which it occurred by taking into consideration the meanings that it had for the 

individual involved (Denzin, 1989a, p. 55).  In the bracketing stage. key phrases and 

statements that refer directly to the phenomenon in question are located within the personal 

experience, or self-stories that have been obtained in the interviews. The meanings of these 

statements are then interpreted, with the help of the subject if possible. These meanings are 

then inspected for what they disclose about the essential. recurring features of the 

phenomenon in question. This stage comes to a close when the researcher creates a tentative 

statement or definition of the phenomenon in tenns of the essential recurring features that 

have been observed. 

t ion 

Construction classifies, orders and reassembles the parts of the phenomenon back 



into a holistic view. The elements that have been uncovered. defined. and analyzed in the 

bracketing stage are ordered as they occur within the process so that the researcher can 

indicate how each element affects and relates to every other element in the process being 

studied. Finally. the researcher clearly states how the structures and parts of the phenomenon 

cohere into a totality (Denzin. 1989% pp. 58-59). 'In this stage of construction, the 

researcher attempts to re-create lived experience in terms of its constituent, analytic 

elementsw ( D e b ,  I989a, p. 59). 

The researcher, in the fmal stage, attempts to interpret the structures obtained in the 

bracketing and construction stage, and gives them meaning by situating them back into the 

place where it occurs, the social world. Here the researcher's goal is to reveal how the 

phenomenon is experienced by people. This task is accomplished by thickly describing its 

occurrences in the interviewees' world of interaction. Contextualization consists of the 

following steps. First, personal experience and self-stories that entail the essential features 

of the phenomenon as defmed in the bracketing and construction phases, are obtained and 

presented to the reader. Contrasting stories, which illuminated variation of the stages and 

forms of the process are also provided. Furthermore, information which indicates how lived 

experiences alter and shape the essential features of the process is provided. Finally, the 

main themes of these stories arc compared and synthesized so that their differences may be 

brought together into a reformulated statement of the process (Denzin., 1989a. P. 60). 'Ihe 

goal of contextualitation is to demonstrate how lived experience alters and shapes the 

phenomenon being studied. The structures of the experience will vary and be shaped as they 

are experienced, described, and given meaning by their participants @enzin, 1989% pp. 6 1 - 
62). 



In interpretive interactionism it is critical for the researcher to make note of his or her 

biases at the beginning of the investigation. The researcher's past experiences. morals. 

\dues. attitudes. and beliefs -ill most definitely play a role in how they perceive and 

interpret others' experiences. However. this does not mean that interpretive interactionism 

is not valuable. but in fact, a researcher's own experiences may be beneficial to the 

investigation. Denzin (1989a p. 23) points out how value-fiee interpretive research is 

impossibie. He is of the thought that every researcher brings with him or her certain ideas, 

preconceptions, and interpretations a b u t  the topic or problem being studied which cannot 

be eliminated. Denzin termed these biases as the henneneuticai circle or situation- 'Unless 

these meanings and values are clarified, their effects on subsequent interpretations remain 

clouded and often misunderstoodn (Denzin, 1989% p. 23). 

Personal Biases 
The researcher, being a single, born Canadian Pakistani ~Muslirn female. is a subject 

who has lived and is li,ing the experience herself. Being born and socialized in a Canadian 

society plays a key role in my attitudes towards arranged marriages. Moreover. my religious 

and cultural background, family environment, and socialization agents, which I was raised 

in and exposed to, determine how I internalize certain cultural norms, values. traditions and 

beliefs. This is not an easy task to accomplish. The varying value systems of the East and 

West creates confirsion between parental expectations and what is expected of you fiom 

western society (i-e., peers). 1 am thankfir) and gratefid to my parents who guided me and 

taught me to appreciate the positive aspects of both cultures and achieve a balance in my life. 

The general process of Interpretive interactionism was utilized to answer the 

question: 



Do any patterns or similarities exist in how young Pakistan Muslim females, 

growing up in a Western society, perceive arranged marriages? 

Previous research d d i n g  with arranged marriages was examined to reveal common 

beliefs about the subject. In the stage of deconstruction. prior research representing the 

common and most widely held opinions about arranged marriages were noted. 

.-UI of the females were located in the social group being studied (single women who 

upre potential candidates for marriage). The problematic act (marriage) u-as identified. as 

well as the intewiewees perceptions of various aspects of her religious and cultural 

background. family structure, family honor and social interaction with the opposite sex. An 

unstructured schedule interview (USI) was used to achieve this goal (see Appendix B). 

Interviews were conducted with 20 single Pakistani Muslim females , between the 

ages of 16 and 30. Most females were located fiom the Pakistani community centres and 

also through the University of Windsor's Muslim Students Association (MSA) club. Other 

females used were either family fiends or relatives of the researcher. Because of the small 

Pakistani community in Widsor, Ontario, the researcher extended her search to the U.S.A. 

(i-e., Detroit and Houston) as well. Most i n t e ~ s w s  were conducted in a library ofice at the 

University of Wmdsor. In some cases, the researcher went in to the inteniewees' home and 

carried out the interview there. A brief summary of the research was presented to each 

interviewee prior to the interview. Each of the twenty interviews were tape recorded upon 

informed consent. All subjects had the right to withdraw &om the interview at any time. 

Moreover, each interviewee was asked to sign a consent form before the actual interview (see 

Appendix C). Those respondents who were interested in the results of  study would be 

debriefed. 

Through the process of capturing, personal experiences, and epiphanies were 

collected and documented, The subjects' original names were replaced with codes in order 

to maintain anonymity. The main facts of eac h subject's perception towards religion, family 

background, social interaction with males, and arranged marriages were identified. Thick 



description was utilized 

Next, the subject's perceptions were bracketed. All twenty cases were independently 

analyzed to identifl those events that the inten-iewee perceived a s  important The 

information ~ ; l s  investigated to determine which aspects of her life were critical. Feelings 
/ 

of the subject's perspective were revised. 

Following bracketing was the construction stage. Here the commonalities of each 

subject's life were interpreted funher and any patterns were observed. 

Finally, in the contextualization stage the patterns that were noted in the interview, 

were applied back to the subjects' lives to reveal how the phenomena alter from individual 

to individual. The common events in how the subjects perceived arranged marriages were 

identified in the teal world. 

In addition to the interviews, WebGrid analyses of all twenty females were 

conducted (for detailed instructions and explanations see Appendices D and E). 

One limitation is regarding generalizability of findings. Because this research only 

incorporated twenty Pakistani girls, the results may be weak. A larger sample size and 

incorporation of the malesotinterpart would definitely help strengthen the results of the 

study. Besides, sample size, the sampling procedure, may also raise questions as respondents 

were not randomly selected. This sample was a sample of convenience a d  how 

representative ther young girls may be to the general Pakistani population of females is 

questionable. 

The following section builds fiom a general framework to a more specific one on 

arranged marriages. 



The central findings of the literature suggest that there has been a gradual change to 

adapt to the Western more autonomous mate selection process. The majority of studies 

indicate that. although parents stniggle to maintain cultural heritase. the younger generation 

is moving towards a more western-oriented direction in certain aspects of their lives. 

Furthermore. many of the immi-grant families are coping with these changes by rnodifj-ing 

the tradirional authoritarian stxuctwe of the family system. Moreover. the m e e d  marriage 

is k i n g  adapted and modified to fit within the cultural context of the West. 

Despite a g r o ~ i n g  number of Afuslim immigrants in the ethnic mosaic of Western 

society. a very limited number of studies have been conducted on Muslims and various 

aspects of modernization relating to traditional arranged marriages. A major portion of the 

literature presented here are studies on South Asians, specifically Indians. Furthennore, very 

few studies were found in a Forth American sening. Most of the studies on arranged 

marriages have been conducted in developing countries. 

A n m c  Identify 

Today, Muslim immigrant families struggle hard to retain their culNlal identity. The 

following studies deal with the difficulties and challenges they face in preserving cultural 

identity. 

Wakil, Siddique, & WakiI ( I  98 1 ) in theu sh~dy examined the process by which 

parents make an effort to preserve Islamic cultural identity a d  values. Most parents 

encouraged children to learn and practice their own language and religion. Programs, like 

Sunday School, Potluck dinners and religious meetings, were implemented so that children 

could learn their mother tongue and receive religious education. The media were also used 

to introduce their children to social customs. Most parents in this study were convinced that 



through appropriate esposure to culturaJ traditions children would resist 'u~ecessary" 

assimi h i v e  forces. 

Salem (1988) in his study on the impact of socio-cultural factors upon the 

assimilation of Lebanese Muslim groups in the Dztroit area compared three generations to 

determine the differences in the degree to which they have absorbed or assimilated into the 

American cultural patterns. Differences in religious beliefs, vdues, traditional customs, 

attitudes toward mixed marriages. language. family patterns. and practical use of Islamic 

duties between generations were assessed using the assirnilation scale. This study confumed 

that Lebanese Muslim communities have assimilated rapidly, and in most instances, 

smoothly into the cuitural system of the United States- Furthermore, cultural transformation 

has markedly accelerated among the second generat ion. 

Kurian (1991) investigated the Canadian Immigration policy and the adjustment of 

South Asian immigrants. The findings indicated that although these immigrants are well- 

educated. they were influenced by traditions of their home country and were reluctant to 

adapt to modem lifestyles. However. those individuals in the younger generation acted as 

vanguards of change and tried to modify the attitudes of their parents. Moreover, the slow 

trend toward intermamage may have accelerated the process of assimilation into the 

mainstream society. 

Yousif (1994) in his mtdy of family values and social adjustment of Arab Middle 

Eastern communities showed how they exprienced psycho-social problems in maintaining 

their Islamic identity within non-lslamic societies. Child-rearing, mixed maniages, 

premarital sex, women working outside the home, social practices, were some of the major 

concerns that interfered with Islamic identity. More specifically, this study focused on the 

various conflicts which exist between the Islamic law or shmi 'a and tradition and the 

Canadian law and practice. This conflict may cause confbion among the identity of Muslim 

adolescents since what is haram (forbidden) for Muslims according to the shari'a, is not 

always illegal in the Canadian law. Hence. parents found it strenuous to deal with the 



Islamic identity of adolescents when the laws of the country contradicted the laws of their 

re1 igion. 

Between TWO Cultures? 

Existing Literature reproduces popular notions of Muslim youth. especially females. 

as "caught between two cultures." These notions are expressed by Sharif (1985: 3). 'living 

in w o  distinct worlds;" (Atal, 1989). 'the phenomenon of sandwich culture;" Raza (1991 : 

80) "N-alking on a tight-rope by being half westernized and half eastsmized; or .;Uchtru ( 1993: 

3 )  "leading unhappy double lives." These phrases have been used since the 1970s to indicate 

the tension and alienation experienced by Muslims. The main problem is ofien described in 

terms of being trapped between the traditional Islamic value system of their parents and the 

liberal and ofkn secular values of the host society. In the process, according to Nielsen 

( 1 992), some may become totally westernized, others may totally accept parental demands 

or some may follow all paths between the two extremes. 

Moharned (1994) in her study o f  the integration of the Turkish, Moroccan. & 

Surinam Muslims in Western Europe claimed that although children going to school have 

a strong sense of Muslim identity, they have to maintain a bi-cuftural (identification with 

both the old and new cultures) persona in order to adapt to the dominant environment. 

Furthermore, where the adolescent cannot cope with the conflicting system of values, they 

either abandon hidher Islamic persona or resort to running away fiom home. This inability 

to cope with conflicting loyalties, to parents and society, causes anxiety among many 

Muslims. She, further, states that this social problem stems fiom the dynamics of Muslim 

family structure versus that observed in Western Europe. 

Ghurnan (1 991) interviewed 50 Asian youngsters to assess their views on different 

personal, social, and educational aspects. The primary aim of the research was to investigate 

the nature of their cultural identities. The findings indicated that althougb the group of 

teenagers under study were adopting some of the norms of the British society, they were 



simultaneously retaining key elements (i.e.. language. religion) of their own culture. The 

youngsters in this study were said to be developing 'bi-cuItwaP identities. Muslim boys and 

eirls tended to be more religion oriented when compared to Hindu and Sikh adolescents. 
C 

Haistead (1994) examined the phrase 'caught between two cultures" on British 

Xtuslirns. He feels that *s phrase could be applied to the situation of all children who 

perceive themselves to be victims of the inter-generational conflict. Furthermore. he assens 

that this phrase is being used to draw attention to second generation Muslims who become 

aware of the differing expectations and opportunities offered by parental and host 

communities. He attributes the influence of the media (both western and eastern). the higher 

purchasing power of Muslims. secular education, peer group pressure, and the hidden 

cultural values involved in living in Britain as contributing factors to the liberalization and 

westernization of second-generation Muslims. 

Inter-neneratiod-ct w& P m  

The basic components of personality are patterned during early years of life 

(Matsumoto, 1996). The relevant literature on arranged marriages reveals that environmental 

forces to which the individual has been socialized in childhood and adolescence ultimately 

leads towards adjustive values in regard to marriage. 

The sources of conflict between generations can be identified when one considers the 

disparity between cultures. Tht second generation is faced with conflicting values and 

loyalties fiom home, school, and other sources 1985). 

'Once the critical faculties of children am sharpcncd by schooling and broader cultural exposure, 
the gap between them and their parents usually widens' 
((Kurian, l986:7 1). 

Margaret Mead (1970) in her book, Culture a d  Commitment, wrote about the 

generation gap in contemporary societies. She has done a signiticant part of her earlier 

writing on preliterate societies. She referred to them as post-figurative societies which were 



conservative and resisted change. Hem. the young were expected to follow the dictates of the 

older generation. Examining more modem societies. North American scholars have been 

i ntluenced by the reciprocal effects of children on parents (Kurian. 1 986). 

El-Islam and Fakhr ( 1976) examined inter-generational conflict in young Qatari. 

Their tindings indicated that the value discrepancies benveen parents and children may afi-t 

the mental health of young people. Although the three areas of conflict were attitudes about 

marriage. family. and education. parentally arranged marriages of girls to older men and the 

prohibition of love relationships were the predominant cause of neurosis. 

Wakil. Siddique. & Wakil(198 1) examined the pressures Indo-Pakistani children. 

either born or brought up in Canada, undergo when they are presented with the values and 

ideals held by the India and Pakistan born immigrant parents. Ail the families in this study 

originated fiom societies distinguished by strong kinship ties, interdependence, and respect 

for age and authority. Canada, although does not present a complete contrast, is marked with 

greater socioeconomic independence and individualism. Different influences stemming fiom 
C 

the host society (i.e., dating and love marriages) and fiom the second generation's parental 

cultural background have produced much conflict. tension and changes in immigrant 

families. Although most of the parents in this study expressed a strong desire to retain their 

cultural identity, the majority of children felt that back home cultural identity was important 

to some extent. 

Another study done by Kurian (1986) dealt with parentchild interaction. This study 

specifically dealt with inter-generational interaction in Indian families or South Asians. It 

was found that although immigrant parents adjust to the Canadian society, they are not 

willing to give up their culture or cultural identity. However, their children, especially those 

who are born here, adapt relatively easily. This in tum, causes the inevitable generational gap 

between parents and children. South Asian children in Canada in this study desired to 

maintain tradition, but simultaneously adapted to individualism. Parents were wonied abut 

the children's loss of respect for them and the process of Canadianhtion, which seemed to 



undermine their cultural identity. Parent-children conflicts were most often with regard to 

individual keedom and the double standard (i-e., giving greater fieedom to sons). 

Vaidyanathan & Naidoo ( 1 990) examined Hindus and Sikhs of Asian Indian origin 

in Southern Ontario. They found a potential conflict with regards to marriage between first 

and second generation Asian Indians. The first generation were more concerned with the 

traditional attributes in marriage. Parents and children also differed on demographic traits, 

desirable spousal attributes, family or individual attributes, and male-female relationships. 

.Acculturation to western values of the second generation shifted them away fiom the more 

traditional values held by their parents. 

Many studies have indicated that serious conflicts occur with sensitive issues like 

dating and male-female relationships. All these studies indicated that parents were not very 

approving towards dating in general. However, dating for Muslim girls was more of an issue 

for parents (Barclay, 1969; Wassef, 1977; Golesorkhi, 1983; Hanassab & Tidwell, 1989; 

Cainkar 1991). 

Brah (1978) specifically studied the conflict of dating (courtship) with South Asian 

parents and teenagers in Engalnd. The findings indicated that attitudes of respondents 

towards 'going out' varied considerably. The majority of respondents felt that Gating was 

important if they were not allowed to marry someone of their choice. Others engaged in 

dating and courtship activities to codorm to the dominant patterns of society. This 

conforming was taking place secretly during lunch breaks, after school or during clav time. 

Even though the majority of respondents expressed a d e s k  to have the freedom to interact 

with the opposite sex, they were cautious and careful about the actual involvement. 

Ba-Yunus (1 991) examined the degree of dating amongst Muslim college students 

in the US. and Canada. They found that 90% of females, compared to 46% males, never 

dated and only 1 O%fernaIes dated fiequently, compared to 21% of males. Also, tbe main 

reason (70aA) for engaging in dating for both males and females was because they we= going 



to marry him or her or because they had a great liking for that person. Other reasons for 

dating. such as just liking the person or to be with someone were nonexistent. 

Atti tudcs Towards .4rrawd Marriages.. .Rearranged Ideas? 

Studies of rhr .4r~mged .Man iage in Developing Co unm ies 

Cormack (1961) in her study of coItege students reported a shift toward greater 

freedom in mate selection. Although 78 percent of the students think that their mamage 

should be arranged by parents uith their consent. about one-fifth of the students favour love 

marriages. The study also found that the traditional normative pattern, which prohibited a 

prospective bride and groom to see each other until the wedding day, is becoming obsolete 

in most urban areas and among college educated families and youths. 

Kurian ( 1 96 1 ) repofled that nearly two-thirds of marriages are arranged by the parents 

with consent of respondents. Nearly one-fourth of the respondents selected their own spouse 

with the consent of parents and only 7 percent of the sample reported that their marriages 

were arranged according to the ideas of  parents. Only two respondents made their own 

choice without parental consent. In terms of rural-urban differences. the number of people 

whose marriages are controlled by parents is slightly more in the rural group over the urban 

residents. In general, the majority of respondents enjoyed some degree of fteedom in the 

selection of their spouse reflecting the 'slackening' of the rigid traditional authority pattern. 

Ross (1 96 1)- in a study of Bangalore residents, found that there is a definite desire 

on the part of single young people to have more choice in selecting their marriage partners 

than the older manied people. Of all the single women interviewed, 37 percent wanted 

complete choice, another 37 percent, some choice and only 26 percent did not want any 

choice in selecting their husbands. In contrast, 43 percent of young unmanied men wanted 

complete choice, SO percent some choice and only 7 percent wished no part in selecting their 

spouse. In general. a high proportion of respondents prefer to have more choice in their 



marriage partners. Ross concludes that instead of the former practice of parents and relatives 

making the complete decision or giving their children the opportunity of selecting h m  a 

group of picked candidates. now the young people themselves tend to select the person they 
C 

rvant to marry. and ask their parent's approval of their choice. These findings were also 
, 

supported by Shah (1961). among university students. almost all of them considered , 

marriage a personal affair hetween two individuals in which it was their opinion that should 

be voiced. 

A study conducted in Delhi by M. S. Gore (1969) revealed that 56 percent of the 

respondents felt that marriages should be arranged by elden without 

consulting either the boy or girl concemed. However, 42 percent of the sample think that 

marriages must be arranged after the parties involved are consulted. Only two percent of the 

respondents express that marriages should be decided by the boys and girls concemed. In 

Gore's study education was considered a major differentiating factor in the attitudes of 

respondents toward arranged marriages. He found that 73 percent of the respondents without 

a formal education as against 9 percent with graduate education hold to the traditional 

arrangement of marriages by elders. Hence. his study demonstrated that the more educated 

a respondent is, the more freedom he will give to the boy or girl. In summary, Gore 

concludes that high education and urban residence are directly related to the attitudes of the 

respondents in regard to fieedom of choice given for mate selection. 

Another study by Rao & Rao (1976) of college students' assessment of marital 

attitudes explained that an ovewhelmingly majority of the students wanted more f k d o r n  

in selecting a future spouse and also wanted their parents to coasult them before selecting 

a spouse so that they can make tbeu feelings known. It was also reported that 1 iberal views 

were supported by the male students and the traditional ones are mainly chovn by the female 

students. Residence and family type did not produce significant differences in the attitudes 

o f college students, as the majority of them were seen to be liberal in mate selection. Tbe 

students whose fathers' income and education were high showed more liberal attitudes in 

mate selection. 



Brah ( 1978) examined young Asians in England. Their findings demonstrated that 

exposure to the Western model of self-choice marriages influenced these young .uians as 

it was apparent in their thoughts. if not. khaviour. Both boys and girls were against the idea 

of arranged marriages. Despite. their negative ideology towards this system of marriage they 

did not seem to reject the possibi1it)- of their o u n  marriage being arranged by the parents. 

Only three people in the entire sample stated that they u-ould marry someone of their OWTI 

choice by going against parental wishes. 

Pcakasa and Rao (1979) in their findings indicated Muslims expressed more 

conxmative attitudes (when compared with Hindus) about the present system of arranged 

marriages. This finding can be explained by the fact that the proportion of the female 

students among Muslims was higher which in turn resulted in more traditional responses. 

This study also revealed that a father with a high income was likely to show more liberal 

attitudes in mate selection- 

Korson (1979) examined two samples of Muslim graduate students at two of the 

major universities in West Pakistan in an effort to determine how students would respond 

to the traditional norms of mate selection in their society. The findings indicate that male 

students took a more liberal stance and were more likely to play the role of the initiators of 

social change compared to females. 

Sharif (1  985) interviewed Muslim girls in England and brought about interesting and 

heated debates. A number of girls spoke bitterly about their parents, especially fathen being 

strict. The views of girls on acranged marriages varied considerably. While some girls had 

faith in, and respect for the system of arranged marriages, others felt they had no choice, 

were obligated or viewed the arranged marriage as an escape fiom their own families into 

a life of more fkedom. Furthermore, many of the girls expressed a desire not to marry 

someone fiom the native country. The following excerpts h m  Sharif s study examine some 

of the comments girls made about the idea of arranged marriages: 

'They are only strict bccaux they have ail done it. It's not fair. I think we arc more honest and not hypocrites, 
I know very well that my father had gififiicnds kfa we came to England to join him, but that's aln'ght isn't 
it?' 



'I want an m g e d  mamiage. but I think you should know the boy.' 

'I don't uant an a m g d  marriap. but my mother won't agree: she says if ~ o u  don't then eveqone will talk 
about > ou.' 

'.An m g e d  marriage is for themselves. they think more of themselves reall?. they want to bc respected and 
if  o u  ever disgnce rhem then that; i t  , 

'Some parents will say we'll ~ i v e  SOU the freedom of taUcing to him. but if he likes ~ o u  he will say aything 
to impress you and all )ou're going to see is the good side o f  him.' 

'.A lot of girls I know want to get manied vety young because they want W o r n .  Maybe they use this as one 
Hay of getting away fiom their parents.' 

'1 don't mind m q i n g  whoever my mum chooses as long as I get to talc to him, know who he is.' 

* I  don't want to marry a boy fiom Pakistan because they're just like your parents - very traditional.' 

It is surprising to fmd Asian media (i.e.. the film industry or magazines) contradicting 

the societal norms and value system by promoting the idea of 'love marriages' on screen. 

Most often, the plot incIudes a young couple rebelling against arranged rnaniages and 

miming the battle, or else displaying self-sacrifice by accepting the match to retain family 

honor at the cost of their own happiness (Sharif, 1985). For many Muslims the media are 

seen as promoting behaviours, like drinking and premarital sex. as acceptable and enjoyable 

(Abu-Laban, 1 974; Yousif, 1994). Gist (1 953) also found how the traditional methods of 

selecting a marriage partner through parental arrangements is being replaced by the mass 

media in the city of India The mass media are providing channels through which a wider 

range of marital choice is possible (Gist, 1953). Hence, the issues presented by the media 

within the Asian society add another element of confusion for the second generation. 

*Studies of the Arranged .Marriage In North America 

Wakil, S iddique, & Wakil( 198 l ) also assessed attitudes towards dating and marriage. 

Their findings indicated that changes were present in the traditional mate selection system. 

Parents were making an effort to accornmdate the wishes of their Canadian-born children. 

There was not a single family in the sample which would arrange a marriage without 



consulting their children. However. the number of families who would leave the matter 

entirely to the individual was very small. Although the arranged marriage seemed quite 

acceptable to children born in the native country and brought up in Canada it was not 

acceptable to the Canadian-born children. They were not too happy with this traditional 

method of matchmaking and f i d y  believed that love must be present before the wedding 

bells ring. Furthermore. Canadian-born children wanted to have a greater say in the decision 

and also insisted that the prospective mats(s). more spitically males, should have exposure 

to \vestem values and liberalism. 

According to Kurian and Ghosh (1983), there has been a shift from the traditional 

pattern of mate selection in Canada tow-ards a more western pattern of marriage of one's o w  

choice but with the participation of parents. 

Similarly Siddique (1983), in his study on changing family patterns in Indian and 

Pakistani immigrant families in Saskatoon, reported that parents today are more willing to 

grant some degree of Freedom to their chiidren with respect to marriage. Furthermore. he 

points out that children of this community are still under parental control. 

Kurian (1986) in his study examined decisions regarding marriage and dating of 

South Asian youth in a Canadian society and found that children who are born and brought 

up in their traditional environment are more willing to a g m  with parental ideas about 

marriage than those who are born and brought up in Canada. 

Vaidyanathan & Naidoo (1 990) in their study of Asian Indians also found similar 

results. Both parents and children supported individual choice marriages with parental 

consent. However, content analyses of responses of two open-ended questions revealed that 

78.9% of the younger generation desired more fitedom in the selection of fiiture mamiage 

partners and in making personal decisions. 

Ba-Yunus (1991), in his study of Muslims living in the United States, found that 

subjects, who were drawn form large universities showed a strong affiliation with Islamic 

practices with regards to marriage. Premarital contact, parental authority, and roles in a 

mamage were the three main issues tapped. 



Ada~tivs Social 

Bidlard (1978) reported that 67 percent of a large sample of young South Asians were 

o t' the thought that 'more and more young p p l e  will rebel against the arranged marriage' .. 

Howa-er. the same amount of p p l e  spoke of arranged marriages u-orking well in the Asian 

community and therefore should be maintained. These contradictory results clearly show 

that many South Asian adolescents have feelings of uncertainty with regards to marriage. 

Wakil. Siddique. & Wakil(198 1 ) report how immigrant families cope as traditional 

social control measures weaken. Thsx families have undergone substantial changes in their 

traditional authoritarian structure of fmilial relationships. ;Uthough, a functional 

compromise with the Canadian panern was sought in terms of disciplinary and career 

decisions, parents were more reluctant to give their children freedom in the areas of social 

life (i.e., dating, mixing with the o p p s i t e  sex, visiting friends). In order to cope with this 

problem, immigrant families in this study began to allow or even encourage theu children 

to mingle with &ends 6om within the community. Community events andlor activities. like 

weddings, conferences, picnics, give young people an opportunity to meet and converse with 

people. 

Also, Qureshi (1991), as previously cited, in his study of Muslim South Asians in 

North America demonstrate how the traditional arranged marriage is being adapted and 

modified within the new North American environment. 

INTERVIEWS (CAPTURE AND BRICKETING) 

Twenty single Pakistani Muslim women were interviewed from the Windsor-Detroit 

and Houston area Their self-stories and epiphanies are documented in the following section. 

This section attempts to present summaries which capture the main points of interest of the 

interview. Here, the researcher made her utmost effort to focus on the perceptions of the 

in t e ~ e w e e s  from their own perspective without injecting any bias from the researcher's own 

perspective. 



Each intewiew summary was followed by bracketing. The information gathered 

through - the summaries was analyzed and broken down into their main points. Each 

inten-iew was captured and bracketed independently from any grand theory and other 

inteniews. The key components of each woman's definition of her situation were 

emphasized. To maintain anonymity all of the inteniswee's names have k e n  replaced with 

codes. 

Female #1 (Fl) 

Capture. 

F 1 was a 20 year old U.S. permanent resident. Her f m i l y  migrated, ten years ago. 

from Pakistan to the United States for better opportunities and standard of living. She was 

completing her Bachelor's degree and worked part-time. 

F 1 saw herself as being moderately religious, but found her parents to be more 

culturally conservative. She did not see herself being pressured to be religious but rather 

viewed it as an appropriate and necessary gesture on their part. Moreover. she stated that if 

there is any pressure at all it is a 'hidden pressure'. 

'lust the fact that you observe your parents following the guidelines of 
Islam is more of a hidden pressure because it's a constant reminder of what 
you have to do.' 

She spoke Urdu with her parents and English and Urdu with her siblings. Growing up in 

North America she never had trouble with food or drink restrictions, but found clothing to 

be more of an issue (e.g., wearing shorts or swim suit in gym class) during her highschool 

years. However, with a more diverse group of people in University, she never felt this being 

an issue. She identified herself as a Pakistani. 

'I'm still in touch with a lot of the cultural values and the way of life 
there.' 



She did not see herself to be caught between two cultures. The only difference she 

mentioned inside and outside the home was the language spoken. She presewed her culture 

by staying away from things which were not acceptable by Islam or her parents. Her parents 

preserved their culture by interacting with people from the same background and religion as 

them. 

Both of her parents were initially educated in Pakistan but upon migration they 

up graded their education by pursuing graduate degrees in Engineering and Science. Her 

grandparents, maternal and paternal. were Wends and co-workers. who arranged her parents 
C 

marriage. Her Family was comprised of a younger sister and younger brother. She described 

her family structure as haking a level of respect and hierarchy in that she was not allowed to 

just dismiss what her father said to her. Both her parents made decisions together but when 

a difference of opinion between the two parents occurred her father persuaded her mother his 

way. She viewed her mother to be more conservative in parenting because she was hesitant 

about she and her sister gaining more independence. She stated that both her parents were 

strict about dating, respect for elders, and basic Islamic values. However, both were open 

to educational goals, career related issws, and recreational activities. She described her 

relationship with her parents as a close one. Being a girl, she found it easier to share more 

in-depth things about her life with her mother, but related to her father's philosophies and 

thinking more. She was not afraid of either parent. She saw the lines of communication 

between her and her parents grow wider as she got older. 

'I usually talk to my sister a lot about the way I feel personally about day 
to day things but if them is an important issue I'm not afraid to talk to 
them. They listen to my point of view but usually end up persuading me 
to their way.' 

The biggest conflict she had with her parents were about love and dating. 

'My parents believe that dating several people with no intent, like 
marriage, is wrong.' 

Even though she understood their concerns about these issues she felt that people and 

lifestyles have changed with time. Her sociwxonomic status was best represented as being 



middle class. 

She detinitely believed her social freedom to be restricted. 

'1 think my parents rather see me at home than being sxuemely social. I 
am expected to be home early and they tend to %ant to know about my 
uhereabouts and the company that I intend to keep when I'm socializing." 

, 

Although she thought her parents' concerns were Iegitimate. she still felt it was unfair 

because her brother was treated differently with regards to social Freedom and was hardly 

ever questioned. She felt the pressure of how to behave depended on the type of community 

and society you live in. Her parents wanted her to get married after her Bachelor's degree 

was completed and would want her to pursue W e r  education after she married. She did not 

find it stressful to be a Muslim woman here and did not experience any hardships. 

She viewed love as a codk ing  emotion and felt that she had not experienced love 

yet. She felt the media to portray love as an easier task than how it is in actuality. She 

stated how 'consent', without pressure, and some liking and understanding between the two 

individuals be present before marriage. She felt that her parents would agree with her ideas 

about this because her parents viewed true love to happen after marriage when one s w  to 

get to know his or her true colours and make sacrifices and learn to deal with him or her. Her 

thoughts about dating related to the importance she gave to knowing a person before 

marriage and she felt that interaction with the man you intend to marry is essential for 

building an understanding. She did have experience with dating for a limited time and did 

not find it appealing with her values. 

'It didn't fit in my life right- 1 don't even think I know how to date because 
1 don't know the norms nor have t been exposed to them.' 

Her parents knew about her dating experience and were disappointed. At present, dating was 

not taking place because it was not encouraged in her home, she did not have the time, and 

she had not met the guy that she intended to many. Religion and nationality of the guy were 

important for her and her parents. She felt manying outside of the culture would cause 

confbsion for the children. 



F 1 and her parents saw family honor as important. Her parents viewed it as being 

presen-ed when things. like mamage. were initiated fiom the elders. She had no intentions 

of engaging in sex before marriage. 

*My religious. culrura1. and moral values would never allow me t o  do that 
or even come close to that. Not only because it causer so many problems 
but because it's something intended to be u i th  one person. Even some of 
my American friends agree with  me on that point.' 

Gro~king up in North America taught her and made her aware of more alternatives. 

She wanted to get married and felt it was essential for most people. She. further. 

stated that it should k taken seriously and both partners should be wanting i t  Religion, 

nationality, education, and economic class. in chat order* w-ere the most important 

charac tsristics she wanted in her ideal mate. As far as an ideal marriage was concerned she 

felt the girl and guy involved should be content. It was very important for her to know her 

future mate and would consider marrying a recent immigrant if they were compatible with 

each other. She had no preference for a mate selection method. 

'It doesn't  matter to me I think it can be done both ways.' 

Her parents preferred the planned method of mate selection (e-g.. pictures and references). 

'If a family appeals to them they usually go  meet them first- If they really 
like them and think there is something there to  build on and they likc the 
guy then they involve me." 

She had no problem with this method because she was positive that the final decision would 

be hers. Also, she would not have to rebel as her parents would never force her into an 

undesired situation. She had complete faith and trust in her parents. 

'I trust them completely. It scams me sometimes how well they know me 
and my taste and in fact they are more picky about things likc height and 
complexion where those things are not of any requirement for me.' 

She truly felt that parents know best but also stated that the main reason for having an 

arranged mamage would be based on whether she liked the guy or not. 



She saw girls as being protected more tiom outside influences and saw them to be 

easy targets for arranged marriages because she felt that some girls found it hard and are 

afraid to talk to their parents. Relating to social k d o m  issues she felt that she was treated 

different1)- than her brother. but in dealings of marriage she was confident that her parents - 
would gib-e her the same Freedom. She believed that arrangedmamiapcs were taking place 

*Total arranged marriages (when the girl and the guy hasn't [&I even 
talked before) u-ork out even in this time and age because most parents 
know their children and their wants and desires so they tend to pick 
accordingly." 

She felt only those children who do not trust their parents' choice or whose famities do not 

discuss these issues would rebel and in those families where consent is asked and certain 

issues discussed then those childten cope. Moreover, she stated how she would maintain the 

arranged marriage because she had faith in the system and her parents. 

She suggested that families have a middle ground and open lines of communication 

~i th their children. She also recommended that parents should allow their children to mingle 

in groups. .As far as Muslim girls were concerned she advised them to build an 

understanding with their parents because they are experienced adults and only want what is 

best for them. 

FinalIy, she ended the interview by stating how she trusted her parents and saw 

herself in an arranged marriage. 

'I don't see anything wrong or weird about it, I think my parents know 
what kind of guy I'm looking for and since I don't intend to get married to 
someone my parents don't approve of', I think it even might be beneficial 
in the long run.' 

F 1 was cornparattively different fiom the rest of the 19 girls in that both mother and 

father held graduate degrees fiom North Ameria 



She was well informed about her culture and what her parents' expectations were of 

her. Her parents' cultutal consen-atism was reflected through her thoughts and ideas. The 

hidden pressure obsen-rd at home kept her in check. She seemed to be quite mature and 

understood the rationale behind her parents' attitudes towards certain things. Even though 

as a teenager she explored various western avenues. like dating. she came to realize that it 

was not part of the Islamic cultural norm. 

She perceived her parents to have raised her to get the 'best of both worlds' in that 

they were mict about what they perceived as the negative aspects of the western culture and 

promoted or gave their daughter allowance to explore the positive aspects of this culture. 

The relationship between her and her parents was a close and honest relationship in which 

she was open to discuss things with either parent depending on what the topic of discussion 

was. The key element to such a relationship was that there was no element of fear from 

either parent. Although at times she sensed a generation gap between her and her parents' 

ideas she made an attempt to understand where they were coming &om and they also listened 

to her points of view. 

The only advantage she felt she gained through living here was through being aware 

of her alternatives. For her any mate selection method was game because she was confident 

about how her parents would leave the decision up to her. Love was not a critical factor 

before marriage, but rather consent of both parties without pressure was the key element. 

Parental approval was a concern for her. F 1 spoke proudly of the planned method of mate 

selection as her parents were aware of her likes and dislikes and she just needed some time 

to get to know her future mate. She would maintain the arranged marriage system. Her 

definition of marriage did not differ b m  her parrnts because she trusted them and had faith 

in their decision. 

Female #2 (F2) 

-mJ= 
F2 was a 20 year old Canadian landed immigrant. Her f d l y  migrated from the 



Arabian Gulf when she was 15 years old for securi~ purposes and nationality- She was a 

senior completing her Bachelor's degree. She did not work anp-here. but planned to upon 

comptstion of her degree. 

Although F:! saw herself and her family as being moderately religious. she found 

society to view hcas being more conservative because she veiled. She was not pressured 

to be religious or veil. 

"1 have chosen this way because it makes me feel closer to - 4 h h  (God) and 
gives me mil  I power.' 

Crdu was the language always spoken at home with all fami t y members. Being in North 

America she kind of found it difficult to follow the food restrictions. 

'In Windsor there is less choice o f  haIaI (kosher) restaurants so we eat at 
home. That way we know what we are eating is t 00 per cent hIaI meat 
and there are no ambiguities.' 

She identified herself as 'totally Pakistani'. She spoke of being proud of being a Pakistani- 

bluslim and felt her lifestyle and behaviour contributed to the way she identified herself. She 

did not see herself to be caught between hvo cultures. 

'I am pretty consistent in and out of the home. I don't stnrggle much and 
act as a Pakistani-Muslim all the time.' 

She preserved her culture by remembering who she was and why she was in Canada. Her 

parents preserved their culture by teaching her wbat is wrong and right and letting her choose 

the path. 

'Giving us a choice has made me want to practice the religion and culture 
even more. I f  people arc forced in doing stuff they don't want to then the 
consequences of the well intended actions go in the opposite direction.' 

Both of her parents were educated in Pakistan. Her father completed his 

undergraduate degree in Engineering and her mother her Bachelor of AM. Her father 

worked in the Arabian Gulf and her mother was a home-maker. F2's parents had an arranged 

marriage. Ail arrangements were made through her grandparents and her dad never saw her 



mother. Her parents committed to the mamage o n  word of mouth by the elders of the 

family. Her Family was comprised of NO younger brothers and one older sister. She 

described her family structure as being mdedorninated. Although her mother was consulted 

in every decision. her father. in decision-making. had the forefront. 

'If  my dad sa?s something it s i l l  be that *a>- and there will be no changing 
to that decision.* 

She viewed her parents to be traditional Muslim parents who were firm believers in their 

religion. Her parents gave their male children an increased amount of fkeedorn to go places. 

'I think it should be equal. but in our culture girls are supposed to be more 
conservative than guys so our parents raised us that way." 

Even though she described her relationship with both her parents as a very formal one. she 

still felt that she could tell her mother how it is and voice her opinion. 

'Formality in this relationship is  because of respect.' 

She saw herself as being closer to her mother because she could talk to her and be more 

expressive about things. Her mother was the messenger who conveyed her views to her 

father. F2 was honest and afraid of both parents. However, she stated how she found it 

easier to explain herself to her mother. 

'My dad shuts you out and doesn't even make an attempt to hear my side 
of the story." 

She stated how the lines of communication were okay. 

'It is easy to talk to them but at times it can k hard, like, when I have to 
ask them about going out, then that becomes a problem. Asking them to 
do firn things is hard because thcy don't see it like we do. They do listen to 
what we have to say, even though thcy don't act upon our decision or 
feelings.' 

She preferred to talk to her sister and fiends about personal or intimate problems and never 

her parents. 

'I am this way because of respect and plus I find it too embarrassing to 
talk to them about intimate details about my life. There is a certain hijob 
(reservation) I have with them.' 



The biggest conflicts she had with her parents was going out with friends and marriagee. Her 

socio-economic starus was best represented as middle class. 

Even though she found Canada gave her more social fiecdom. she still &It that 

h ~ i  gender. not Islam. restricted her fiom doing certain things. She. at times. felt 

pressured about how to behave. 

'You are pressured because ).ou can't do evrrqthing you want to do. It's 
more of a right or wrong thing.' 

She also stated that how if she were a guy the pressure would be less. 

' G q s  don't give these things of right or wrong much importance." 

Her parents would consider proposals but she would only consider them when she felt the 

'guy is right' for her. She, at times, found it stressful to be a Muslim woman here because 

she covered. 

'I feel a sense of being different- I guess people should become a bit broad 
minded and bt more accepting." 

She viewed love as unconditional, without an agenda, and felt it occurred when you 

love someone for just being himself or herself. She stated how love should be present prior 

to marriage. 

'The marriage becomes more fascinating and you value the person more if 
the emotional component of love comes first." 

She felt that her parents would not agree with her ideas about this because her parents have 

a certain criterion. Moreover, she thought that because her parents' arranged marriage was 

successful, in their perception, it was a definite possibility for her to have one too. She 

viewed social and emotional interaction with the person you marry as critical and felt if any 

interaction is allowed prior to maniage, then it would be in a group setting. She did have 

experience with dating for a limited time in the Middle Eaa Her parents learned about this 

through a letter she wrote and were distraught at the act itself and the fact that her boyfriend 

was not of the same Islamic sect as them. At present, dating was not taking place because she 

knew her parents would not approve and secondly, felt that dating someone you do not marry 



is emotionally painful. Religion and nationality of  the guy were important for her and her 

parents. but sect was not a critical issue for her. She felt marrying outside of the culture 

would cause inter-racial problems within the marriage. 

F2 and her parents saw family honor as important. Her parents womed about the 

social polity and how their daughter's brhaviour would socially cffkct them. She also sited 

how one o f  her parental preferences for the arranged marriage was family honor. 

Maintenance of virginity was considered equally important for all of them. She spoke of  

premaritai sex as being one of the biggest Islamic sins and prayed for Allah to give her the 

patience and will power to cope with this. Although. living in Canada had not really 

changed her outlook on these matten, she felt that socialidng with friends and family and 

spending time with them shaped her attitudes. 

She spoke of wanting to be in love with the person she married and felt it was 

essential to know the person you many for awhile. Religion, a good personality. education, 

nationality, and economic class, in that order. were the most important characteristics she 

wanted in her ideal mate. As far as an ideal marriage was concerned. she feIt the girl and guy 

involved should spend time with each other and go out together on a social and emotional 

(i .e.. personal) level. After that initial stage, if she thinks her parents would accept him, she 

would inform her p a n t s  of her choice or she would arrange an indirect proposal through his 

family and his help. Although this sounded quite exciting to her. she stated how the chances 

of this happening would be very slim because for her parents to know and love the person 

was not a critical factor. She would never many anyone she did not know and preferred to 

marry a Pakistani from North America or the Arabian Gult She saw the arranged marriage 

as unfair and a disastrous marriage. 

'I feel this is not fair and I don't think it was fair for my mom either, but 
if she was happy in doing it then it is her choice. I would never do that. I 
have already requested to be allowed to meet the guy.' 

She preferred the self-choice mate selection method. 

'Once I marry someone it is very hard to go after other options because in 
our culture divorce is fiowned u p  and society dc#s not accept it as easily. 



If I many I want it to be for life and not end in divorce. That is why it is 
important for me to know and love him." 

Her parents preferred the delegated method of mate selection. 

'It gives a sense of an arranged rnarria_pe. but still gbes enough fietfdorn to 
the people that my parents u-odd agree with it," . 

She preferred the joint-venture method because she wanted to be able to choose for herself: 

Her parents. at times, imposed their marital preferences and did have a lot to say in this 

matter. 

"But they won't and can't force me to m q  him!" 

She hoped that the final decision would be hen and she would rebel, verbally, and let her 

parents know what she was feeling. If F2 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be for 

the following reasons in rank order: obligation to parents; parents know best; family honor; 

lack of suitable marriage partner; she wants to; family pressure; freedom from the home. 

She saw herself as being under more parental control, compared to her brothers, 

because she was not able to speak her mind like they were and saw this as a contributing 

factor to why girls are easier targets for arranged marriages. 

'Daughters or girls fiom the very beginnins are taught not to speak out so 
it becomes a part of their behaviour.' 

F2 felt that she and her brothers would be treated differently in dealings of marriage. 

"Whoever my brother rnamies will become a part of our lifestyle. So 
anyone my brother chooses will follow our lifestyle and my parents would 
mould her to that." 

She believed that very few arranged marriages were taking place because of the envimnment 

and cuf ture the Pakistani generation was growing up in. Furthermore, she stated how 

Pakistani girls were rebel ling against their parents' decisions and were succeeding because 

o f  the rights Canada has to offer. She further stated how an increased amount of education 

and a better environment contributed to their way of thinking and made Pakistani girls more 

aware of their options and alternatives about certain issues. Moreover, she stated how she 

would modifL the arranged marriage. 



'I would change i t  so that there is more openness. honesty, and active 
participation with the people getting married. And also let them meet on a 
one to one basis ~ i t h  no parental objection.' 

She suggested that parents should be more open to the ideas of this society and 

respect their children for being strong and shouid not rake advantage of their daughters 

politeness. She also recommended that parents should not force- their children into a 

marriage they do not want. 

'In Canada it is not impossible for parents to get their way!' 

As far as  Muslim girls were concerned she advised them to remember who they are and how 

their beha\iour will effsct their parents. She felt girls should talk openly and honestly wi th  

their parents and try to make their parents understand and listen to their viewpoints. 

Finally, she ended the i n t e ~ e w  by stating how she saw herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

'1 am a peace-loving petson and I, reatistically speaJcing. can't rebel too 
much. I can adjust and accommodate to anyone but I wouldn't want to see 
myself in that situation. And its a real scary thought. A marriage gives 
people cold feet to begin with and not knowing him and getting intimate 
may make my feet freeze, along with my body." 

F2 was a Canadian citizen who had only been in Canada for five years. Both her 

parents were educated in Pakistan and held bachelor degrees. They were a middle class 

family. 

Even though she veiled, she spoke of being not as religious in her ways as society 

perceived her to be. Her parents told her right fiom wrong but let her choose the path she 

desired. She identified herself as a Pakistani Muslim. 

She described her family structure as eastern and male-dominated. As far as she 

could remember her father most always had control over decisions, especially the major 

ones. Her parents were traditional Muslims who kept their culture and traditions alive within 

the home. F2's parents did not like her hanging out with friends, or according to her, 'doing 



aqthing b'. There was a built-in cultural gender bias in F2's family, which she viewed as 

incorrect. This was clearly seen in the treatment her brothers had received horn her parents. 

Although she had a formal relationship with her parents. she could be more 

expressive about her thoughts and feelings with her mother regarding certain issues. She did 

not t iel  comfortable in talking to her parents about ,. personal problems or issues and relied 

on her sister and outside sources. friends. to discuss that aspect of her life. Having respect 

for her parents interfered with the lines of comunication she had with them. She feared her 

parents. especially her father. 

Her definitions regarding Iove, social interaction with men (dating), and marriage did 

not flow with her parents' outlook- Her parents were more traditional regarding these 

matters. She, on the other hand, was more liberal and open to western ideas, but was still 

influenced by her parents' thinking patterns regarding these issues. However, her ideas and 

her parents' thoughts about family honor were similar, in that, they both saw it as being 

important but she perceived family honor religiously important to mainlain and her parents 

saw it more as a societal concern. It was very important for her to h o w ,  love, and choose 

the person she married. F2 knew that these criteria of hers did not agree with that of her 

parents. Their criteria were based more on external factors, like religion. nationality, and 

sect. She also noted that because her parents had a 'successful' arranged marriage, according 

to them, she was a possible candidate to go into a marriage of that sort F2 did not see the 

arranged marriage as being a fair proposition aad preferred the self-choice mate selection 

method (joint-venture) over i t  Her parents, however, would prefer the delegated method of 

mate selection as it would preserve honor of the family to some extent. Even though her 

parents did impose their marital preferences on her, she hoped that the final decision in 

marriage be hers and she would rebel to a certain extent if she absolutely had to. She did 

respect her parents a lot and hence would engage in an arranged marriage for their happiness 

only. She also felt that the arranged marriage should be modified to meet the needs of the 

society these girls were living in. 

She perceived arranged marriages to be occurring less frequently in Canada and 



attributed this low Frequency to the environment itself and education. F2 also noted how 

being educated in Canada lead Pakistani girls to rebel against their parents' wishes or 

demands since they had heightened awareness of their rights and options. To avoid any 

rebelling she suggested that parents be more open to the ideas of this society. do not force 

their children, and respect them forking strong in a free country like Canada. F2 felt girls 

should keep open and honest lines of communication with their parents and 'before acting 

on any instinct think twice'! 

Even though F2 spoke against the system of arranged marriages, she did see herself 

in one. as she was a 'peace-loving person' who could not see herself rebelling against people 

she respected and loved. 

Female #3 (F3) 

Capture* 

F3 was a 16 year old Canadian citizen. She had been in Canada for the past eight 

years. Her family migrated &om Pakistan for better living and education. She was a 

highschool student. She did not work. 

Even though F3 saw hemlf as being not too religious, she still felt that she uas a bit 

more religious than her parents because of some of the religious things, like veiling, she 

would engage in, In some ways she felt pressure tiom her parents to do religious things. 

' Like I want to be religious. but maybe except for the hi/bb (veil) part. I'm 
forced to wear it. My parents want me to wear it.' 

For her, preference of languages, changed with the person she would speak to. She did not 

eat or drink h m  (forbidden) things and did not frnd thost Islamic restrictions difficult to 

follow. 

'It's not very hard since there arc Pakistani and Arab restaurants here 
which serve haIaI (kosher) food. My parents take us out to those kind of 
places and that kind a [a] compensates for those missed Big Mac's.' 

She identified herself as an Eastern-Muslim Pakistani. 



'Our home culture is totally Pakistani." 

At times. she felt tom between two cultures. 

"You know the way other Pakistanis are, they're like mised, both in the 
Canadian and Pakistani culture. like they wear Canadian clothing, me on 
the other hand don't do that. so a t  times I feel left out and trapped in my 
culture. The only time it reall- upsets me  is uhen m y  Friends at school 
start questioning my lifesn.te." 

She preserved her culture through obuning her parents behaviour and by remembering stuff 

about Islam told by family members and the rnoullah (priest). Her parents preserved their 

culture within the horns by behaving like traditional Pakistani ~Muslims. 

'By watching my parents bchaviour, Pakistani culture is in a way, 
automatically preserved. My parents are really proud of their culture and 
being Musl ims. They never copy the Canadian way of life." 

Both her parents were educated in Pakistan. Her father. unlike her mother, completed 

two years of college. Her parents' marriage was arranged. 

'My mom's mom was best fiends with my dad's mom and my dad's mom 
gave the proposal. So the families knew each other but my parent's didn't 
see or  know each other." 

Her family was comprised of two older brothers and one younger brother. She had no 

sisters. She described the family system at home as being very eastern and maledominated. 

"Usually my dad and brothers make the decisions and me and my mother 
are subsided." 

She viewed her parents as conservative Muslim parents who were strict in child-rearing 

practices. 

'Cause [&J they are always telling me what and what not to do a lot of the 
times. Like my mom is always saying don't hang out, don't be too frce 
with guys or be carchl who you talk to. My parents in raising me arc 
definitely protective of me because, being the only girl, they see how 
Pakistani girls arc getting messed up here and they don't want me to end 
up like that.' 

She also stated how if they lived in Pakistan her parents would probably be more lenient with 



'Back-home Pakistani parents are less traditional than here cause [&I there 
are less people fiom other cultures so there is k s s  to choose from. Parents 
are scared here." 

She described her relationship with her mother. but not father. as a friendly one. She saw 

herself as k ing  closer and honest to her mother and was afraid of her father. Even though 

she could speak to her mother about personal concerns. she was still hesitant to speak oped>- 

with her and her father. 

"I cannot tell my mother who I like. We're friendly. but not that much. In 
our culture those tqpes o f  things are usually kept to oneself and that is how 
I have been raised." 

For personal and intimate matters F3 preferred to talk to her girl cousins or friends. Going 

out anywhere alone or to a relatives house was a major conflict for her. 

'My dad is very protective o f  me and doesn't l ike me to go out o f  the 
house.' 

Her socio-economic status was best represented as middle class. 

Although she felt to be socially restricted she seemed to see the bright side of it. 

'I don't have as much k d o m  as m y  brothers do. But I'd do the same with 
my kids. 1 know it is for the better so I don't blame my parents for treating 
me this way l ike other girls do." 

She also stated how, sometimes, she was pressured about how to behave. 

'They tell me how I should be shari/(imrnaculate behaviour). not like out 
o f  control. But I myself would fctl guilty if I engaged in anything against 
their wishes. I f  I were a guy the pressure would be different. l ike they 
wouldn't care as much about izzat (family honor) and everything.' 

Although she spoke of her parents wanting her to be a professional. they also wanted her 

married after she received her highschool diploma. She found it stresshrl to be a Muslim 

woman in Canada 

'There is a pressure to maintain family honor and keep the family pure o f  
anything bad. In this culture that is  very hard to do. M y  parcnts arc quite 
stressed in having a daughter here because there are many cases of Muslim 
girls running away fiorn home. They worry about me gening involved with 
the w o n g  type of people.' 



She dealt with keeping the family's chin up by keeping good company and reflecting back 

on the lectures she got from her parents. especially her Mom. 

She felt love occurred when a guy deeply cared for you. She stated how love was not 

a necessary condition for marriage. 

"I probably say that cause [&I the way the Pakistani culture is structured. 
I have been taught to  think this way." 

She fimher stated how her parents would agree w i t h  her view because it was stemming from 

what they had taught her. Although a few Pakistani guys had asked her out on a date. she 

rehsed. She felt dating was a sheer waste of time. 

"First of all my parents are totally against dating and it is totally against 
their will and my religion too and plus I don't see the point." 

She did not care to have interaction with a man o r  a prospective mate prior to marriage. 

" I  trust my parents judgement and they will probably choose the right 
person for me." 

She would consider interaction with him only after an engagement or the marriage itself 

because then she would not feel bad and she would know that her parents are fine with them 

being together. 

"I don't want to have any interaction or date guys before marriage. My 
attitude towards this interaction stuff boils down to the way my parents 
raised me and the knowledge 1 have about my religion brings me to this 
decision. My dad trusts me and I don't want to betray his trust cause [&I 
than I'll feel very guilty. It's kind a b] my choice not to date but my 
parents have influenced this decision of mine." 

She claimed how if she ever had relations with a guy the consequences would be deadly. F3 

and her parents saw religion, nationality, and sect as important factors in a prospective mate. 

Family honor was also a big deal for her and her family. 

'The burden of family honor lies on my shoulders and if I ever do anything 
bad then everyone in my family will be very angry with me! To me 
virginity means a lot and it should be kept till the night of." 

Her parents saw arranged maniages as being good. 



"They see how it lets society and relatives know- that the girl was free of 
any M-rong doing(s) or of any bad \vestern influences. It gives people less 
of a chance to point fingers towards you." 

However. she did mention. how. at times. she saw remaining chaste more important for her 

parents and her brothers. She coped with these issues by just taking with female cousins and 

friends. 

"With my friends I get a chance to espress my anger and feelings towards 
our way of life." 

She felt her family played a major role in influencing her thoughts and definitions. 

In terns of marriage, she spoke of how she always thought of it as being a parental 

decision and how her future mate would be a complete stranger. Nationality, religion, 

education. personality, socioeconomic class, and looks, in that order, were the most 

important characteristics she wanted in her ideal mate. She also stated how she did not want 

a suspicious husband. Ideally, she would want to have loved and socially interacted with the 

man she married. She felt her parents would not agree with this because they do not 

approve of her interacting with men before marriage. For her knowing him on a one to one 

level was not important and hence, she could many a stranger. If her parents knew him 

enough that was good enough for her. Love was not an essential factor for her. She believed 

that through knowing him you can start to love him too. 

"You can love a stranger. My parents were strangers and they love each 
other." 

She spoke positively about the arranged marriage and adhered to that method. 

"I like it, it is fine because that way parents are happy and the girl in most 
cases happy too. Girls are young and naive and they can pick the wrong 
man. Parents most of the time make the right decisions for their kids." 

She stated how western values did not influence her decision about this, but rather her 

upbringing did. She strongly felt that her parents would plan her entire marriage. However, 

she herself preferred the delegated version as it allowed for interaction. Even though she did 

not think her parents impose their marital preferences on her, she saw her choice in marital 



preferences to be a learned behaviour. rather than an imposition. as it was a reflection of what 

her parents preached. F3's parents had a iot to say about who she would be maq-ing but she 

hoped that her feelings would be taken into consideration- She fiuther stated how her father 

would have the final say and how she would not rebel because she knew how her parents 

woutd only want the best for her. 

"I don't have enough courage to rebel. My parents would never make the 
tvrong decision for me and get me married to an idiot. 1 trust their 
judgement." 

I f  F3 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be fbr the following reasons in rank order: 

parents know best; obligation to parents; maintaining culture: family honor: family pressure: 

I want to; lack of suitable marriage partner; freedom from the house. 

She saw herself as being under more parental control, compared to her brothers, 

because she could not do half the things her brothers were allowed to do. Moreover, she 

stated that by structuring family honor around the female made them easier targets 

of the arranged marriage. F3 felt that she and her brothers would be treated differently in 

dealings of marriage. She believed that the majority of marriages occuning today were love 

marriages. 

"People have become more modern and adapted to the western lifestyle." 

Even though she did not condone rebelling she perceived more girls rebelling against their 

parents' wishes. 

"An increased amount education and a better environment contribute to 
their way of thinking by making Pakistani girls more aware of their options 
and alternatives about certain issues. In Canada it is easier to take a stand 
against your family, if you are familiar with the laws and rights, then you 
can easily have your way." 

She spoke o f  maintaining the arranged marriage. 

"it helps preserve and maintain our culture and Islamic identity. Even here 
they are coming up with things like computer dating and blind 
arrangements. These are modern ideas to the same sorts of traditional 
arranged marriages. I might be answering this way because I am totally 
influenced by my family and religion." 



She suggested that parents and girts should have more open communication with 

their children. especially daughters. She also said how parents should not get mad. but rather 

be more sensitive. when their children want to discuss personal or intimate problems with 

them. , 

"Parents should listen and be more open with their children about issues 
discussed in this interview. 1 f parents don't support their children then they 
will go astray and talk to others who might not give the right advice." 

There were no new methods being adopted by her or her parents to meet guys. The only 

thing she mentioned is that she goes out to more Pakistani cultural gatherings with her 

parents. 

Finally she ended the interview by stating how she saw herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

"Yeah the way my parents are they don't really talk about marriage to me. 
Because their marriage was arranged that gives them more reason to have 
mine done that way too. With my brothers I don't know.-.but it seems like 
they will get a chance to fall in love and go through a love marriage." 

Brackecine. 
F3, unlike the other girls in the sample, was one of the youngest (16). She was not 

a recent immigrant and had been in Canada for eight years. Her parents were educated in 

Pakistan, but did not hold advanced degrees. They were a middle class family. 

F3, compared to her parents, perceived herself to be a bit more religious. She did not 

veil or wear Pakistani clothing by choice and was forced to. This aspect of her life only 

became disturbing when her peers would question her lifestyle. She was a strict follower 

of the Islamic food and drink restrictions. She spoke of her home environment as being very 

Pakistani and identified herself as a Pakistani Muslim. 

She described her family structure as eastern and male-dominated. F3 recalled how 

her mother and her hardly had any input or say in decisions. Her parents were conservative 

Muslim parents who were strict, especially with her. Her parents feared the culture she was 

being raised in and thus were very protective of her and did not want her to be associating 



with members of the opposite sex- She blamed these restrictions on living in Canada. 

Although there was a built-in cultural gander bias in F3's family. she was not quick ro fault 

her parents for it. 

Even though her relationship with her mother was a close, honest. and friendly one. 
, 

she still was not courageous enough to openly communicate with her about personal or 

intimate matters. The relationship she had with her father was a reserved one. The lines of 

communication were minimal between the two of them. as she was a h i d  of him. To discuss 

personal problems or issues she relied on her female cousin and outside sources. friends. 

She attributed the hesitation of openly communicating to the way the Pakistani culture is 

structured and the way she was raised. 

F3 obeyed and acted on what she believed her parents' wishes were. She re6rained 

fiom activities that would upset her parents or make her feel guilty. Parental approval was 

a concern for her at all times and she respected that. Her 'realistic' definitions regarding 

love. social interaction with men (dating), family honor, future mate criteria, and marriage 

were in agreement with her parents' traditional and eastern outlook. However. ideally she 

had a more westernized view of these concepts. Even though she felt her definitions and 

actions were learned behaviours stemming fiom parental influence, she strongly felt that her 

school life also played a major role in shaping her attitudes and in giving her a broader range 

of lifestyles to choose fiom. 

Her father, being the traditional man she described him to be, would most probably 

have the final say or decision in her marriage but she would not rebel because she trusted her 

parents choice. She felt that the arranged marriage helped preserve the Islamic culture and 

hence should be maintained. She gave examples of modem North American ideas, like 

computer and blind dating, that symbolized the tradition of arranged marriages. 

She perceived arranged marriages to be occurring less frequently in America and 

attributed this low frequency to modernization and adaptation to the West. She felt the laws 

and rights provided for individuals in this part of the world made it easier for Pakistani girls 

to rebel against their parents' wishes or demands. 



To avoid any rebelling she suggested that parents and children engage in open 

communication. Also. she felt that Pakistani parents should be more sensitive to their 

children's needs when they especially make an effort to discuss something personal with 

them because if parents don't change their w-ays then their children will look for other 
I 

[ u ~ o n g ]  people and other [wong] ways to get the same advice. 

F3 spoke in favor of arranged marriages and did see herself in one because that was 

a cultural tradition her parents taught her and something her parents experienced as we[! (see 

Figures 2a and 2b). 



Cluster Anatysis of Female #3 
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This figure illustrates the cluster of people who are idenwing together or separate of each other on 
the various constructs. F3's actual self is identiming more with the first generation. 



-re 2b: Conshuct Map of Female #3 

ideal role model 

Xsucccssful female 

The construct map of F3 is representative of a Pakistani girl who perceived herself as traditional and 
conservative like her parents. Although ideally she was inclined to western ideology her realistic 
definitions on most constx-ucts were more in-line with parental wishes, expectations, and demands. 
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Female #J (F4) 

Canture, 

F4 was a 27 year old Canadian citizen. She was born in province of Quebec. Her 

parents migrated from Pakistan in the late sixties in pursuit of better education. She was a 

tirst year graduate student and worked as graduate assistant. 

She viewed herself as being religious. 

"I sincerely believe that my religion is the correct path and I deeply believe 
in it and try to follow it as best as I can." 

She spoke of her parents being a lot more religious compared to her. In the early stages of 

her life she did feel pressured to be religious, but now was practicing retigion by choice. 

"As my sister's married off I felt my support network in my life was 
weakening and the only constant thing that remained was my faith." 

Growing up in Canada she tried to follow food restrictions as best she could. She never 

tasted alcohol but described how in social gatherings she found it difficult to restrain herself 

from it. 

"When I would go to social get-togethers I would pretend to be drinking." 

Other things she found difficult were veiling, interaction with men, eye contact. and clothing. 

She spoke English with her mom and Urdu with her dad. She identified herself as a 

Canadian-Muslim. 

"As the years have gone by I've tended to feel less attachment and 
at'flliation with Pakistani people and culture because of the negative 
experiences and issues I've had with Pakistan. I don't want to be 
associated with the negativities of that culture." 

She saw herself caught between two cultures and struggled with her identity. It was stressfid 

for her to be a Muslim woman here and dealt with it by 'hiddenly' conforming to the western 

way of life. She spoke of having feelings of guilt and regret for engaging in wrong-doing(s). 

"You have to be two identities in one shot, Canadian and Muslim. You 
know how they say move, die, or adapt. Well, I couldn't move because my 
parents didn't, I wasn't courageous enough to die, and I couldn't even 
adapt because of my parents. I had to secretly adapt to fit-in." 



She claimed to preserve her culture through her continuing faith in it and said her parents. 

especially father, passed on tradition and culture, through being strict and disciplinary. 

Her father was initially educated in Pakistan and upon migration. upgraded his 

education. Her mother held a Bachelor's degree. from Pakistan and was a home-maker. Her 
, 

parents had an arranged marriage. 

"Xiy mom and dad's father knew each other and arranged it. My parents 
had seen each other but never socially interacted with one another till their 
\\ edding" 

Her family was comprised of four sisters. She had no brothers. She described her family 

system to be very patriarchal and her father had more. even though he would listen to what 

his daughters would have to say, control over decisions. 

"My dad was the head of the family. All major decisions are his, my 
mother had an influence, she'd complain, whine. My father is a very smart 
man because he knew raising four girls in the Canadian environment, 
things had to be openly discussed and so he implemented certain elements 
of the Canadian culture in his home. It was very difficult to see their 
relationship because I always saw my mother as the underdog subjugated 
to his will and his desires. She always catered to his every need. I saw 
their relationship to be more of a husband and slave." 

Growing up she found her father to be very contro1ling and consewative in parenting. Today 

she saw her mother to be more conservative. 

"He is confident in the way he  has raised us and knows and trust himself 
and that is why he changed." 

Being overweight, she was considered the boy of the family, and hence felt closer to her 

father because she interacted with him more. She also felt that being single has kept her 

closer to him, as compared to the other sisters who were married. She was afraid of her 

father and resented him for his controlling behaviour, but is not at present. 

'I'm older and wiser and with time they've aged and I've matured and the 
roles have revened. I take care of them now and how can you be afiaid of 
someone you care about." 

Her communication with her father was excellent and with her mother okay. She felt more 



comfortable discussing personal problems with her father, as she saw him to be a more 

logical. rational. and objective thinker than her mother. Most of all she felt that her dad 

made an attempt to understand and accept her views on some things. A major concern for 

her and her parents was marriage. as she was their last 'liability'. Going out. parties. and 

clubbing were some of the conflicts she experienced at home. Her socio-economic status 

was best represented as being middle class. 

She felt socially restricted while growing up in Canada and felt it was not fair. 

"Being a ~MusIim did because e v e ~ h d y  was socially involved escept me 
and I had a tough time dealing with that." 

Today she understands her parents concerns. She worried about society pointing fmgers at 

her and so was careful about how she behaved. 

"Prevention is better then cure. I f  1 don't want people talking or gossiping 
about me than I prevent those situations from occurring because I know 
that those things will get to my parents for sure. If I know people in a city 
and people know me I become quite conservative, like you won't see me 
at clubs, or in the public sphere hardly." 

Both her parents wanted her to pursue a W e r  education. but also wanted her to get married 

to someone living in Pakistan. 

"My father's observation is that Pakistani guys living here have been 
intluenced by the Canadian culture and so they see how divorce here is like 
a flash of card. He feels that these guys won't have the same commitment 
as a fresh off the boat (F.O.B.) would." 

She felt love was nonexistent and viewed it as an &intangible' concept which was not 

necessary before marriage. A shared understanding and respect were more important for a 

marriage, something her parents would also agree with. Even though she saw dating as an 

artificial representation of people and a crappy way of meeting people, she spoke positively 

about interacting with men. 

'You present an aura or persona of yourself and you cannot base reaIity on 
such artificiality. The reality of a relationship to me is based on 'meeting 
of the minds.' With every man or woman I meet I gain new knowledge 
about the world." 



With a prospective mate. she would want to be more in-tune with the social aspect o f  the 

relationship and meet uith him in all pss ible  settings. 

'Those settings will become a part o f  our lives and I would want to see him 
interact." 

I 

She did have experience s i th  dating Caucasian guys in her youth. 

''I did this to be accepted by my non-.Muslim friends. I conformed and tried 
to fit-in more and people were more accepting." 

She engaged in physical interaction to be more popular. She felt if they knew about this they 

would be shocked. Dating was and is, a 'hidden' factor in her life. She did not perceive 

dating as wrong. Moreover, she stated how if she did date today it would not be to conform. 

but to have fim or just get away fiom the books. Religion, nationality, and sect were equally 

important for her parents, but for her religion mattered most. 

Although family honor was important for her parents, it was not that important to 

maintain for her. 

"My father took us ail back-home to get married when we were in that 
phase so no mishaps [&3 would occur. Being a virgin is not that important 
for me because I'm 27 now and the guy I get tied up with will be older than 
me  and there is no way in hell that he has had no interaction with any 
female, irrespective of where he is coming from. I don't see why I should 
be concerned about maintaining it when he isn't." 

She felt Canada made her more open about these issues and saw school to play a major role 

in influencing her. 

"I spend eight hours of my day there and during those eight hours a lot was 
observed and listened to and taught," 

She spoke negatively in terms of marriage. 

"Marriage is a basic way o f  companionship and if I need a companion I can 
just get a dog to be with me in my old age." 

Religion, education, personality, class, looks, and nationality, in that order, were the most 

important factors in her ideal mate. She described her ideal way of marriage as being 

arranged and one that would be in agreement with her folks. 



"I'm so lazy. When you do it yourself you have to go through so much 
work. In an m g e d  mamiage deal your parents do the screening and half 
the work for me." 

It was essential for her to know if the person she married conformed to her way of thinking 

and if the mind set met. ~ o h g  him was not critical. She felt that she would be able to 

marry a person her parents recommended. 

"How can I not trust them. For 27 years they've been the catch guard and 
they've always been looking out for my best interests so why would :hey 
screw me up in one of the most important decisions." 

Furthermore, she said she could marry a recent Pakistani immigrant. 

"This may sound mean, but then I can easily manipulate him. My house 
would be more of a matriarchy because he won't know the environment, 
nor the language, he will be economically dependent on me for awhile and 
I will have more knowledge about the environment and rules governing 
Canada." 

She spoke positively of arranged marriages and was in agreement with her parents for a 

planned marriage. 

"I think it is an excellent way of getting married because your parents do 
all the work for you and they are happy with their contribution to your life. 
They know what i s  best for me. They have not failed me yet so how can 
I doubt their choice." 

She felt western values did play a role in the type of mate selection she adhered to. 

"The majority of marriages I observe in this culture are based on the 
concept of love, whatever that concept is, and these marriages end up in 
divorce, so you start thinking ..." 

There was no imposition from her parents about marriage, but she did state that they had a 

lot to say about who she would get married to. She was confident about having the final say 

in marriage matters and would not rebel against her parents' decision. 

'I trust them and pleasing my parents is very important and also they will 
know that if things don't work out then I'll be coming to their house to 
stay! " 

If F4 engaged in an arranged marriage it wodd be for the following reasons in rank order: 



parents know best; I want to; obligation to parents; maintain culture: family pressure; lack 

of suitable marriage partner; family honor. 

She did view girls to be under more parental control and felt that because young 

\\.omen. . compared to men. are economically dependent on their fathers they are easier targets 

for arranged marriages. 

"If women are not exposed to the outside world too much and financially 
dependent they tend to get married off like that. I think for that same 
reason my mother had an arranged marriage." 

She stated how she perceived arranged marriages to be occurring in those Pakistani Canadian 

households which have maintained tradition and religion within the home. Furthermore, she 

saw her generation of girls rebelling and thought the arranged marriage should be modified. 

"They don't like this mechanism or method of arranged marriages. Parents 
should be more constructive in what they want! Their focus should not be 
on his wallet, but on personality, character, and mind of the individual." 

She strongly suggested that parents should not come to Canada and if they do come, 

come when the children are young so that the children can learn the positive aspects of the 

Canadian culture. 

"If you do come, then as soon as your children hit pre-teen years go to an 
Isfamically governed country because it becomes dif'ficult for the children. 
Parents coming tiom Pakistan don't understand what things their children 
go through and I don't think they would ever be able to understand." 

She also recommended that parents and girls should keep lines of communication open. As 

far as Muslim girls were concerned she did not find it appropriate to advise them because she 

herself engaged in behaviours she regrets today. 

Finally, she ended the interview by stating how she does not see herself in any kind 

of marriage, unless there was pressure 60m her parents. 

"Ifyou like him go ahead, but don't blame me if 1 come back tomorrow!" 

Bracketim 

F4 was one of the older (27), more mature Pakistani girls in the sample who was a 

born Canadian. They were a middle class family. 



Even though she spoke of being religious by choice she still engaged in 'hidden' 

activities, like [pretend] drinking and dating, which were not the Islamic norm. She strived 

a lot to be accepted by her fiends and felt it was necessary to conform to these things to fit- 

in and adapt to the western way of life. F4 reported feelings of guilt. She spoke negatively 

about Pakistan and did not feel any sort of attachment or obligation to that country. Even 

when asked to identi@ herself, Pakistani was ignored, and only Muslim and Canadian were 

emphasized. 

She resented the patriarchal relationship her parents had over the years and had a hard 

time coping with it. She always perceived her mother to be the victim in the relationship. 

She felt her father's conservatism changed with time. He was less worried and less 

controlling. She attributed this change to his cdidence level about the way he raised his 

girls. However, her mother continued to be conservative. As F4 grew older she came to 

terms with her parents' social restrictions and refrained from activities or situations outside 

the home that may get back to her parents through the grapevine. She did not want to hurt 

them. Her behaviour depended on the number of Pakistani people she and her family knew 

in a city. Being overweight and in a family with four ' s k i ~ y '  girls made her feel closer 

to her father. She spoke very highly of her father's way of thinking and was more 

comfortable in discussing her personal problems with him. This communication pattern and 

closeness was very different from the rest of the sample. 

Even though she secretly conformed to western activities, her definitions of love and 

marriage were in agreement with her parents, as she did not believe in love but did believe 

in blind arrangements. She perceived love marriages as having a higher divorce rate, 

something which she noticed while growing up here, and most of all she trusted her parents 

a lot and did not feel comfortable in doubting their selection. She did have the final say in 

marriage, but even if she did not she would not rebel against their decision because she 

wanted to please them and strongly felt that they know what is best for her and her future. 

F4, unlike most of the other Pakistani giris in the sample, considered marrying a recent 



Pakistani immigrant. She felt it would be easier to manipulate him to her ways and hold him 

d o ~ w  in marriage. Her father saw it the same way too. She did not want her family structure 

to be patriarchal but rather wanted it to be a matriarchy. the opposite of what she obsemed 

throughout her life. Because she felt an increased number of Pakistani girls rebelling she 

suggested the system of arranged marriages be modified in that it should focus not so much 

on external factors, like money. nationality. and sect but more on the mind, character. and 

personality of the individual. 

She felt her schooling in Canada made her open to suggestions and aware of these 

issues. Her parents did not agree with her ideas on these matters as they were more religious 

and traditional Muslims. 

She saw economically dependent Pakistani girls leading sheltered lives as being easy 

targets of arranged marriages. Her mother was an example of this life. She felt that Pakistani 

households who maintained their culture and tradition in Canada were more inclined to the 

arranged marriage system. 

She suggested that Pakistani parents come to Canada during the formative years of 

their child's life to avoid difficulties Iater on. To avoid any hardships she also recommended 

that parents and children maintain open lines of communication. 

Even though she spoke in favour of arranged marriages, she did not see herself in either an 

arranged or love marriage and only did if her family compelled her to do so. 

Female #S (FS) 

ca.Qm= 
FS was a 21 year old Canadian citizen. She was born in Pakistan and migrated to 

Canada tkom the Arabian Gulf at the age of 15 in pursuit of education and nationality. 

At present was completing her Bachelor's degree. She did not work anywhere. 

She saw herself as being moderately religious compared to her parents. She did feel, 

at times, pressured to pray. She veiled by choice. She found Islamic food restrictions 

annoying. 



"You have to watch the ingredients everywhere. The most we eat when we 
eo out are fish and salads. Drinking was never an issue." - 

Urdu was the language spoken at home. She identified herself as a Pakistani-Canadian 

Muslim. 

"I  am reserved and shy and plus I follow the Islamic restrictions. I'm not 
very traditional or not too modem either. I am Pakistani at home and 
Canadian in my attire and language." 

Sometimes she felt caught between bvo cultures. 

"It is hard to explain ~ . h y  you don't do certain things to your white friends. 
They don't understand and at home it becomes hard to explain things to 
).our parents." 

She and her parents preserved their culture through their home environment. 

"Islam in our house has always been priority and we have been raised in a 
very religious family. We always eat Pakistani Ma1 (kosher) foods, speak 
Urdu and Arabic, observe and practice Islamic events." 

She spoke of Islam being well preserved in their house. 

Both of her parents were educated in Pakistan. Her father completed his 

undergraduate degree in Engineering and her mother her Bachelor of Arts. Her father 

worked in the Arabian Gulf and her mother was a home-maker. F5's parents had an arranged 

marriage. All arrangements were made through her grandparents and her dad never saw her 

mother. Her parents committed to the marriage on word of mouth by the elders. Her family 

was comprised of one younger sister and two younger brothers. She described her family 

structure as male-dominated and did not like it at all. 

"I think my mother should not agree to everything he says. There should 
be equal opportunity. My father has more control. What we say really 
doesn't matter." 

She blamed her mother for having such a patriarchal family system. 

'In marriages like this the wife does this to herself because if the wife stays 
quiet and doesn't take a stand then things will always be his way." 

Her parents were traditional Muslim parents who were disciplinary. She was not allowed 



to go to the movies or go out with friends. The only place they let her go without a fuss was 

the university. Although she described her relationship with her parents as a resewed and 

distant one. she still at times felt that she could be more open with her mother and hence was 

closer to her. 
f 

"1  think my parents have kept a formal relationship n-ith us from the start 
to keep us within our limits." 

She stated how she was not afraid of her dad but rather careful around him. 

"I respect him a lot and don't want to offend him because he gets real 
upset." 

Honesty and dishonesty occurred with both parents or none. Her communication with both 

parents was filtered, in that she did not talk to them about anythmg and everything. Any 

personal matters were usually discussed with her sister or friends because even though she 

felt her parents did listen they did whatever they initially planned to do. Migrating to Canada 

was an issue of conflict. Also, there was a major conflict about a guy she was dating in the 

bfiddie East who belonged to a different Muslim sect. 

"I told them and I don't know how or why I did. It was a planned 
discussion because I wanted them to know." 

She went on to say how the reaction she got from her parents was totally negative. 

"I resent telling my parents. They were violent and not understanding at 
all. They worried about society more than my feetings." 

Before, this incident she stated how she would speak her mind, but never again did she as 

she found it to be a waste of time and felt it did not make a difference. 

"If 1 ever tell them what I think then my Dad gets all upset and pissed." 

Furthermore, she stated that because she had more open communication with her mother she 

had an increased number of conflicts with her too. Her socio-economic status was best 

represented as being middle class. 

She felt her hvab (veil) and parents both restricted her socially which she claimed to 

be unfair. 



"People expect more from m e  because I cover. However. we are the same 
as the next person. They think I'm next to God. With my parents I atways 
have to get permission to do something and with getting permission comes 
a slew of questions." 

She felt her parents pressuring her to pursue further education. but at the same time had 

marriage plans in mind. Even though she covered by choice she found it to be a stressful 

factor in the Canadian culture. 

She viewed love as an emotion everyone should experience and something that 

should eventually lead into a marriage. 

"It makes you communicate better and be able to understand each other 
better." 

She felt that her parents would not understand the concept of love. 

"They've never been exposed to love and plus they had an arranged 
marriage and they see that as being the right way." 

She viewed dating, within limits, as a way of getting to know a person you commit to. 

Dating for her consisted of only social and emotional interaction. 

"I think it is important to  have interaction with your prospective mate for 
sure because you have to live with them your whole life." 

Her parents were okay with her interacting with a prospective mate at a social Ievel, 

especially if the guy was of their choice. 

"We'd be allowed to meet a couple o f  times with people and then alone, but 
there would be no physical interaction, maybe just hugging, holding hands 
but no kissing." 

As stated before, she did have experience with dating and her parents were upset. 

"They see me liking someone as offensive and disrespectfbl.' 

Nationality, religion, and sect were important for her parents, but sect was not important for 

her. At present she was not dating by choice and if she did she would not disclose it to her 

parents again. 

Family honor was very important for her parents. 



"When I told them I was in love my Dad went on and on about his self- 
respect in society. If I were to have a love marriage they would not declare 
it as one." 

hlaintsnance of virginity was equally important for all of them. 

"The consequences are too deadly. They'd probably bum me alive. 1 
wouldn't want to have sex before marriage because religiously it is not 
correct and I know it is w~ong." 

She kept herself occupied with her studies to avoid thinking about all these things. She stated 

how friends and family, followed by education and media, influenced her attitudes about 

these issues. 

She viewed marriage as something everyone should experience. Her ideas about 

marriage were different fiom what her parents' marriage was all about. 

"I don't like the way they communicate. My dad is always telling how my 
mom how it is." 

Religion. education, economic class, personality, looks, and nationality, in that order, were 

the most important characteristics in her ideal mate. Her ideal marriage was one in which 

she picked him. She thought her parents would agree with this only if parental criteria of 

good family background, nationality, and religion, and sect, were fulfilled. Knowing her 

prospective mate was essential and she felt love woutd follow. 

"I would never marry a picture or a voice." 

She perceive blind arrangements to be okay for her parents but not her. She was not even 

ready to marry a recent Pakistani immigrant, but would consider an immigrant fiom the 

Middle East. 

" Because there they are exposed to the North American way of life, but in 
Pakistan the mental level of guys is different because they are not exposed 
to aspects of this cu itwe, but there you get a taste of it." 

She was not in favour of the arranged marriage. 

"I think I'm old and mature enough to make my own decisions. I want to 
be actively involved in the marriage process." 



Western values. especially her education, had influenced her in the sense that she learned to 

question certain issues and think about them more critically, rather than be accepting. She 

felt her parents would adhere to the delegated version of maniage. 

"The planned one is too old fashioned and they know they can't do that to 
m e  but the delegated way I have a say too and they are arnnging it. Less 
fingers are pointed." 

She preferred the joint-venture because it would give her the opportunity to select him. date 

and court within limits. Her parents did not impose their marital preferences on her but gave 

her a criteria of what was acceptable. She hoped to have the final say and would rebel by 

\-oicing her opinion if she did not. She would take a firm stand. If F5 engaged in an 

arranged marriage it would be for the following reasons in rank order: lack of suitable mate; 

maintain culture; obligation to parents; parents know best; I want to; family pressure; family 

honor. The arranged marriage would just be a way of her to experience marriage and avoid 

being single. 

She strongly felt that being a woman allowed for her being under more parental 

control in marriage issues. 

"With my brothers love is an option." 

She stated how before women, like our mothers, compared to men, did not stand up for their 

rights and would readily go into the marriage. 

"Our generation is speaking out more because of where we are being 
brought up, Canada. The social environment teaches us to speak out for 
our rights, along with our education and women in the workforce are more 
independent and powefil." 

Even though she felt arranged marriages were still occurring in families that were followers 

of tradition, she still thought our generation was rebelling against them. 

"My generation, growing up here, is learning to let their view points across 
and tell parents what they want. We are bold and not dependent on o u r  
parents like our mothers were." 

She spoke of modifying the arranged marriage. 



"Girls should have the right to say yes or no without feeling guilty about 
their decision and they should be atlowed to actively participate." 

She suggested that parents sit back and relax and let their kids do the work. She also 

stated how parents should be more open with girls about these issues and listen and 

understand 'the younger generations thinking'. To girls. she recommended that they 

maintain their values and if they modify them do so within limits. 

"Don't lose your culture, you need it for future generations." 

hioreover. she felt that one should be aware and have knowledge about their rights. Joining 

c Iubs at university gave her more opportunity to meet men. 

Finally, she ended the interview by stating how she saw herself in an arranged 

marriage only if she could not find anyone on her own. 

"It will be okay as long as I am given time to know him and see him for 
who he is and be allowed to voice my opinion in the end." 

Bracketin& 

FS was a Canadian citizeri who had been in Canada for six years. Both her parents 

were educated in Pakistan and held bachelor degrees. They were a middle class family. 

Even though she veiled, she spoke of being moderately religious, compared to her 

parents. Whatever she practiced religiously was her choice. F5 and her famiiy did follow 

the Islamic laws and restrictions- She identified herself as a Pakistani-Canadian iMuslim who 

had a balance of both cultures- 

She described her family structure as maledominated and did not like it. She blamed 

her mother's behaviour and silence for such a system. Her parents were traditional Muslims 

who were disciplinary. FS's parents did not like her going out and preferred her to be at 

home. She felt socially controlled by her parents and society. 

Aithough she had a reserved relationship with her parents, she could be more open 

and expressive about her thoughts and feelings with her mother regarding certain issues as 

she felt closer to her. Her communication with both parents was fiItered. For personal 

probiems or issues she relied on her sister and outside sources, friends. Having respect for 



her parents. especially for her father, interfered with the lines of communication she had with 

them. Plus, she felt that they did not try to understand her views and were very adamant 

about what theirs were. She had an increased number of conflicts and discussions with her 

mother because she was more comfortable in communicating with her. 

Her definitions regarding Iove. social interaction with men. dating. and marriage did 

not flow ~ i t h  her parents' outlook. Her parents were more traditional regarding these 

matters. She. on the other hand. was more liberal and open to western ideas. but was still 

influenced by her parents' thinking patterns regarding these issues. Her ideas and her parents 

thoughts about family honor were similar, in that, they both saw it as being important but she 

perceived family honor religiously important to maintain and her parents saw it more as a 

societal concern. 

FS preferred the self-choice mate selection method (joint-venture). However, her 

parents were more inclined to the delegated version. She attributed this difference to the fact 

that her parents had an arranged marriage. Even though her parents did impose their marital 

preferences on her, she hoped that the final decision in marriage be hen. She would rebel 

by voicing her opinion. She also felt that the arranged mamage should be modified so that 

there is no guilt trip for the girl after her decision. 

She perceived arranged marriages to be occurring in those families which closely 

followed culture and tradition. F5 also noted how Pakistani girls, unlike their mothers, were 

rebelling against their parents' wishes or demands since they had powerful tools like rights, 

education, and economical independence behind them. 

To avoid any rebelling she suggested that parents relax and allow their children to 

take charge in these matters. She also stated how parents should be more open with their 

daughters regarding these issues and listen. F5 felt girls should maintain their values by 

modifying them within limits. Also, she felt Pakistani girls be aware and have knowledge 

of their rights. 

Even though FS spoke against the system of arranged marriages, she did see herself 

in one if she could not find someone on her own. 



Female #6 (F6) 

Capture, 

F6 was a 19 year old Canadian landed immigrant. Her family migrated from the 

Middle East to Canada when she was 15 years old for a better environment to live in. She 

w a s  a first year university student. She was not working anywhere. 

F6. compared to her siblings, perceived herself to be religious. 

"I  believe in all the religious values and try to practice most of  them if I 
can." 

She felt that her parents. along with her grandmother. were very religious. She did not see 

her family pressuring her to be religious. 

"They see my denial to them as being more of  a sin." 

Urdu was the language spoken, read, and written at home. She was a strict follower of hafuf 

(kosher) and haram (forbidden)- 

" I  don't get the urge to eat out. I pack a lunch or  survive on fish." 

She never consumed alcohol. 

"If I am with fiends who drink then I tell them to move and sit elsewhere 
while drinking because I just don't want to be put in a vulnerable situation." 

She found Islamic laws, like hijab (veiling) hard to abide by. 

"I want to do it but I want to be ready for it and I am scared that if 1 veil I 
will be discriminated against-" 

She identified herself as a Pakistani-Canadian Muslim. 

"I participate in both cultures and d o  everything within limits and try to get 
the best of  both worlds." 

Many times she found herself caught between two cultures. 

"It is quite hard to settle down with what you think or  believe here because 
if you always go by your belief system then you have this fear of  not fitting 
in. And on the other end I have Muslim friend's who think I'm bad 
because I don't cover." 

She saw society questioning her behaviour at both ends and felt the trap was bi-directional. 



She preserved her Islamic identity through respecting her parents and by believing in the 

Islamic ideas of how a Muslim girl should be and act. 

"I try to maintain that ideal Muslim woman in my behaviour. Even in 
clothing I never reveal parts of my body." 

I 

Her parents presen-ed their culture by telling their children stories about Islam so that we too 

have knowledge about o w  religion and culture. 

Her father completed his Bachelor of Science degree fiom Pakistan. Her mother only 

completed highschool and was a home-maker. Her parents had an arranged marriage. 

"My mom's brother and dad were best friends. ,My parents never talked or 
met each other before they married." 

Her family was comprised of two younger sisters and no brothers. She described her family 

structure as being very eastern and male-dominated and felt her mother contributed to such 

a structure. 

"I blame my mom for it being that way because she never says anything 
and is so quiet. She gives in all the time. My mom says that men are that 
way and you just have to learn to accept them." 

She described her father as a stubborn, bad tempered, and controlling man who does not do 

any housework. 

"My dad has control over the telephone, TV, car, and money." 

She viewed her parents not to be strict with her. 

"They trust me." 

She described her relationship with her parents as close one with good communication. 

"I am best tiiends with my mother and can talk to her about anything and 
with my dad almost everything except sexual stuff. My mom for some stuff 
is the messenger between me and my dad." 

She stated how when she was honest she was to both and when she was dishonest it was also 

to both. Despite the closeness in her relationship, she was still afraid of her father. 

"1 don't know why, but maybe it's because of that respect deal." 

She felt her parents did not understand her point of view, but when she would rationally 



reflect back on what they said to her she would understand why they were saying what they 

were. She stated how she did not have conflicts, but discussions about marriage and was 

able to express her feelings. 

"I have more confidence and its because of this culture. I learned that if I 
tell my parents something they can't kill me. In Canada, i feil protected 
because my parents can't do an3thing because of the rights." 

Her socio-economic status was best represented as being middle class. 

She did feel pressure about how to behave and for that reason found herself to be 

socially restricted. 

"1 find that Pakistani people have a hard time accepting girls with freedom 
because they gossip so I avoid going out. Also, my white friends don't 
understand my behaviour at times." 

She stated how if she were a guy life would be different. Her parents wanted her to complete 

her honours degree, but also wanted her to get married soon. She found it stresshi to be a 

Muslim woman here because of her parents' worrying about society too much. 

"Pakistani people criticize me for the way I behave when 1 become part of 
the Canadian culture. Pakistani people don't accept me because they are 
close-minded and word travels faster than CNN headline news to my 
parents." 

She, at times, would modifL her behaviour by becoming Islamic to cope with this problem 

and try to get re-accepted by the Pakistani community. 

She perceived love as a spur of the moment thing and felt it should be present before 

marriage. 

"I think love is a taste of life. Its a passion which everyone should 
experience even if they get hurt.' 

She felt her parents would agree with her ideas about love because they wanted her 

happiness. She described dating as being stupid. 

"The spice in the relationship wears out and there is no mystery left in the 
relationship." 

Although she never experienced dating and did not show an interest in dating any man, she 



saw interaction with men as fine. 

"If  a girl. in the 90's. doesn't engage in interaction then they won't gain 
confidence in themselves. Interacting with men lets you know how men 
think." 

She felt her mother's Lack of interaction 6it.h men caused her to be so indecisive in her 

marriage. She stated how women should interact with all men at all levels. as it was an 

experience in itself. She wanted to meet her hture mate at a group and individual level. 

She spoke of wanting to know all aspects of her husband-to-be and especially if he was a 

controlling man and if he could control his sexual desires when with her. 

"If he can lose control with me then it signals to me that he can with any 
woman." 

She  did not say for certain that she would not engage in physical interaction with her future 

mate. 

"It is a very spur of the moment thing which depends on the situation." 

She  stated how her parents would be upset if she had 'hidden' relations with a guy. Religion, 

nationality. and sect mattered F6 and her parents. 

"I am attracted to my own breed." 

Her family placed an emphasis on family honor and she only began to realize the 

importance of it through -unwantedg stupid situations with men. She felt that her parents saw 

arranged marriages as a way of preserving family honor. She and her parents perceived sex 

before marriage as haram (forbidden). 

"I would not do it and plus my parents would kill me!" 

Her fiends support system helped her cope with issues of love, dating, and premarital sex. 

Canada influenced her definitions about these issues by giving these things more importance 

and more meaning. 

"In Pakistan love, dating, are very loosely defined and used." 

She  felt her friends played a major role in shaping her attitudes. 

"We discuss problems and pose our views and concerns and that in itself 
is a learning process." 



She thought she did not have the stamina o r  patience to get married. 

"Getting married isn't tough but maintaining it is." 

Religion. personality. nationality, education. looks. and class, in that order. were the most 

important characteristics she preferred in her ideal mate. Furthermore, she stated how he 
, 

should be her best fiend. a good communicator and a virgin. 

"He'll compare you with other girls if he is not a virgin." 

Her ideal way of getting married was to fall in love with her best (male) f iend and his family 

She stated how he should Iove you more than you love him because then he will care about 

you more. She hoped that this would happen with her and was not sure if her parents would 

be fine with it. It was equally important for her to know and be in love with him. She would 

never marry anyone she did not know and hence would not marry a recently arrived Pakistani 

immigrant. 

"Our mentalities would be too different." 

She did not see the arranged marriage as a good method of mate selection for girls in Canada 

and thus preferred the self-choice method. She felt that Canada gave her the confidence in 

knowing what she exactly wanted and in speaking out. 

"The atmosphere here, education, everything in this culture gave me 
confidence. Here we've always been asked to make and evaluate our 
choices and decisions in terms of education and work and that is part of  our 
training that we just cannot silently accept someone else's decision for us. 
We have to explore our options ourselves." 

She stated how if she were in Pakistan she would be less confident about herself and her 

decisions. 

"In Pakistan the training you get is one of  dependency not independence. 
Also I would be worried about others, like my parents do, instead of 
thinking for myself." 

Although she preferred the joint-venture method, she felt her parents would like the 

delegated version of marriage. 

"The delegated one is good for parents because it doesn't give me too much 
interaction with him. I like the joint-venture one because it gives the time 



to get to  know him and go out and spend quality time together with people 
and alone." 

Her parents did not impose their marital preferences on her. but did set out a criterion for her. 

"He should be well-educated, my religion. and good family." 
, 

She said how her dad wanted her to get married to his cousin's son in Pakistan but she was 

not in agreement. She felt that both she and her parents had a say in the matter as they would 

all come to a compromise. If  that would not work, only then she would rebel and argue with 

her parents. I f  F6 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be for the follouing reasons in 

rank order: lack of suitable mamage partner: obligation to parents: parents know best; family 

pressure; I want to; maintain culture; family honor; freedom from the home. 

She did see the Pakistani community as an obstacle which was ' hidden1 y ' controlling 

her and her parents in marital decisions. F6 felt it was unfair how women were easily put 

into arranged marriage scenarios. 

"They aren't taught to speak up and plus the whole burden of  family honor 
is only on  the girl. I feel that girls have the right to enjoy their youth and 
should be allowed to have fun instead of worrying about the world." 

Furthermore. she stated how in the past a woman's role was in the home and hence they 

readily agreed to the arranged marriage. 

"Today we have things like the media from which girls learn different 
roles. Girls have an array of roles to choose from, they are not limited." 

F6 also felt that maies got away with more things compared to females and thus were treated 

differently. She believed that both mamages, self-choice and arranged, depending on the 

way you were raised, were taking place in Canada She felt that girls were coping more with 

the arranged marriage. 

'Parents are very convincing and will make their daughters do what they 
want. W e  get smushed between two cultures and parents take advantage of 
that by emotionally black-mailing us  into their traditional ways." 

She spoke of  maintaining the arranged mamage because all responsibility of the marriage 

was on the parents and she could fall back on them for support. 



"That is the only advantage." 

She suggested that parents be moderate in rearing their girls and listen to their feelings. 

"Don't put your daughters in locks in the dungeon and don't let them get 
so out of control, be in between and teach them real Islam." 

She advised Muslim girls to be faithfid to their parents and culture. 

"Don't betray your parents' trust and don't foqet  your identity. Even if you 
are a Canadian citizen you will still be seen as that brown Paki girl and will 
never be a true Canadian." 

Her parents allowed her to join youth groups and go to Pakistani parties to meet people. She 

also used computer chat lines. 

Findly, she ended the inteniew by stating how she did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

"It is impossible. I would want to fall in love with my best friend, that is 
ideal for me." 

Bracketiv 

F6 was a Canadian landed immigrant who had only been in Canada for four yean. 

Both her parents were educated in Pakistan and did not hold advanced degrees, in fact. her 

mother only completed highschool. They were a middle class family. 

She was the most religious child in her family and practiced religion by choice. She 

was a strict follower of the Islamic food and drink restrictions. When in the company of 

people who did not respect her ideas she would ask them to re-locate themseives until they 

finish as she wanted to refrain from anything Islarnically undesirable. She did not veil 

because she feared discrimination. She identified herself as a Pakistani-Canadian Muslim 

because she perceived herself to be getting the 'best of both worlds' by balancing out the two 

cultures in her life. Despite this fact, she still felt that she could not openly present her 'hue' 

belief system to people from either culture. They would question her behaviour. 

F6's family structure was very eastern and male-dorninated. She was very angry with 

her mother for being so accepting to whatever was thrown in her face. She truly believed 



that her mother should speak up and not be a contributing factor to the male-dominance 

within the home. 

Because she was the oldest, her parents. comparatively speaking. Here less strict 

with her. but expected more out of her. She had a close relationship with her parents and 

communicated effectively. Anything which she hesitated in discussing with her father was 

conveyed by her mother to him. She feared her father and attributed this fear to the fact that 

she respected him a lot* Being in Canada made her more confident to speak her mind as she 

had individual rights and felt protected by the Canadian system. Her parents did not always 

understand her views. 

She felt her gender and religion contributed to her lack o f  social freedom and also 

her parents worrying about 'other' people. She did not want to be the talk of the town so she 

avoided socializing outside the home. 

Love, for her, was one of the passions of life that should be present and experienced, 

at least in a life-time, before marriage. She felt her parents would agree with her as they 

claimed to want her happiness. 

She did not experience dating and did not see it as essential as love. However, she 

did feel it was necessary to have interaction with men at all levels, especially with ones' 

future mate. She saw social interaction to help women build confidence in themselves. She 

attributed her mother's indecisiveness in her marriage to her lack of interaction with men. 

One reason for her not dating was because she did not want to upset her parents. Nationdity , 

religion, and sect were equally important to all of them. 

Her parents saw arranged marriages functioning to preserve the honor of the family. 

She refrained from such activity because of her own morals and also because she did not 

want to be killed by her parents. 

She preferred the self-choice mate selection method (joint-venture) and felt it was 

better for Pakistani girls growing up in Canada as it provided girls with an option, something 

they were always taught as a part of their training. To know and love the person she married 

was very important and felt that was why she was more inclined the western method of  mate 



selection. She did not feel comfortable in marrying someone who had not been exposed to 

the North American realm. Her parents' definition of marriage differed &om hers as they 

preferred the delegated version of marriage because it did not give too much room for 

interaction and allowed for a set criteria of how the individual should be. She perceived her 

marital decision to be a family decision. but would not hesitate in rebelling. 

Her friends and the Canadian environment influenced her definitions by giving 

them more importance and meaning to her. 

She saw both types of marriages occurring and felt it depended on the way one was 

raised. F6 also noted how Pakistani girIs were coping with the arranged marriage as their 

parents were 'emotionally black-mailing' them into it. However, she did state how if 

Pakistani girls maintain the system of arranged marriages then they can blame their parents 

if the marriage is unsuccessfbl and receive the support they need. 

To avoid any rebelling she suggested that parents be moderate in child rearing 

practices and listen to their daughters. F6 felt girls should be faithfbl to their cultwe and 

parents. 

F6 only saw an arranged marriage in the future only if she could not find anyone on 

her own. 

Female #7 (F7) 

cium.= 
F7 was a 17 year old Canadian citizen. Her parents migrated to Canada in the early 

seventies for betterment of life. She was a highschool student who worked part-time. 

She viewed herself and her family as moderately religious. 

'We do things which can easily be done here, but find certain aspects of 
Islam, like hijab (veiling), hard to practice here." 

Moreover, she stated that there was no pressure from her parents to be religious. F7 and her 

family were not strict followers of halal (kosher) food. 

'We just don't eat pork, but we'll get our meat fiom A&P and eat out. We 



say bismillah (In the name of God, the most Beneficient & Merciful) before 
eating and it becomes hald (kosher) for us." 

She never consumed alcohol. She did not find it hard. but rather frustrating to follow [slamic 

laws in Canada. . 
"Just how Islam wants women to be kept in the privacy of their home and 
the double standard which I observe. My parents don't see it that way. but 
I sure do." 

The language spoken at home was Urdu. She identified herself as a Pakistani-Canadian 

Muslim. 

"I'm proud of  it and not shy like some girls I know are. But I see myself 
more as a Pakistani because I do more Pakistani things than Muslim." 

At times she saw herself caught between two cultures. 

"You get so frustrated with maintaining the ideas of  both cultures and 
trying to please people all the time. But this struggle is the price you pay 
for coming to this country and parents really should appreciate what things 
their children have to go through here. Things like discrimination, name 
calling, limited freedom are all pressures for our generation-" 

She preserved her culture through her parents constant reminder of who and what she was. 

Her parents preserved their culture by keeping in touch with their religion and family. 

Her father studied in the U.S. and her mom completed her highschool diploma in 

Canada. She was a home-maker. Her parent's marriage was arranged. 

'It happened through a chain o f  friends. The day of the Nikah 
(marriage ceremony) was the first time they actually met." 

Her family was comprised of an older brother and younger sister. Her family system was 

not maledorninated, but rather control over the house, varied fiom situation to situation and 

type of work to be done. 

"Both my parents make decisions together, but my father usually makes the 
final decision." 

Although she viewed both her parents as being very strict, she saw her mother as being more 

parano id about certain matters. 



"They are always afraid of what other Pakistani people will say and for 
that reason they control my social life. I think that is so unfair that guys 
aren't questioned or controlled about things. When I have kids I will raise 
them as equal because I will trust the way I have raised them and be 
confident about how I raised them. 1 always get the feeling from my 
parents that they don't trust me enough." . 

She described her relationship with her mother as one with a lot of expectations. 

'Everything I do has to be perfectly done. She wants me to be a well- 
rounded lady and the best at what I do be it education. cooking. sewing or 
cleaning. I hardly get time for myself." 

With her dad, the relationship was better, in that it was not a relationship based on 

expectations. 

"My dad is very understanding." 

She found herself to be closer to her father, even though she could not talk to him about 

personal concerns. 

"He understands me more and makes an effort to listen to me and my point 
of view, even if he doesn't understand. With my mom only she talks and 
I listen." 

She spoke of being honest and dishonest to both parents and was afraid of none of them. 

"They never make me feel intimidated." 

Her communication with her mother was open and selective with her father. 

"My parents want me to tell them everything. I can talk to my mom about 
a lot of stuff that most Pakistani girls can't talk about. We talk about issues 
related to sexuality, biology, and guys." 

The majority of conflicts she had with her parents were about going out and the double 

standard in the culture. 

"I cannot just go out whenever. I have to get their permission. My parents 
are so different with my brother, Iike, he can just leave. My brother teIls 
what h e  is going to do and I ask." 

She spoke negatively about the double standard and felt it should be non-existent in the 90's. 

She did not have conflicts about love, dating, or marriage, but more discussions on these 



issues with her parents. especially her mother. On these points she was more expressive 

about how she felt with her mother. Her socio-economic status was best represented as 

middle class. 

She strongly felt that not gender alone, but the label of being Pakistani restricted her 
, 

socially and made things quite stressful. Moreover. she felt that if she were a guy or her 

brother then things would be much different and relaxed. 

"The Pakistani community's narrow-mindedness makes it this way. They 
love to gossip and make innocent gestures so deliberate. So. my parents 
don't want people talking bad about me and don't let me go out." 

She did not feel pressured about how to behave. 

"I don't care about the world as much as my parents worry about it. I know 
in my heart and so does Allah (God) about how I am. My parents should 
trust me." 

Her parents wanted her to pursue graduate school and felt she was too young for marriage. 

She viewed love to occur 'when someone puts you before everything else and everyone 

else'. She felt a strong like or attraction should be present prior to marriage. She thought 

her parents. especially her mother would agree with her on this point. 

"My mother doesn't want me to have an arranged marriage and wants me 
to pick because she feels it was unfair to her at her time." 

Although she spoke negatively about dating anyone without a purpose, she felt dating one's 

fbture mate was acceptable. 

"In Islam it is not right and it makes me mad when I see other Pakistani 
girls doing it and trying to fit in with the mainstream. Dating is a temporary 
attraction," 

She saw nothing wrong with interacting with men, but did not perceive it to be important. 

However, she did state that with one's future mate, interaction was critical. 

"I need to know him through social interaction." 

She did state how she would not engage in any sort of physical interaction with her 

prospective spouse until the wedding night. Moreover, she stated how initially she would 



meet him with the family and if he was the one for life. they would allow her to meet him 

by herself. She did not have any experience with dating and did not plan to engage in such 

activit). either. 

"I don't date now because of course the influence and constant reminder 
that it is wrong from my parents and as I have pawn older it is my choice 
not to too." 

She felt her parents would be very upset with her if they ever learned she had relations with 

a guy. 

" I  \vouIdn't want to disappoint them cause they do so much for me." 

Religion. nationality. and sect were important for her and her parents. 

Even though family honor was important for her family. her parents did not see the 

arranged marriage functioning to preserve it. 

"They always tell us not to do anything that may  cause embarrassment or 
bring shame to the family. Plus I myself would feel very guilty for 
betraying their trust." 

Religiously. she would not engage in premarital sex. However, she did state that her parents 

also felt that one's virginity should be maintained until the day of marriage. Not being able 

t o  date or fall in love did not bother her that much because her focus was to 'try to get the 

best of both worlds'. Being born and raised in Canada taught her to be open-minded about 

certain issues. 

"I don't make a big deal about small girl and guy things and don't assume 
the worst, like adults do." 

She felt her family and the teachings in the Qu'ran played a role in her attitudes. 

She perceived marriage to be a partnership or commitment based on equality, with 

no more than a five year age difference. Religion, personality, education, looks, nationality, 

economic class, in that order, were the most important characteristics she wanted in her ideal 

mate. She spoke of an ideal marriage to be one which begins in fiiendship, grows in love, 

and ends in marriage. She could only hope that this would occur and felt her parents would 

agree with it if their criteria ot being a good Muslim and having a good education, were met. 



it was very important for her to know and love the person she intended to marry. Moreover, 

she stated how she would not be able to marry a recent Pakistani immigrant. 

"Our mentalities wouldn't be compatible and men over there are raised 
with certain guy and girl stereotypes that it would make life difficult for 
me." 

She preferred the self-choice mate selection system. 

'I don't believe in arranged marriages 'cause [&I I truly believe you need 
to know the guy first because this is a matter of your entire life. It  is not 
good enough that only my parents know him." - 

She fe 

routes. 

lt Canada. in terms of mate selection. had shomn her more options and alternative 

'If I were in Pakistan my options would be more hidden and 1 would be 
leading a very sheltered life." 

A mixture of the delegated and joint-venture mate selection method was preferred for F7 

and her parents. 

" I  would have interaction, but before the Nikah (marriage ceremony) or 
engagement it would be in front o f  adults and after I would want to meet 
with him alone." 

Her parents did not impose their marital preferences on her, nor did they have a lot to say 

about who she wouId be marrying. She was confident that she would make the final 

decision. That was something her parents had promised her. I f  F7 engaged in an arranged 

marriage it would be for the following reasons in rank order: parents know best; obligation 

to parents; family pressure; maintain culture; 1 want to; freedom from the home; family 

honor; lack of suitable marriage partner. The arranged marriage would be done for her 

parents' happiness. 

She saw herself as being under more parental control, compared to her brother, with 

regards to social fi.eedom, but felt that in marriage they would be treated the same way. F7 

felt that women in Pakistan were having more arranged marriages compared to Canada. 

'In Pakistan women are too shy to speak out and haven't learned to start 
living for themselves. The educational system in Canada and the rights you 



receive makes a difference in how assertive you are." 

She saw the occurrence of the ananged marriage as being dependent on the family and the 

Lvay the children in that family were. Moreover. she felt that Pakistani girls were rebelling 

against these marriages. 

"More girls are speaking their mind because of the influence from the 
media and fiends in this culture. Muslim girls will not be silent about such 
arrangements." 

She spoke of modifying the arranged marriage system. 

"I  would make the system more children oriented than anything I would 
want the couple involved more in the process rather than the families or 
parents because I think Pakistani kids of today are capable of making and 
assessing their own decisions. 

She suggested that parents trust children and be confident in the way they have raised 

them. She also recommended that parents be more accepting to talk about sensitive issues. 

issues that you hear about in this culture day in and day out. She advised Pakistani girls not 

to f i t  into this culture by learning or adapting to the bad things of the western culture. 

Finally, she ended the i n t e ~ e w  by stating how she did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

"My parents won't and can't impose their marital preferences, mate, or 
Q-pe of marriage on me, after all I 'm in Canada." 

Bracketiw 

F7 was a 17 year old born Canadian. They were a middle class family. 

F7 was an individual who grew up in a moderately religious environment. She was 

not pressured to be religious and a times found things like, the double standard and certain 

restrictions placed on women, as k t ra t ing .  Maintaining the ideas of both cultures was a 

challenge in itself. Although she identified herself as a Pakistani-Canadian Muslim, she saw 

more cultural aspects emphasized in her, rather than religious ones. 

Depending on the situation, control over the house and decisions varied from parent 

to parent. Her parents, especially her mother, was strict in raising her as she worried about 



society. There was a built-in cultural gender bias, which F7 perceived as being udair. She 

felt she mas not trusted enough and hence the restrictions. 

Her relationship with her mother consisted of a lot of expectations. With her father 

the relationship was better because the expectations were reduced and the understanding 

between the two of them was greater. Even though she could not discuss personal matters 

wi th  her father. she felt closer to him. Despite, open communication behveen her mother and 

her. she claimed that her mother never made an attempt to understand or listen to her. Her 

mother only talked and most of the time the conversation was unidirectionai. There was no 

clement of parental fear. Rather than conflicts about love, dating. family honor, and 

marriage, there would be more family discussions, if anything, on these issues. Going out 

and the double standard were the usual conflicts within the home. 

F7 and her parents, especially her mother, viewed a strong-like or attraction to be 

present before marriage. Dating without a purpose was not allowed for her and her parents. 

However. dating and interacting, within limits, with her future mate was acceptable. 

Maintenance of family honor was important for religious and for societal concerns. 

It was very important for her, but not her parents. to know the person she manied 

(self-choice). Only if the person she chose fit parental criteria of, being a good Muslim and 

having a good education. they would agree. She was not at all comfortable with marrying 

a recent immigrant as their mentalities would not be compatible. A mixture of the delegated 

and joint-venture version mate-selection method was the desired approach for F7 and her 

parents, especially her mother. She would only engage in an arranged marriage for her 

parents' happiness and out of parental obligation. Because her parents promised her that she 

had the final decision she would not rebel. She felt that the arranged marriage should be 

modified to a more children-oriented version. 

Her family and the teachings in the Qu'ran played a role in shaping her attitudes. She 

felt that being born and raised in Canada taught her to be open-minded and be aware of her 

options and alternatives. 

She perceived the arranged marriage to be occwring less fiequently in Canada, 



compared to Pakistan, and attributed this difference to the Canadian educational system and 

the rights one receives here. She also added how the occurrence of arranged marriages 

depended on family upbringing. F7 noted how the media and friends one associates with 

kvere teaching Pakistani ,- girls methods of rebelling. 

To avoid rebelling or conflicts with children she suggested that Pakistani parents 

develop trust and be more accepting to discuss sensitive issues ~ i t h  their children. F7 felt 

eirls should not fit-in to this society by adapting to the bad things. but rather grow up trying 
C 

to get the 'best of both worlds' something she felt she acquired. 

F7 did not see an arranged marriage in the near hture as she was living in a free 

country. Canada. 

Female #8 (F8) 

Capture, 

F8 was a 19 year old Canadian citizen. Her family migrated from the Arabian Gulf 

when she was 15 years old for better education and religious freedom. She was completing 

her Bachelor's degree. At present, she did not work. 

She, before coming to Canada, considered herself to be quite religious, however felt 

she was not anymore. 

"You know how the more freedom you get the more you walk away from 
religion." 

Bad experiences, in the past, made her parents closer to the religious realm. At times, she 

felt pressured to engage in religious readings or events. 

"I find religion to be a private thing and my parents shouldn't pressure me 
to do it." 

Urdu was spoken at home and encouraged to be spoken with younger siblings. She 

identified herself as a Canadian with a little Pakistani influence. 

"I  see Canada as my country and I say a little Pakistani identity because I 
sometimes am Pakistani in my ways and plus it is my parents cultural 
origin. My behaviour is more Canadian." 



Sometimes she saw herself caught between two cultures. 

* I  have cultural clashes because I don't agree with what goes on outside 
or inside the home and that's when my parents see me to be rebellious 
when I question the value systems." 

She also talked about how she had to deal with the issue of racism in Canada and in order 

to avoid it she started identifying more with the Canadian way of life. That, in turn, helped 

her to re-boost her self-esteem and increased her confidence level. She presewed her culture 

through her home environment. Her parents presewed culture through practicing their 

religion. Both her parents were educated in Pakistan. Her parents had a love-arranged 

marriage. 

"My dad fell in love with my mom at a convention and my mom was 
unaware of that. So, my father got his mother and their family went and 
proposed." 

Her family was comprised of two brothers and one sister, all younger. She described her 

family system as male-dominated. She felt her mother had learned to live in a mde- 

dominated household. 

"When I got older I totally resented my father because of his treatment with 
my mother. Even though they had a love marriage their personalities were 
on opposite poles. My dad has a very bad temper." 

She described her parents as being conservative or liberal depending on the situation and 

issues of discussion. She also stated how she always had to get permission to go out. 

"I  have to plead and I hate it so much to see how they are so different with 
me and my brothers. My dad is different because he thinks someone is 
going to rape me or get me pregnant." 

She also spoke about a lecture she and her brother got from their dad prior to going to 

university. 

"No relationships because this is against our culture and I have a little 
respect in Canada and don't want you guys blowing it!" 

F8's parents did not want her to watch television. 

"They get upset when I watch TV because they think that Canadian TV has 



influenced me the most." 

She also spoke of being restricted in her wardrobe. 

" I  can't wear mini skirts or shorts. I f  it were up to my Dad 1 would be 
\vearin_e XYL clothing." 

Even though she described her relationship with her mother as one that clashes. she was 

closer to her mother. 

"We start arguing because of our so similar personalities. But I can tell her 
how 1 feel." 

With her father, it was a formal and distant relationship. 

"I usually don't talk to him because he always says how this is the way it 
is in our culture and as long as I live under his roof it will be this way-" 

She was honest and dishonest to both parents, but when dishonest she would always tell the 

truth to her mother first. She spoke of being afraid of her dad. 

"My dad is the punisher [&I of the house. Now, I'm not that afraid of him 
as I was before because I am more confident. This culture increased it." 

Her communication with her dad was limited and depended on the situation. Her younger 

sister and mother were the messengers between F8 and her father. 

"I can talk to him but I choose not to because I feel h e  can't understand me." 

However, with her mother she had open communication. 

"We joke about personal and intimate stuff. I can talk to her openly about 
sex and real explicit stuff.' 

She felt her parents were making an effort to see her point of view by listening to her. 

"Before they would shut me off and say we're right and you're wrong." 

The majority of conflicts in her household were based on her going out, especially to English 

movies. Talking back was another source of conflict. 

"They want me to just agree to everything, you know the yes whatever you 
wish idea! But I like to say what I feel and they think that is being 
rebellious. I like to be expressive in these stupid things, and even in major 
decisions in my life, Iike marriage and love." 



Her socio-economic class was best represented as middle class. 

She spoke of being socially restricted and always had to get permission to do 

anything. She felt this was unfair. 

"If I don't make it on time for mj. curfew I have a very hard time at home. 
ivhere as my brother gets away \r.ith it. And it gets me upset when I am 
told not to do something and my brother can do it." 

She stated how she did feel pressured about how to behave outside of the home. 

"My parents tell me how to act because they are worried about society. My 
parents are afraid of this culture and are scared that I might do something 
stupid. But I get offended because they say they trust me but they really 
don't and I tell them that too." 

She did find it stressfir1 to be a Muslim girl here. 

"If I try to be Canadian then people gossip. The Pakistani community may 
label me in a negative way and I don't want that to happen because I don't 
want my parents to get hurt." 

She was careful in public and tried not to do things which would get back to her parents. Her 

parents wanted her to complete her bachelor's degree and get married. 

She perceived love as being non-existent- 

"There might be love, but not everyone is lucky enough to find it." 

She saw an understanding between two people prior to marriage as more important than love 

itself. She was not sure if her parents would agree with her ideas on this because of the 

different worlds they were raised in. Dating, after an engagement, was acceptable to her. 

She saw social and emotional interaction with a prospective mate as critical. Physical 

interaction was not an option. She got a lot of offers for dating, but never pursued them or 

never told her parents about them. She did state that her parents would be upset if she dated 

any man. At present, she was not dating because her parents did not want her to and she also 

felt she had other priorities, like education, in her life. Religion of the guy was important for 

her parents, however, she preferred to marry a Pakistani. 

F8 and her parents saw family honor as important. Her parents worried about the 

social polity and about how their daughter's behaviour would socially affect them. 



"If I were to betray his trust with family honor I would feel very guilty. He 
would probably just marry me off to anyone without thinking about it. If 
an-vthing of that son happens then no more school. I stay at home and work 
at Wal-mart. They won't kill me but taking m e  out of University is a way 
of killing me because my social network will be cut off." 

, 

Her parents did prefer the arranged marriage for that reason. 

"Even if I did have a love marriage they would say it is arranged because 
they H-orry about society too much." 

Slaintznance of virginih was equally important for her and her parents. She coped with all 

this by just avoiding situations which may lead to an); mis-happening. She felt that most of 

her thoughts about dating and family honor were pretty consistent, but her definition of love 

differed. 

"In Pakistan love depends on things like honoring your husband, 
respecting him, listening to him and obeying him. then if the woman does 
all that he'll love her and buy her stuff. I don't see that as love. Being 
expressive about your feelings is love to me." 

The media, eastern and western, played a role in shaping her attitudes. 

She did not want to get married and was content single. 

"I'm so scared of having sex. This lady told me a11 about her wedding 
night and from that day I am so grossed out about the whole thing and 
don't want to get married.* 

Religion, personality, economic class, education, looks, height, and nationality, in that order, 

were the most important characteristics she wanted in her ideal mate. She further stated that 

her ideal mate should not be like her father. 

"I don't want him to be controlling!" 

An ideal marriage for her consisted of self-choice selection, followed by an engagement, 

dating and then marriage. She was not sure if this would become a reality and felt if it did 

happen her parents would declare the marriage as an arranged one. It was very important for 

her to know, understand, and love the person she planned to marry. She would never many 

a picture, telephone call, voice, or go by word's mouth. 



"I  don* t take people at face value. I have to interact with them to know 
them." 

She stated how she would marry a recent Pakistani immigrant. 

"If  he fits my ideal I will because Pakistani men in Pakistan today are more 
modem and outgoing than the ones here." 

She spoke negatively about the arranged marriage and always preferred the self-choice 

marriage. 

" I t  sucks because it is unfair to women. With a love marriage you're more 
comfortable with the man and plus it is easier to have sex with them. 
.4rranged marriages are about meeting of the families and not individuals." 

Her parents preferred a combination of the delegated and joint-venture marriage. She, on the 

other hand. was more inclined to the joint-venture method of marriage. Her parents and 

relatives. especially her father, did impose their marital preferences on her. She was not too 

sure if she would have the final say but did hope to be the decisionmaker in matters of 

marriage. If not, she would rebel and voice her opinion to convince them otherwise. If F8 

engaged in an arranged marriage it would be for the following reasons in rank order: lack of 

suitable marriage partner; family honor; maintaining culture; family pressure; obligation to 

parents; parents know best; I want to; freedom from the home. 

She saw herself being under more parental control, compared to her brother, as she 

could not do whatever she pleased. She perceived girls to be more faithfir1 to their parents 

and hence were easily put into arranged marriage siiuations more. She bdieved that more 

love marriages were taking place. 

"Most parents who have been in Canada for awhile are giving children 
more freedom to choose." 

She stated how Pakistani girls were rebelling. 

"People don't want arranged marriages and girls want to have a say 
because they see themselves as capable for making their own choices in 
Iife." 



She saw a woman's educational and economical independence, along with the rights Canada 

offers to intluence women's attitudes and confidence level. She spoke of modifjing the 

arranged marriage system. 

'Parents should introduce their children to who they like but children 
should then be alloked to interact with that person on various levels." 

She suggested parents continue to transmit their culture to their children but at the same time 

trust their children and the way they raised them. 

"Parents should give children more freedom to explore their options and 
trust the values inside their children." 

She advised girls not to have sex before mamage. 

"Sex will not make you fit into this culture so take it easy and be yourself." 

Finally, she ended the interview by stating how she did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

"If I ever end up in an arranged marriage situation then I will need time 
with him to get to know him before the actual wedding night and he should 
be similar to my ideal mate." 

Bracketins 

F8 was a Canadian citizen who had been in Canada for four years. Both her parents 

were educated in Pakistan, but did not hold advanced degrees. They were a middle ciass 

fam i 1 y . 
Although, prior to migration, she was religious she felt that aspect of her life changed 

upon coming to Canada. She attributed this change to the heightened amount of freedom. 

Even though she viewed religion as a private affair, her parents continued to intrude. She 

did question the East and West value systems and suffered from culture clashes. She 

identified more as a Canadian than Pakistani because of racial experiences she had. Being 

more Canadian in her lifestyle allowed her to be accepted more readily. 

Her household was male-dominated. Her mother was rather accepting to this 

dominance. F8, on the other hand, resented her father's treatment and was angry about it. 



Her parents parenting style of conservatism to liberalism varied from situation to 

situation. Her parents were much more protective of her compared to her brother. There 

was a built-in cultural gender bias which seemed to upset her. Her parents worried about her 

for societal reasons. 
I 

Even though her mother and her personalities clashed. they were close and had open 

communication. Her relationship with her father was a more formal. distant. and fearful 

relationship ~ i t h  limited communication. Because she liked to be espressive about her 

thoughts she ofien got in trouble and was accused of being rebellious. She claimed that her 

parents did make an effort to listen to her despite of her. according to them. talking back. 

Going out and talking back were the main sources of conflict for her and her family. 

In matters of love, dating, and marriage she seemed to be more western-oriented in 

her thinking pattern. She was more accepting to new ideas and was well aware of what her 

limits were. She portrayed her parents as being more traditionalists about these matters and 

attributed this difference to the different environments they were raised and socialized in. 

Maintenance of family honor was the only concept that F8 and her parents saw eye to eye 

on. She saw it as a moral obligation and her parents as a sociecal one. Betrayal of family 

honor for F8 would result in feelings of guilt. Her parents liked arranged marriages as they 

seemed to preserve honor of the family. She refrained from activities which would effect 

family honor. 

It was very important for her to know, understand, and love the person she planned 

to marry (self-choice). F8 perceived the arranged mamage as a meeting of families and not 

individuals. She felt her parents would prefer a combination of the delegated and joint- 

venture mate selection method, but she would k more inclined to the joint-venture version. 

Impositions from her family were present in matters of marriage and she was not even sure 

if the final say would be hers. However, if she had to, she would rebel and voice her opinion. 

She only would engage in an arranged marriage if she absolutely had to. She spoke of 

modifying the arranged marriage system to a more children-orieated version. One in which 

parental interference was minimal. 



She viewed Pakistani girls as being more faithfd to their parents and hence more 

m-illine - to make sacrifices for them. She felt that arranged marriages were occurring less 

frequently in Canada. This was attributed to the number of years Pakistani parents had spent 

in Canada. She saw those parents living here for awhile were more accepting to western 

ideas. F8 also noted how Pakistani girls were rebelling because they viewed themselves as 

competent decision-makers. She explained how a woman's level of education. 

independence. along with Canadian rights, all contributed to their assertiveness and 

coniidence level. 

To avoid conflicts or future rebelling, she suggested that parents trust and have 

confidence in the way they raised their children. Moreover, she told Pakistani girls not to 

adapt to the negative aspects of western society. 

F8 did not see herself in a hrture arranged marriage but if she did, she would require 

some time to get to know him first. 

Female #9 (F9) 

Capture, 

F9 was a 19 year old Canadian citizen. Her family migrated from Pakistan when she 

was 13 years old for better education and living conditions. She was completing her 

Bachelor's degree. She did not work. 

She considered herself as being not very religious. 

"I don't follow the rules that much, like praying and stuff." 

Her mother was more religious compared to her father. She did feel a little pressure from 

her parents to be religious, but did say how in the end she was given a choice to do 

something or not. 

"My parents teach us about Islam and make us aware of our options.' 

Punjabi and Urdu were spoken at home. She was astrict believer in haiai(kosher) foodand 

at times found it difficult to follow. 

"Outside of the home you get bored of veggie stuff and fish burgers.' 



She never had the urge to consume alcohol. She found Islamic laws. like praying five times 

daily and veiling difficult. She identified herself as a Pakistani-Canadian Muslim. 

"Well, I was born in Pakistan, but now i live here. Today. I see myself as 
being more Canadian. socially. because I've adopted a Lot of  things from 
this culture. from dressing style to education, to broad-mindedness. to 
speaking up, to language." 

At times. she saw herself caught between hvo cultures. 

"Pakistani people and people from here have different espectations from 
you and how y ~ u  act. Here, people want you to be so out-going and 
Pakistanis here want you to so sheltered or introverted." 

She preserved her culture by keeping in touch with Urdu literature and Pakistani internet 

sites. Her parents, on the other hand, did by keeping in touch with culture and tradition. 

Both her parents were educated in Pakistan. Her father completed his bachelor's and 

her mother onIy finished grade eight. Her parents had an arranged marriage. 

"My dad's family came with the proposal and both families agreed. My 
parents met the first time on the night of the wedding. They never talked 
before that." 

Her family was comprised of five sisters and no brothers. She described her family system 

as female-dominated. 

"My dad is real friendly and he doesn't interfere much probably because 
there are too many women in the house. He cooks for us and cleans up." 

Decision-making was dependent on the situation at hand, but was usually a mutual one. She 

thought her parentsT parenting style was conservative and strict, especially academically 

speaking. 

"They won't let me go anywhere until they know the family and they prefer 
daytime visits. They want me home by 9 p m  ." 

She described her parents as worriers. 

"They don't want me to do anything I will regret later on in life and they 
worry more because 1 am a giri." 

Her relationship with her mother was good, but with her father very formal. She was close 



to both her parents. She was honest with both parents and was more afbid of her mother. 

'My mother is more disciplinary and strict with her girls." 

Her communication ~ i t h  her dad was limited. With her mother she had open communication 

and discussed more indepth details of her life. Even though her parents did not agree with 

her at times. she still felt they made an effort to listen to her. The majority of conflicts in her 

household were based on getting married and going out. 

"I want to complete my studies first and I want to pick for myself." 

Her socio-economic class was best represented as middle class. 

She spoke of being socially restricted. 

"My parents don't let me stay out late because they fear me meeting the 
wrong people or  getting raped. Being a Muslim women restricts m e  even 
more because there are so many things one must follow that it becomes 
difficult." 

At times, she did find it stressful to be a Muslim girl here, but was happy that her parents 

were here to watch over her and steer her in the right direction. 

"Its stressfd with the hrjbb (veil) o r  with social restrictions, or just with 
meeting and talking with guys." 

She wanted to complete her honours and maybe complete graduate school before marriage 

was considered. Her parents thought otherwise. 

She perceived love to occur when someone had a strong liking for you that they 

commit. She saw an understanding and love between two people as essential prior to 

marriage. She was not sure if her parents would agree with her ideas about love or if they 

even understood what love was. 

"My parents had an arranged marriage so love to them may be foreign." 

Dating her future mate was acceptable to her. She viewed interaction with men, in general, 

was a good experience. 

'It is a learning process cause [&] it gives you a comparison point and 
with a hture mate it is good because it gives you a chance to discover new 
things about each other." 

She saw social and some emotional interaction with a prospective mate as critical. Physical 



interaction was not an option. She had no dating experience. She did state that her parents 

would be upset if she dated a 'nobody', however if he met their criteria then they would be 

okay ~ b i t h  it. At present. she was not dating because her parents did not like the idea and she 

also did not want to. 

"If I do date it will be my fiance." 

Religion. nationality. and sect of the guy were important for her and her parents. 

F9 and her parents saw family honor and maintenance of virginity as important. 

"The consequences would be deadly! " 

Her parents did prefer the arranged marriage for that reason. She did not have a hard time 

coping with all this. 

"I know it is wrong, religiously, and I really don't have a strong desire to 
engage in sex before marriage!" 

Her friends, education, and media all contributed in shaping her attitudes. 

She felt that the best marriages were ones in which both people were friends. 

"Your husband should be like your best fiiend and not a dictator, like the 
way most Pakistani men are." 

She thought that a good marriage should be based on mutual understanding and clear-cut 

communication. 

"1 should feel comfortable in talking to him about anything and there 
should be no formalities or reservations in the relationship." 

Religion, nationality, education, personality, economic class, and iooks, in that order, were 

the most important characteristics she wanted in her ideal mate. An ideal marriage for her 

consisted of self-choice selection followed by a bit of eastern dating (dating within decent 

limits) and then getting married. She felt her parents would only agree with all this if their 

criterion were met. I t  was very important for her to know the person she planned to marry. 

"Once you know him, love will follow." 

She would never marry anyone she did not know. She stated how she would never consider 

marrying a recent Pakistani immigrant. 



"Thinking will be very different. I need a broad-minded man." 

She spoke negatively about the arranged marriage and always had a preference for the sslf- 

choice marriage. 

"Girls I think should be expressive and let parents know ~vhat  they want. 
Even if a girl doesn't agree with this type of marriage she will agree to do' 
it because she feels a sense o f  obligation and I hate that." 

She felt that the Canadian environment had taught her to be more open about how she felt 

about certain issues. Her parents preferred the delegated marriage. Even though she was 

more inclined to the joint-venture method of marriage. she did not mind her parents version. 

as it uuuld not be completely a blind arrangement. Although her parents and relatives did 

not impose their marital preferences on her, her parents did provide her with a certain 

criterion of what he should be like. She was positive that she would have the final say in 

matters of marriage. 

"It is my life and not my parents." 

If she did not have the final say she would not rebel with her parents. 

" 1  respect them and they must want what is best for me." 

I f  F9 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be for the following reasons in rank order: 

obligation to parents; family pressure; Iack of suitable marriage partner; parents know best; 

maintain culture; family honor; I want to; freedom from the home. 

She saw herself socially bound by parental control, compared to other males, as she 

could not do whatever she pleased and had limitations. She felt girls, especially in Pakistan, 

were more easily put into arranged marriage situations. 

"They don't speak out! And in Pakistan girls are not as bold as the ones 
being educated and trained in Canada." 

She strongly believed that knowledge was a power tool for all Pakistani women which gave 

them confidence and power. 

"It helps you be certain of  what you want and lets you make choices and 
speak your mind. At m y  mother's time higher education was not a big deal 
and that is why women fiom that time were more submissive! " 



She saw arranged marriages taking place in those families who, even after migration to 

Canada held on to their culture and traditions. She stated how Pakistani girls were rebelling. 

"Today's generation will not sit back and relau, they respect culture and 
tradition but they want to move with time and parents should be more 
understanding about it. If parents aren't understayding girls will and are 
rebelling." 

She spoke of modifq-ing the arranged marriage system. 

'I would modify so parents don't take advantage of their girls or use the 
arranged marriage in a wrong way, like for dowry or citizenship." 

She suggested that parents should not force their decisions onto their children. 

Teach them everything, but let them choose who and what they want and 
you guide them and voice your concerns." 

She also recommended that parents should have good communication with their daughters,' 

especially in marriage situations. 

"Keep children active in the marriage process, having them to say just yes 
is not enough for the 90's." 

She advised girls to keep their eastern identities alive for future generations to come. She 

also asked girls to respect their parents and their feelings. 

"Don't do anything behind their backs because that is a sin in itself." 

Finally, she ended the interview by stating how she did see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

"If my parents find someone before me they would consider it. They would 
ask me, but I would only say yes after I got a good chance to get to know 
him better and meet him myself." 

Bracketim 

F9 was a Canadian citizen who migrated to Canada six years ago. Her parents were 

educated in Pakistan and did not hold advanced degree. They were a middle class family. 

She was an individual who grew up in a religious household, but was not religious 

herself. Even though she was pressured, at times, she was always given a choice. 

Depending on the crowd, east or west, she associated with she found people to have different 



expectations, in terms of behaviour, &om her. Although she identified herself as Pakistani- 

Canadian Muslim, she claimed to be a bit more Canadian in regards to her social life. 

She. unlike the other Pakistani girls in the sample. described her family structure as 

female-dominated. Her father was the only male. Decision-making depended on the 
, 

situation at hand, but was usually a mutual parental decision. 

Her parents were conservative Muslim parents who were strict in raising her. They 

would always be very cautious as to where, when. and who she would meet. They feared 

about her getting involved in the %Tong crowd of people. 

Although she felt close to both parents she was very reserved with her father and 

feared her mother. Her communication with her father was limited and open with her 

mother. Going out and (timing and type of) marriage were the basis of conflict in her home. 

Even though her parents did not agree with her they did listen to her views. 

Her ideas of love. dating, and marriage were influenced by western ideas. Her 

parents, on the other hand, were still more traditionalists and eastern in their thinking 

patterns. She was not sure if her parents would conform or agree to her way of thinking. 

Family honor was the only concept they all agreed to. Religiously. it was important to 

maintain and her parents did see the arranged marriage fhctioning to preserve it. 

It was very important for her to know, love, and choose her fiture mate. She placed 

eastern limitations on her so called western ideas. She felt her parents would only agree to 

her thoughts if the person she picked hliy met their criteria. She expiained how she would 

never marry a recent immigrant as the thinking would be different. Even though she was 

inclined to the joint-venture (self-choice) methcd, she felt her parents preferred the delegated 

version. She was comfortable with this approach because it was not a totally blind 

arrangement. I f  she had an arranged marriage it would only be to fiilfill a parental 

obligation. She was definite that she would have the final say in matters of maniage. If she 

did not she would not rebel against her parents as she had a lot of respect for them and felt 

that they would only have her best interests at heart. She wanted to modifl the arranged 

marriage to minimize any advantage that young girls were taken of. 



Friends, education. and the media all equally contributed to her definitions and 

attitudes regrading these issues. 

She explained how knowledge (education) was a power tool for Pakis?ani women as 

i t  allowed for girls to be confident. bold. and expressive. This was something she felt her 

mother lacked at her time of marriage. She perceived more arranged marriages occurring in 

those Pakistani Canadian families who kept tradition alive. even after migration. F9 also 

mentioned how Pakistani girls of today were rebelling because they wanted to move with the 

time. and environment they are living in. 

To avoid future rebelling and conflicts with children she suggested parents. guide and 

direct. but give their children fieedom of choice, have good communication, and keep them 

active in the marriage process. F9 felt girls should maintain their Pakistani identities for 

f h r e  generations and respect their parents' wishes. 

Even though F9 spoke against the arranged marriage she did see herself in the 

arranged marriage as it was a tradition her parents would consider and experienced 

themselves at their time. 

Female #10 (F10) 

Capture. 

F 10 was a 16 year old US. permanent resident. She had been here for seven years. 

Her family migrated fkom Pakistan when she was nine years old for better education. She 

was a highschool student who did not work. 

F 10 perceived herself and her family to be moderately religious, but found her dad 

to be a bit more. 

"My father doesn't do anything huram (forbidden). He prays daily and 
conforms strictly to the things Islam preaches." 

She did feel pressured to be religious, especially from her dad. 

'My dad doesn't want me to wear American clothing and wants me to wear 
hijab (veil) even though I don't want to." 



She feit very uncomfortable wearing traditional clothing to school. 

"I  feel lonely and too different. My father doesn't know how I feel because 
I don't discuss it with him. He won't understand.' 

Urdu was the language always spoken at home with all fmily members. She did not find 

it dif-ficult to follow the Islamic food and drink restrictions. 

"I never feel like going out and eating." 

She identified herself as a 'complete Pakistani' as she did not like the American way of life. 

She spoke proudly of being a Pakistani Muslim and felt her lifestyle and behaviour 

contributed to the way she identified herself. She did not see herself to be caught between 

two cultures. She preserved her culture through the way she was raised. Her parents 

preserved their culture by teaching and maintaining their cultural values and customs alive. 

Both of her parents were educated in Pakistan. Her father completed his 

undergraduate degree and her mother her highschool diploma. F 1 O's parents had an arranged 

marriage. 

"Even though they were cousins, all arrangements were made through their 
parents and there was no love before." 

Her family was comprised of an older brother and sister. She described her family structure 

as being male-dominated. 

"My father has power and more control compared to my mother in 
decisions and most other things too." 

She viewed her parents to be traditional Muslim parents at heart. 

"My parents aren't influenced by the American culture at all." 

Her father was strict in child-rearing. She felt closer to her mother and found it easier to 

communicate with her. She also stated that her mother made an effort to understand her 

views about things. Even though she was close to her dad, she still perceived her 

relationship with him to be a reserved one as she never discussed things with him. The only 

time she would disclose anything personal to her father would be if it affected her izzar 

(family honor). 



"If a guy is bothering me or getting too free with me then I would tell my 
father and he would set him straight for me." 

Most of the time she was honest with both parents. but had lied once or twice. She was 

afraid of both parents. but claimed to be more scared of her father. 

"Like. if f ever do an>+thing wrong then my father would not hesitate to kiil 
me, my mother would too, but my father would first." 

Personal matters were discussed with female cousins or friends. She did not describe any 

major conflicts with her parents as she felt she was too your;_e. However, she did state that 

she would listen to what her parents' views and ideas about love, dating, premarital sex. and 

marriage were while talking with others. Her socio-economic status was best represented as 

middle class. 

She felt socially restricted and saw it as being unfair. 

"My brother can go out, watch movies in theatres and my parents do not 
care, but I always need permission or someone to go with me. Girls and 
guys should be treated equally." 

When she questioned her mother about her social freedom her mother told her that girls are 

always protected for the purposes of family honor. She. at times, felt pressured about how 

to behave. 

"My mother is always telling me not to get too free with a guy or get too 
close." 

She did find it stress!%l, at times, to be a Muslim woman here. 

"It's hard to restrain myself from dancing and meeting guys and stuff and 
at times it does bother me." 

She spoke of her father being worried about his girls being raised in the American culture 

and wanted to marry them off soon. She, however, wanted to pursue a university degree 

before marriage. 

She viewed love as an emotion consisting of social, emotional, and physical 

interaction. She stated how she could start loving someone through continuous exposure to 

him. She thought knowing him a little bit before marriage was more important than ioving 



him. 

"Love ruins your life because you love and dream about others and git 
stuck with others!" 

She felt that her parents would not agree with her ideas about love because they do not like 

love marriages. She spoke negatively about dating. 

"Dating is dumb!" 

She did not see dating as essential for knowing your future mate. 

"When some guy comes to m a m  me we will go and have an interview and 

get to know one another. Only one day is  needed to know him." 

She perceived social interaction in a group setting as being good enough to get the desired 

information fiom him. 

" I  would ask my mother if I can talk to him, I wouldn't want to meet him 
alone because he can make a move or get physical with me." 

Physical and emotional interaction were not essential components prior to marriage. She did 

not have any experience with dating. She stated how her parents would be upset if she had 

interaction with any guy prior to marriage. 

"I would never engage in hidden relations with any man because I would 
feel very guilty about it and my dad would probably kill me!." 

However, they would not be so bothered if the interaction was with her titture mate. 

"My dad says after the Nikah (marriage ceremony) I 'm all his and it 
doesn't really matter." 

It  was her choice not to date. 

"Why should I spend time with another man when I know I won't get him 
in the end!" 

Religion, nationality, and sect of the guy were important for her and her parents. 

F 10 and her parents saw family honor as important. She also stated how one of their 

preferences for the arranged marriage was family honor. 

"My parents see arranged mamages as good, because then no one  can point 
fingers at you  and say you had prior interaction with a man." 



Maintenance of virginity was considered equally important for all of them. She spoke of 

premarital sex as being one of the biggest Islamic sins and did not care much for it right now. 

Talking with friends and female cousins helped her cope with these issues. Although. living 

in the United States had not really changed her outlook on these matters. she felt that her 
/ 

family. especially the way her parents raised her. played a role in shaping her attitudes. 

She perceived marriage in the typical eastern way. 

"Marriage to me isn't my own decision cause [&I I think whatever my  
parents do is right!" 

Religion. nationality. education, economic class. and looks in that order. were the most 

important characteristics she wanted in her ideal mate. Even though her true perception 

about marriage were eastern, her ideal way, consisted of romantic love and freedom of 

choice. 

"I would want to choose my man. I would want to have fieedorn of choice 
and fall in love." 

Although this sounded quite exciting to her, she mas not sure if it would happen. F 10 would 

not rebel against her parents' wishes. 

"If my parents think he's not right for me then that's important for me 
because they are more experienced and will make the right decision for 
me." 

She spoke positively about the arranged marriage. 

"I trust my mom and dad's judgement and opinion, they will know whose 
right for me. I would d o  nothing to hurt them and will many  the guy they 
choose for me because if I don't I will feel bad inside." 

She further stated how the media or any outside source had not influenced her. 

"If outside things influenced me then I would be dating and doing wrong 
things." 

Her parents preferred the planned method of mate selection. 

"My parents will go by pictures and third parties, and will arrange the 
whole thing. I would only be allowed to meet him once and that too in front 
of others. My parents would not trust him alone with me.* 



She agreed with their method of marriage. Her parents imposed their marital preferences on 

her and did have a lot to say in this matter. She did believe that her parents would ask her 

opinion. She would not rebel against their decision. 

"I would have a medium say in the matter, but my father would have the 
final say. I won't rebel against their decision because theyfwill choose the 
right person for me." 

If F 10 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be f ~ r  the following reasons in rank order: 

family honor: obligation to parents; parents know best: lack of suitable marriage partner; 

maintain culture: family pressure; she wants to: freedom from the home. 

She saw herself as being under more parental control, compared to her brothers, as 

the burden of family honor was on her shoulders. She felt that maintenance of family honor 

was the reason for young girls having more arranged marriages. F 10 felt that her brother, 

in dealings of marriage, would be given more of a chance to speak out and convince his 

parents otherwise. She believed that only ten per cent of marriages in the community were 

arranged. 

"I think I am in the minority of Pakistani girls. Most Pakistani girls I know 
have so much fieedom, they go to dances and are with guys. They are more 
into the western value-system." 

She stated how Pakistani girls are rebelling against their parents decisions. 

"They are influenced by the American culture in the wrong way." 

Moreover, she stated how she would maintain the arranged marriage. 

"I think your parents who have made decisions for you all your life can 
make this one too. They love you and only want what is best," 

She suggested that parents spend more time with their children and explain how what the 

Islamic culture is really about, the pros and cons of it. 

"Nowadays parents are too busy with their own life and do not have time 
for their children." 

She advised 'out of control' Pakistani girls to re-educate themselves about their culture and 

understand why things are done a certain way. 



Finally, she ended the inten-iew by stating how she saw herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

" 1 10% chance that I will be in an arranged marriage. My dreams will not 
be shattered and I will be happy!" 

F 

Brackerine. 
F 10. unlike the other girls in the sample. was one of the youngest (1 6). She was not 

a recent immigrant. Her parents were educated in Pakistan, but did not hold advanced 

degrees. They were a middle class family. 

F10 grew up in a religious household and perceived herself to be moderately 

religious. She did not veil or wear Pakistani clothing. shalw~r kameez, by choice and was 

forced to cover and wear the traditional Pakistani outfit outside of the home. This aspect of 

her life caused her to feel alone and difierent. She was a strict follower of the Islamic food 

and drink restrictions. She spoke of her home environment as being very Pakistani and 

identified herself as a Pakistani Muslim. 

She described her family structure as male-dominated. Her mother and her hardly 

had any power or control in decisions. Her parents, especially her father. were traditional 

hiuslirns who were strict. They feared the American culture and thus were very protective 

of their daughter. They wanted her married off soon. There was a built-in cultural gender 

bias in F 10's family. 

Her relationship with her mother was a close one and she found it easier to 

communicate with her as she made an effort to understand. Although she was close to her 

father, she was still reserved with him and would only disclose anything to him if it effected 

family honor. She was a h i d  of both her parents, but more so of her father. Her parents did 

listen to her views about certain issues. 

F 10 obeyed and acted on what she believed her parents' wishes were. She refrained 

from activities that would upset her parents and make her feel guilty. Their approval was a 

concern for her at all times and she respected that. Her 'realistic' definitions regarding love, 

social interaction with men (dating), family honor, hture mate criteria, and marriage were 



in agreement with her parents' traditional and eastern outlook. However, ideally she had a 

more westernized view of these concepts. She felt her definitions and actions w-ere learned 

behaviours stemming from famity upbringing. 

She felt she would have some say. but her father more. in the marriage decision. She 
, 

~vould not rebel because she trusted her parents' choice- She also believed that her parents. 

~ . h o  have made decisions throughout her life. had the right to make this one too. She spoke 

of maintaining the arranged marriage system. 

She perceived her views to be in the minority of Pakistani girls and saw arranged 

marriages to be occurring less frequently in America. She attributed this low frequency to 

modernization and adaptation to the West. She feIt that because Pakistani girls were 

adapting to the American culture in the wrong way they were rebelling against their parents 

wishes or demands. 

To avoid any hture rebelling or conflicts she suggested that parents spend more time 

with their children and explain the teachings of the IsIamic culture. Her advice to Pakistani 

girls was to re-educate themselves about their own culture before they run to another one. 

F 10 happily spoke in favor of arranged marriages and did see herself in one becaw 

that was a cultural tradition her parents raised her with and something her parents 

experienced. believed in. and experienced themselves. Also, she would engage in it for her 

parents happiness. 

Female #11 (F11) 

Canture. 
F 1 1 was a 17 year old Canadian citizen. Her family migrated from the Middle East 

to Canada when she was 13 years old. She was a highschool student who did not work 

anywhere. 

F 1 1 was not religious. 

"Religion is not a priority for me." 

However, she felt that her parents, along with her grandmother, were very religious. On 



Fridays her family pressured her to pray. Urdu was the language spoken, read. and written 

at home. She found it hard to abide with Islamic food and drink restrictions. 

" 1 find myself vulnerable to non-h/a/  (non-kosher)foods and alcohol. I go 
to parties and people drink. so sometimes I just go along with the flow and 
try things out." 

She found Islamic laws. like staying away fiom guys and drinking very hard to follow. She 

identified herself as a Pakistani-Canadian Muslim. 

"I do things fiom both cultures. I'm not totally white-washed. but I tend to 
do more Canadian stuff." 

Many times she found herself caught between two cultures. 

"The value-systems are so different, what's a priority here isn't for 
Pakistanis. Going o u t  sleep overs, talking back and clothing are all issues 
for me and my parents don't understand all this stuff because they were 
brought up in a conservative system." 

She preserved her Isfamic identity by her parents watching over her. Her parents preserved 

their culture by maintaining an Islamic home environment. 

Her father completed his Bachelor of Science degree fiom Pakistan. Her mother only 

completed highschool and was a home-maker. Her parents had an arranged marriage. 

"My mom's brother and dad were best friends. My parents never talked 
or met each other before they married." 

Her family was comprised of one older and younger sister. She described her family 

structure as being very male-dominated. 

"He has made all the rules and regulations in the house. He contro!~ things, 
like, the phone, television, and money. I t  is not fair that the rules of  the 
house change when he needs something to be done. He decides most things 
and it has to be that way if not he threatens me and tells me not to question 
him or else I will be out of the house." 

She viewed her parents to be strict Muslim traditionalists. 

"They are strict with me going out and control me socially." 

She described her relationship with her mother as a close one with good communication. She 

also felt that her mother made more of an effort to understand and listen to her. 



" M y  mother is cool. I can talk t o  her about anything and everything. My 
mother wasn't that free with me  before but coming to Canada changed her 
tvays. " 

She did not feet as close to her father because she could not discuss too many things with 

him. Her communication ~ i t h  him was selective. She was honest ~ i t h  both parents and 

w-hen she lied she did to both. She spoke of being afraid of her father. 

" I  am because he threatens me about what he will do to me if I ever do 
a q t h i n g  wrong." 

She stated how she had conflicts about smoking. shoplifting, dancing. clothing. drinking. md 

fmity honor. Her socio-economic status was best represented as being middle class. 

She did feel pressure about how to behave and for that reason found herself to be 

socially restricted. 

"Anything I want to d o  becomes an issue. My parents don't let me g o  out 
at night o r  sleep over. They are so scared for me and want to protect me. 
This is not fair to me!" 

She stated how if she were a guy life would be different. 

"We should have the same privileges that men do." 

F 1 1 was pressured more by her fiends (peer pressure) to behave in a certain manner. 

'You have to act a certain way to fit in but don't want other Pakistani 
people watching you because they will pass on the information to my 
parents." 

Her parents wanted her to pursue a university degree, but she did not feel that  she was 

university material. She found it stresshi to be a Muslim woman here because of the food, 

drink, dothing, and guy restrictions her parents placed on her. 

"You become very limited in what you can do, but I try not to let it bother 
me and am bearing with it but just till I am 18 and then I'll move out and 
be able to do what I want because I know what my rights are in Canada and 
I will soon have my freedom." 

Her parents knew about her intentions but were not too thrilled with her ideas. 

"It's considered a bad thing if a Paki girl moves out. It's bad for their 
reputation!" 



She perceived love to occur when someone cared about you regardless of anjthing 

(unconditional love). She felt love was necessary before maniage. 

"Love lets you better assess if you can spend the rest of your life with this 
man." 

She felt her parents would not agree with her ideas about love. 

"I don't think they understand what love is. they only understand the other 
family love." 

She saw nothing wrong \+ith dating and saw it as being okay if you were not engaging in sex. 

She mw interaction with men as essential, especially with the man you plan to marry. She 

did have experience with dating and at present was dating. 

"I interact with him at at1 levels, social, emotional, and physical. We rnake- 
out and stuff but don't have sex. I enjoy every moment with him because 
I know he is the guy I will marry and don't mind giving myself to him. 1 
don't feel guilty." 

Religion. nationality, and sect mattered to her parents. 

Her family placed an emphasis on family honor. She felt that her parents saw 

arranged marriages as a way of preserving family honor. Maintenance of her virginity was 

more important for her parents than her. 

"It is 1 10% important for my parents. if my parents knew about all what I 
told you they'd kill me and him both without thinking twice a b u t  it. For 
me, it isn't that important." 

Her views about sex helped her cope in not engaging in it. 

"There i s  an urge to have sex with him, but I know it is wrong so I stop 
before we go that far. Making out with him hrlfills my sexual desire and I 
don't feel I have to go all the way." 

The western media played a major role in making her aware of certain things. 

"Before I came here I didn't know about dating, sex and love too much. 
Canada enlightened me about these issues.' 

She perceived marriage to be a life-long commitment. Personality, looks, religion, 

nationality, education, and class, in that order, were the most important characteristics she 



preferred in her ideal mate. She also stated how he should not be controlling and how she 

preferred a virgin man. Her ideal way of marriage consisted of dating, followed by moving 

in ~vith him. and then getting married. She h e w  this would not happen with her. 

".My parents would have a problem with it because in our culture these 
things aren't acceptable for girls." 

, 

It  ivas equally important for her to know and be in love with him. She would never marry 

anyone she did not h o w  and hence would not marry a recently arrived Pakistani immigrant. 

"He won't understand me properly and my thinking would clash with his 
because of my exposure to the Canadian culture." 

She did not see the arranged marriage as a good method of mate selection for girls in Canada 

and preferred the self-choice method. 

"I think arranged marriages stink. They are unfair because the girl and guy 
don't get a chance to fully meet and understand each other. Girls should 
be allowed to date in the real sense of the term." 

She felt her friends influenced the type of mate selection she adhered to- 

'They have modified the way I think about things. I am always with them." 

Moreover, she stated how in Pakistan her thoughts on these matters would be different. 

"There everything is hidden regarding these issues." 

Although she preferred the joint-venture method, she felt her parents would like the 

delegated version. Her parents did impose their marital preferences on her by setting out 

a criteria for her. 

"He has to be a good Muslim from Pakistan with a good educational 
background and job." 

She was confident that she would have the final say in matters of marriage. 

'I've told my parents that if they force me to marry someone I don't want 
to then when the rnoullah (priest) comes and asks at the time of Nikah 
(marriage ceremony) 1 will say no!" 

She did not hesitate to say that she would rebel. 

"I will run away from home. Canada gives me that choice!" 



If F 1 1 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be for the following reasons in rank order: 

obligation to parents; parents know best; family pressure; lack of suitable marriage partner; 

maintain culture; freedom from the home; I want to. 

She did see herself to be under more parental control because of family honor. She 
, 

hrthsr stated that her -hiddeng fieedom allowed for her to meet and interact with guys. 

" I  wouldn't have to do  this if my parents were open with me and if they 
didn't get mad." 

She felt guys were treated differently and was not in favour of it. 

"I think the guy-girl difference should be diminished at least in Canada, if 
not Pakistan." 

F 1 1 felt those girls raised with traditional ideas were having arranged marriages. However, 

she did state that more girls were rebelling against the arranged marriage system. 

"Being an educated girl and being raised in this part of the world how can 
you not speak out!" 

She spoke of replacing the arranged mamage. 

"I feel that by getting rid of the entire system we girls can explore that 
aspect of our life independent of our parents' interference." 
She suggested that parents trust and understand their children. She advised Muslim 

girls to be themselves and not to engage in premarital sex. 
C 

Finally, she ended the interview by stating how she did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

Bracketine 
F 1 1 was a Canadian citizen who recently migrated to Canada. Both her parents were 

educated in Pakistan and did not hold advanced degrees, in fact, her mother only completed 

highschool. They were a middle ciass family. 

She was an individud who grew up in a religious household, but did not find religion 

to be a priority in her life. On Friday's there was pressure for her to pray. She found herself 

to be vulnerable to things, like drinking, non-halal (non-kosher) foods, and men because of 

peer pressure. She did tind it difficult to maintain the ideas of both value systems, as 



according to her, the 'priorities of what to do in one culture or not to do were on opposite 

poles'. Even though she identified herself as Pakistani-Canadian Muslim, she claimed to be 

a bit more Canadian in regards to her social life. 

She described her family stmcture as very male-dominated. Her father was a 
, 

controlling and domineering man who had certain rules and regulations in his home. 

Her parents were Muslim traditionalists who were strict and controlling in raising her. 

She in turn was cautious of societal gossip and was careful. 

She described her relationship with her mother as a close one. She had an increased 

amount of open communication after migration to Canada. She felt her mother was more 

understanding and listened more effectively. She was not close to her father at all as she did 

not feel comfortable in discussing things with him. She engaged in selective communication 

with him because she was afiaid ofhirn. Smoking, shoplifting, dancing, clothing, drinking, 

and family honor were the basis of conflict in her home. 

Her ideas and 'hidden' behaviours towards love, dating, family honor. and marriage 

were very much influenced by western ideas. However, she felt if her parents learned about 

her views and behaviours she would be dead, as they were still more traditionalists and 

eastern in their thinking patterns. They had a certain criteria set out for what their b e  son- 

in-law should be like and saw the arranged marriage fbnctioning to preserve family honor. 

The on1 y thing she and her parents were in agreement on was not engaging in the sexual act 

before marriage. 

She felt her parents would not agree with her de f~ t i ons  towards love, marriage, and 

dating as people in the Pakistani culture usually r e h e d  from such activities. But she was 

confident that she could, with or without parental consent, do all this because of the rights 

Canada had to offer to young adults. She explained how she would never marry a recent 

immigrant as the thinking would clash. Even though she was inclined to the joint-venture 

(self-choice) method, she felt her parents preferred the delegated version. If she had an 

arranged marriage it would only be because of family pressure. She was certain that she 

would have the final say in matters of marriage. However, if she did not, she would 



definitely say no at the time of the Mkah (mamage ceremony) and would run away from 

home. She wanted to get rid of the entire ananged marriage system so that girls could be 

more liberated to explore that aspect of their life without parental interference. 

The western media contributed to her definitions and attitudes regarding these issues. 
, 

She perceived Pakistani girls raised with traditional ideas in Canada as being more 

likely to engage in arranged marriages. F1 I also explained how an increased number of 

Pakistani girls. because of the environment they are being raised in and their education, were 

speaking up and rebeIIing. 

To avoid future rebelling and conflicts she suggested that parents trust and understand 

their children. She advised Pakistani girls to be themselves and cautioned them not to have 

sex before marriage! 

F 1 1 did not see herself in a future arranged marriage (see Figures 3a and 3 b). 





Fimre 3b: Construct Map of Female #I1 
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The construct map of F11 is representative of a Pakistani female who perceived herself as being, in 
actuality.and ideally, inclined to western ideology compared to her parents. The division of  western 
versus eastern ideological constructs is clearIy depicted. 



Female #12 (F12) 

F 12 was a 26 year old born Canadian. Her parents migrated to Canada in the early 

seventies for better living and a healthier environment. She was currently enrolled in 

graduate school. She worked in the summer months. 

F 12 was not religious. 

"I don't understand what I am saying during prayer and it is a nuisance and 
plus I don't have the time." 

However. she felt that her parents were more religious. 

"My mother was in terms of practising it and my father was by his 
knowledge about Islam. My father knows the history of Islam." 

English was the preferred language for her. She struggled with Urdu. 

"My parents always want me to speak it but it just doesn't come out as 
easily. They say that if they could learn English then I should be able to 
speak, read, and write Urdu. I understand and do speak with people I don't 
have a choice with." 

Her mother did pressure her to be religious. 

"My mom wants me to be religious. She sees it as being a part of the 
Muslim women and without it she sees me as being incomplete. I think 
religion should come from within and it should be a true change without 
any pressure. When I am forced to do stuff, my heart is the least in it." 

Moreover she stated how her mother would always ask her 'what will you teach your 

children'? Her family never created a h s  about eating out. 

"We eat at fast food restaurants and all different types of places and aren't 
shy about it. Living here is already hard enough and if you start practising 
everything Islam teaches then you'd probably be in a glass wall." 

She, at times, did consume alcoholic beverages. 

"I just started drinking in graduate school and 1 really don't see anything 
wrong with it as long as you drink within limits." 

She spoke of having feelings of guilt, as her parents did not know about this aspect of her 

Iife. She found Islamic laws hard to follow, especially after the age of 21. 



"Afier 2 1 you are free to do anything you please." 

She identified herself as more of a Canadian than Pakistani. 

"Most of the every day things I do, like dressing, eating. talking, drinking, 

and personal things are Canadian based." 

As her teen years approached she did find herself to be caught between two cultures. 

"I would put a show on at home and act differently at  school." 

She felt her university experience and friends helped her  escape this codusion. 

"They gave me a lot of support and confidence about my feelings and 
anxieties. They never put me down and accepted me for who I was. 
something I never got from my parents." 

She felt her parents had a lot of eastern expectations from her and were disappointed. 

"I think parents should reduce their expectations and not have a lot because 
being raised here you can't be a total Pakistani in your ways. It is just like 
someone raising their children back-home and expecting them to be a 
perfect Canadian. How can that be?" 

However much of the Pakistani culture that was in her was preserved through the way her 

parents raised her and her parents' constant reminder of how important and good it is. 

Her father, originally, completed his education from Pakistan but re-did his Masters 

in Canada Her mother only completed highschool and was a home-maker. Her parents had 

an arranged marriage. 

"She didn't meet my dad till the marriage ceremony. She only saw his 
picture." 

Her family was comprised of one older sister and younger brother. She described her family 

structure as being very patriarchal. 

"He is the king of his jungle! My mother rarely speaks out! My dad is the 
controlling factor in anything and everything. H e  is very nosy and 
suspicious." 

She wished that her mother was more assertive. 

"I think her education level has a lot to do with the way she is." 

She viewed her parents to be conservative Muslims when it came to their children. 

"They don't let me do half the things my fiiends can do, but I still sneak 



around and do it! They are slowiy learning to let go because in Canada 
discipline from parents ends at 2 I years." 

Her relationship with her parents was not too good. 

"They think I am too Canadian and that comes in the way of our 
relationship." 

She did not see herself being close to either parent. She spoke of having closed 

communication with her parents. 

" I  only talk about things like academics and financial stuff because they 
don't understand my point of view on all those other issues." 

She did not discuss any personal matters with her parents. 

"I am all lectured out!" 

She was not too honest with either parent. 

"I don't think they can handle the tmth so I keep things to myself." 

She spoke of being afraid of her father, but felt her intimidation was gradually disappearing 

as she kcame  more independent. She stated how she had conflicts regarding love, dating, 

marriage, and even usage of birth control. 

" I  wish my parents after living in Canada for a good 28 years weren't so 
insecure and didn't have those built-in stereotypes. They assume that 
because I am so outgoing I may get pregnant so my mother informs me 
about it ... as if I have no clue about these things." 

Her socio-economic status was best represented as being middle class. 

At times, she did feel pressure about how to behave and hence felt socially restricted. 

"I think being a woman makes me an automatic target for friends, family, 
and society to restrict me. The answer for not being able to do something 
is always ... because you're a girl. To restrict people from any type of 
freedom in Canada is not right." 

She felt everyone needed their own personal space and social freedom. 

'Without social tieedom people become so dull and boring and everyone needs 
some spice in their life.' 

Moreover, she stated that she told her parents her feelings on these matters. 

"If you Iive here you should go by the rules here and if you cannot do that 
then don't bother coming here and making it hell for fitture generations!" 



Her parents wanted her to pursue her doctorate but also wanted her to get married soon. She 

found it stressful to be a Muslim woman here. 

"lust because of the restrictions and pressures which are placed on the 
female. It is not easy to maintain the ideal Islamic lifestyle here and if you 
don't maintain it. like I don't, then we epe of girls are fro\$-ned upon." 

She perceived love to occur once in a life time and felt love was necessary before marriage. 

"That is a definite for me! I don't see how you can marry someone you 
don't love. I know my parents' marriage was like that. but I don't think I 
\vould ever be able to just marry a picture!?! I can't learn to love someone 
like my parents did and they did a very good job of it. True love and 
Iearniilg to love are two different things and I fee[ love has to honestly 
come from the heart." 

Furthermore. she went on to say how this girlfriend of hers loved someone but ended up 

manying someone else because of her parents. 

'She tells me how whenever her and her husband make love she always see her 
first love and that I don't consider a healthy maniage from any standard." 

She felt her parents would not agree with her ideas about love. 

'They won't because they see their marriage as the perfect example of what was 
not a love marriage and they don't understand how not everyone can be like them." 

Even though F 12 saw nothing wrong with dating and courting within limits. she felt she 

would truly date her true love. She saw interaction with men as essential, especially with the 

man you plan to marry. 

"Interaction with a man on ali levels. with people, family, alone, is 
important. The key to know someone is through continuous interaction and 
exposure of him." 

She did not have experience with dating yet, but had gone out with guy friends at a group 

level. Her parents were aware of her social group meetings and wen not in favour of it. 

"They think all of us go out and have sex. To be social with guys in our 
culture is very stereotyped! We need a little open mindedness!" 

She stated that she hated when her parents would encourage her to interact with a guy of their 

choice. F 12's parents would be upset if she was dating someone. Religion, nationality, and 

sect mattered to her parents. 



"They will not settle for anyone less than what they are. For me it is 
important but not that much and sect is not at ail." 

Her family placed a! emphasis on family honor. 

"It has to be maintained o r  else I'm in shit!" 

She kIt that her parents saw not only arranged marriages, but any marriage. as a way of 

presen-ing family honor becaus6 she was perceived by her parents as being out of control. 

&Maintenance of her virginity was important for her and her parents. 

"I plan to keep it till I marry the one I love, but I think my parents think I 
won't, Having an outgoing lifestyle doesn't mean that I'm not a virgin or 
w i l l  lose my virginity. I know they have doubts because o f  my mother's 
talks on birth control. That is so unfair and make me so mad! " 

Being outgoing made it difficult for her to cope with love, dating, and sex, but she was well 

aware of her limits. 

"If I ever feel like doing any of that stuff I'll just take a cold shower or take 
a drive and that helps!" 

F 12 went on to say how some of her Muslim girlfiends, who come from religious families, 

engaged in other strategies to cope. 

"They masturbate and told me all about it, but I don't believe in self- 
inflicted pleasures. They said the internet had many sites on this. I was s o  
shocked and couldn't believe them, but then anything is possible here. 
People are so  wild!" 

She felt that being born in Canada did influence the way she thought about things as she was 

in disagreement with her parents' views and definitions. 

"Both cultures to me emphasize the exact opposite things which creates a 
rift in my thinking patterns." 

The western media played a major role in making her aware of things like love, dating, and 

sex. 

"Everywhere on TV they gave those things so much importance, like even 
on the Brady Bunch, and those shows they would show how having a date 
is an ego booster for Marcia or Jan. The media is quite powerfirl, not just 
for those things, but how we should eat, dress, and look." 

She perceived marriage to be a combination of Wendship and love. Personality, 



religion. nationality. education, class, and age (no more than five years older) in that order, 

u-ere the most important characteristics she preferred in her ideal mate. Furthermore. she 

stated how he should be emotionally expressive. Her ideal way of getting married would be 

to fall in love first and then be gutsy enough to tell him. 

"My friend always told me that if you like someone be sure to always tell 
them, the most he will do is say no, and you would be satisfied that at least 
you told him." 

She was not sure if her parents would agree with her ideas about love and marriage and was 

hoping they would. 

"My parents do  know that I am the person who will be picking out of the 
bunch and not them!" 

It was equally important for her to know and be in love with him. She would never marry 

anyone she did not know and hence would not marry a recently arrived Pakistani immigrant. 

'I think not knowing him is a life sentence! And as far as a F.O.B. (Fresh 
off the Boat) goes well that is a no for sure. My parents have been here for 
a good twenty-eight years and their thinking is still so eastern! He should 
be born or close to being born here and should be well exposed to Canada 
or the U.S. He won't understand me properly and my thinking would clash 
would his because of my exposure to the Canadian culture." 

She did not see the arranged marriage as a good method of mate selection. 

"I think parents should let their children fail in love and I also think parents 
should let children speak out about who they want to spend the rest of their 
life with. A lot of girls I know aren't brave enough to tell their parents and 
marry for their parents' sake and 1 just find this whole system real self- fish 
because parents wony more about others than their own blood. That I 
definitely have a problem with." 

She felt her education and independence iduenced the type of mate selection she adhered 

to. 

'Through receiving proper education women are more aware of  their rights 
and are more confident to speak out, unrike our mothers, aunts, and 
grandmothers who were deprived of the educational stream." 

Her parents would consider any method of marriage. 



"At this point they are willing to try anthing. but if I was ounger  they 
~vould prefer the delegated version." 

She. however. preferred the joint-venture method. 

"This way I am actively involved in the process. I don't want to be side- 
lined." 

Her parents did impose their marital preferences on her. I 

"They are desperate for me to get married so they want me to marry anyone 
they choose even though they know I N ant him to be of my choice." 

She was contident that she would have the final say. 

" I  would have the final say. although m! father would love to." 

She did not hesitate to say that she would rebel. 

"If I am forced 1 will rebel. I would probably just not go home and not keep 
in touch with my parents. It is not that I don't respect them but t strongly 
feel that this decision is my decision and not theirs. It's a matter of 
principal." 

If F 12 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be for the following reasons in rank order: 

lack of suitable marriage partner; obligation to parents: parents know best; family honor; 

maintain culture; I want to; freedom fiom the home. 

She did see herself to be under more parental control because of family honor. 

"Just that biological fact gives them more control over me! However, I see 
girls to be stronger and will powered than guys any day!" 

Moreover. she saw younger girls, who were not exposed to post secondary education, to have 

an arranged marriage. 

"The girls that have a university education have more power!' 

She felt guys were treated differently and was not in favour of i t  

"Not just my brother, but I see this difference with most guys in our 
community. So many guys marry out of culture and their weddings are 
celebrated with joy! There was a case of how this Pakistani girl manied out 
of culture and she was blamed and pointed fingers at! When the girl does 
anything it becomes such a big deal and that is unfair and 1 will never agree 
with the double standard our culture portrays!" 

F 12 felt those girls who were cowards or traditional at heart were coping with arranged 



marriages. whereas the other girls. like her, who spoke their minds and let parents know how 

it is were rebelling. She spoke of replacing the arranged marriage. 

" I  think women are capable of picking and choosing their life partners and 
should not be underestimated just because they are women. Parents should 
trust their children's selection. Marriage only happens once and everyone 
should get a chance to be in love and express their desires!" 

/- 

She suggested that parents be more open-minded and be open to change in a new 

environment. She also recommended parents to be moderate with restrictions and trust their 

children. 

"I know many people who because of restrictions placed on them rebelled. 
Parents should come to some compromise with their children or else it 
backfires! And the most critical issue is one of trust. Parents should 
believe their children!" 

Moreover, she stated that parents should let children be comfortable in discussing personal 

problems with them. 

"If children don't feel comfortable in talking with parents then they will 
rely on outside sources and that can be dangerous." 

She also added for parents to read this thesis. 

"It may give them insight to what their daughter's are going through and 
make them more understanding." 

She advised Muslim girls to speak their mind and let their parents know up front with how 

they feel about certain issues, like marriage. 

Finally, she ended the interview by stating how she did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

"I see myself in a real awesome love connection soon to begin." 

Bracketiqg, 

F 12 was one of the older (26), more mature Pakistani girls who was a born Canadian. 

They were a middle class family. 

FL2, compared to her parents, was not religious and at times was pressured, 

especially from her mother, to be more religious in her ways. Her mother perceived her as 

being an 'incomplete' woman because she lacked that religious component. F12 did not 



believe in 'living in a glass wall' and was open to trying out new things like. drinking. even 

if it was a 'hidden' aspect of her life which she felt guilty about it. She identified herself as 

being more Canadian than Pakistani and did speak of confusion about the two cultures. at 

home and outside the home. 

She described her family structure as very patriarchal. Her father was the 'king of  
, 

his jungIe' and her mother was not assertive at all. something she wished her mother could 

be. She was quick to blame her mother's lack of education in promoting this type of family 

structure. Her parents were conservative lMuslim parents who did not let her do anything. 

Because her parents were so controlling in her social life she felt compelled to -hide' some 

of the activities she engaged in. There was a built-in cultural gender bias in F 12's family and 

a double-standard which she disliked. Conflicts in her home were based on love. dating, 

marriage, and usage of birth control. 

Her relationship with her parents was not a very open or good one. She attributed her 

'out of control' Canadian lifestyle to come in the way of their relationship. Her 

communication with them was very selective and general. She did not feel comfortable to 

talk with either parent openly about her personal or social life as she always saw a huge 

lecture following. She seemed to be disappointed about how her parents, after 28 years of 

living in Canada, were so Eastern and stereotypical in their thoughts. 

Her ideas towards love. dating, and marriage were influenced by western ideas. She 

felt her parents would not agree with her ideas as they were so 'backwards' in their thinking 

and based their selection more on external factors, like religion, nationality, and sect, things 

which were the least of concern for her. The only thing she and her parents agreed on was 

maintenance of family honor. She was very angry and hurt by her parents for, at times, 

doubting her chastity. Even though she spoke of honoring that aspect of her life, she spoke 

of how some of her (religious) Muslim fiends enlightened her about a 'coping' strategy 

known as masturbation. She complained about how having an outgoing lifestyle made it 

difficult to stay away from big no-no's. She was confident that she would have the final say 

in matters of marriage and even though she did have a great deal of respect for them, she 

would rebel and would not stay in touch with her parents. 



She perceived girls with no post secondary education and traditional girls. being 

more tvlnerable to the arranged marriage. as according to her. 'they did not have the power 

or confidence to say no'! However, those who spoke their mind were rebelling. 

To avoid any conflicts or rebelling she suggested that parents learn to be more open- 

minded to the new ideas of this society by being less strict with children and trusting them 

more. Moreover. she stated how parents should be more open to discussing their children's 

personal problems because their children will have no problem finding alternative. may be. 

\\Tong sources! She also wanted Pakistani parents to read this thesis. She advised Muslim 

girls to be out spoken fiont with how they feel. 

F 12 did not see herself engaging in an arranged marriage and if she did it would only 

be because she could not find Mr. Right on her own! 

Female #13 (F13) 

Glum.= 
F13 was a 19 year old Canadian citizen who migrated to Canada at an early age. She 

was compirting her B.A. honours degree. At present she was not working. 

She perceived herself to be liberal in terms of  religion. 

"I do stuff I shouldn't, like listen to music, don't cover, and I hang out 
with guys!" 

Her parents were more religious than her. 

'They are more involved in religious activities and plus have more 
knowledge about it-" 

Her parents pressured her to pray. She would only pray when she felt guilty about it. She 

was strict about eating hula1 (kosher) foods. 

"Islam ically it is wrong so 1 won't eat out." 

She did have fiiends that drank and did drugs but never consumed it. Sometimes she found 

it hard to follow Islam here. 

"Islam is a very demanding religion and at times I feel like I'm not being 
completely faithful ... a sense of guilt." 



English was the preferred language for her. 

"It's a habit now to speak English, I still know enough Urdu to 
communicate to my elders." 

She identified herself as a bfuslim Canadian. 

"Religion matters more to me than nationality and I identi@ myself 
religiously. And I say Canadian cause [&I I am k i n g  raised in this culture 
and am experiencing new things about this culture." 

She did see herself caught between two cultures. 

"When it comes to parents 1 do. Their brought up was back-home and 
mine here so they always lecture me about how it tvas back then and how 
they never did the things I do today. They tell me how they would be back 
at 8 pm but don't realize that evevh ing  here doesn't start till 9 at night. 
even a movie. So I get caught in the sense with parents having eastern 
thoughts and me western." 

She felt she and her parents did not have to do anything to preserve her culture. 

"My parents have made sure to instill certain cultural mores and values 
into me that even when I do something wrong I kel guilty, something I 
wouldn't feel if I was not Islamically cultured. I think my parents cannot 
adjust to this culture and so they automatically preserve their own culture 
through religious gatherings or events with the Pakistani community." 

Her mother completed her Bachelor of Arts in India and was a home-maker. Her 

biological father died and her mother remarried. Her second marriage was arranged. Her 

family was comprised of two step-brothers and one half brother. Her family system was not 

male-dominated. 

"My mom does anything she wants. They balance out their roles quite 
nicely." 

She spoke of her mother having more control over decisions and felt her father's death 

contributed to her mother' confidence level. 

"When my dad died she learned to become independent and run her life 
on her own. She was independent for thirteen years after his death." 

She described her parents to fall in-between the liberal and conservative scale. 

"My freedom is restricted and like I have to be home by a certain hour, but 
they are learning to let go. I guess they've realized that in this culture you 



have to give children their freedom." 

She felt she did not have any sort o f  relationship with her step-dad. 

"We have correct relationship. He's there and I'm there and we have to 
make this family work sort of thing." 

She cared for and loved her mother but was not openly afiectionate with her. She felt 

closest to her grandparents, especially her grandmother. as they spent a good amount of years 

in raising her. She spoke of not being completely honest with her parents. 

"You cannot be honest with your parents. When I go out I just tell them 
I'm going out with friends and don't spcify with who exactly. I do that to 
avoid @hts and it just makes life easier." 

She perceived herself to be independent and hence was not afraid of any parent. Her 

communication with her parents was closed. 

"I don't talk about my life happenings to my parents." 

She preferred talking with fiends about her social life and personal concerns as she felt they 

understood her better. Going out was the biggest conflict she would have with her mother. 

Others conflicts dealt with having too many white friends and steep-overs. 

"My parents have these stereotypical thoughts about white people that how 
they are always drinking and doing drugs, but it is not like that." 

She would have discussions with her mother about marriage and wouId be able to express 

what she felt. 

"I told her that if I find someone on my own then she has to accept him 
and told her how she cannot refiise him because her first marriage was love. 
My mother didn't say much because she knows that legally she cannot stop 
me and if she does I will run away!" 

Her socio-economic status was best represented as middle class. 

At times she did feel socially restricted, but not as much as before. 

"They do let me do stuff now, but my mother gets real panicky about me 
leaving the house." 

She had a curfew and had to be home before midnight. She felt this was only fair to a 

certain extent. 



"If your parents put too many restrictions on a person they will rebel and 
if you give that same person a choice then they won't. That's human 
nature. Even with my mom when she tells me not to do something I feel 
like doing it more and I will go and do it." 

She did feel pressured by her parents about how to behave. 

"Like when we go to the Mosque my mother \b ill tell me to cover my head 
and I tell her why I never do or she'll tell me how to sit or talk and what 
others will think of me. I don't think this cpeneration doesn't care about 
others, it's more our parents who do." 

She felt things would be different if she were a guy. 

"Guys aren't idealized to be a cenain wa?.. like girls are. so people just 
accept them regardless o f  these petty issues-" 

She did not find it stressfbl to be in Canada. 

"I've adjusted well to the Canadian culture and know what my limits are. 
Being a liberal Muslim makes life easier and less stressful for me." 

She did not believe in love at first sight and believed that love occurred when you 

know- someone very weIl. 

"Be friends and then love and other things follow." 

She strongly felt that she had to know and love her fimre mate before the actual marriage. 

"This is important because I know so many arranged marriages that totally 
broke off?" 

Her mother would not agree with her ideas about love because she preferred the arranged 

marriage. F13 spoke positively about dating and courting. 

'I'm okay with it and don't see what the big deal is, we are all humans and 
need a bit of that in our life. Interacting with people o f  the opposite sex is 
a human need." 

Moreover, she stated that if she planned to marry someone she would date him, within 

limits, and interact with him at all levels and all settings, but would not have sex with him. 

Even though guys asked her out she did not accept those offers. Her parents would be upset 

had she pursued those offers. 

"They would automatically assume that I had sex with him." 



At present it was her choice not to date. Religion. nationality, and sect were all important 

for her parents, but for her religion mattered most. 

She spoke of her family always worrying about family honor and society. She also 

said how her parents did see the arranged marriage as a cover up label. 

"If I have a love marriage then people will point fingers at me and give 
the Pakistani community a chance to _eossip. The labe1 of arranged 
marriages helps avoid such accusations!" 

She stated that she, for religious reasons, would not engage in premarital sex. 

'It is the biggest sin in Islam. I don't whine about not having sex and a lot 
of my white friends are virgins too! So I don't find it hard." 

She felt how she always thought in terms of dating, marriage. and love like this. 

"There is dating in India and Pakistan too, but it just isn't labelled as 
dating. There these things are discrete." 

The media had influenced her attitudes the most. 

"It's around me 24-7 and on every channel they have stuff on love and 
sexuality and marriage. The media is filled with knowledge and has taught 
me these things and alternative ways to go about certain things." 

She believed that her marriage should not be like what her parents' marriage was like. 

"There is no affect shown publicly, maybe in private but I don't h o w .  I'm 
going to be more affectionate like families here. I'd like to say I love you 
C 

in front of the children." 

Education, personality, religion, economic class, looks, and nationality, in that order, would 

be the most important characteristics in her fhre mate. She also stated how her mate should 

be affectionate and not controlling. She was not sure if her parents would agree with her 

views. It was very important for her to know her hture mate. 

'Through knowing him love will grow." 

She preferred men who were exposed to this culture. 

"You don't have to worry about them adjusting to the ways of the new 
environment." 

She spoke negatively about arranged marriages. 



"I  don't like arranged marriages because it doesn't give you the 
opportunity to know him or his bad sides." 

She did not think that western values influenced this decision of hers as she was exposed 

to love marriages in her biologicai father's family. Her parents would prefer the delegated 

\-crsion of mamage. 
/ 

"It seems to be the safest and cleanest route to go and it would keep 
society's mouth shut too." 

She viewed a combination of the delegated and joint-venture method as a good compromise 

for parents and children. Her parents did not impose their marital preferences on her. they 

only gave suggestions. She was quite confident that she would have the final say. 

"I will not let anyone walk over me." 

She stated that she would rebel by leaving home. If F 13 engaged in an arranged marriage 

it  would be for the following reasons in rank order: lack of suitable mamage partner; 

obligation to parents; parents know best; family honor: fieedom fiom the home; family 

pressure. 

She did find that being f m a i e  played a role in her parents having more control. 

"Freedom is not evenly distributed and there is a double standard which 
I cannot stand! Guys are free-birds and girls seem to be locked up. In the 
90's girls and guys should have equal freedom and opportunities." 

She did see girls in Pakistan and India having arranged marriages more than guys, but not 

here. 

"Kids here have learned to say no. And if girls are having arranged 
marriages here they are willingly because here they have rights!" 

She felt arranged marriages, depending on the famiIy background and thinking. were 

occurring. 

"If they are traditional Muslims with traditional thoughts then those 
families are having arranged marriages." 

She found some girls coping with and others rebelling against arranged marriages. 

"It depends on how you think, how you were raised, and if you challenge 
or accept some of the Islamic traditions or values." 



She spoke of maintaining the arranged marriage. 

'I would maintain it by modiwing it to a 1990's definition which would 
include parents and children but would incorporate a lot more interaction 
and arrangement between the two involved rather than the families. A 
marriage happens once in a life time and it should be a very happy event. 
not stressfbl.* 

She suggested that parents give their children choices and felt that parents should talk 

about these types of issues openly with their children. She also recommended that parents 

get their children more involved in the marriage process. She advised girls to believe in what 

they think and how they should do nothing out of pressure. 

Finally, she ended the interview by stating how she saw herself in her version, the 

delegated and joint-venture combination, of the arranged marriage. 

"I need room to know him before I commit." 

Bracketine. 
F 13 was a Canadian citizen who migrated to Canada seven years ago. Her interview 

was unique in that the role of a her biological father was absent in the majority of her life. 

They were a middle class family. 

She was an individual who grew up in a religious household, but was not religious. 

She would only engage in religious events or activities when she had feelings of guilt. She 

new what her limitations were, religiously, and did not find herself to be vulnerable to 

things, like drinking, non-halal (non-kosher) foods, and men, when with non-Muslim 

friends. She did h d  it difficult to maintain the ideas of both value systems, as according to 

her, her parents 'were raised in a different environment and stressed different values'. She 

identified herself religiously as a Muslim Canadian who was open to and experiencing new 

things about the Canadian culture. 

She described her family structure as more female-dominated. Her stepfather did 

not interfere in her life much and her mother was more in charge of things that were 

associated with F13. She attributed her mother's independence and decision making to the 

fact that she was widowed early. Her parents fell in between liberal and consewative 



Siuslim parents who were strict with her. But despite their restrictions she managed to get 

around by blufing and speaking up. 

She described her relationship with her mother as one that was not overly emotional. 

She had a correct relationship with her step-father. She was closest to her grandparents as 

she spent a good of amount time with them during her formative years. She was not afraid . 
of an>- parent and attributed her independence to this fact. Her communication ~ i t h  both 

parents was closed. She relied on friends to talk to as she felt they understood her better. 

Going out. being in the company of white people. and sleep-overs were the biggest conflicts 

she had tvith her mother. 

Her ideas and attitudes towards love. dating, family honor, and marriage were 

influenced by western ideas. However, she felt her parents would not be in agreement with 

her views, as they were still more traditionalists and eastern in their thinking patterns. Her 

parents saw the arranged marriage bct ioning to preserve family honor. Family honor was 

seen as being important for religious and societal concerns for all of them. Any w~ongdoing 

would result in feelings of guilt. 

She explained how she would never marry a recent immigrant as the adjustment 

period would be frustrating. Even though she was inclined to a combination of the joint- 

venture (self-choice) and delegated method. she felt her parents preferred the delegated 

version. She was certain that she would have the final say in matters of marriage, however, 

if she did not she would not hesitate in rebelling and would leave home. She wanted to 

maintain the arranged marriage system by modifying the definition to a 90's version. 

The media and her biological father's family contributed to her definitions and 

attitudes regrading these issues. 

She perceived Pakistani girls raised in Canada as having learned to say no and hence 

were not engaging in arranged marriages. She also denoted factors like, family background 

and thinking, to effect the occurrence of them and to the extent one rebels. 

To avoid future rebelling and conflicts she suggested Pakistani parents be more 

willing to discuss these types of issues with their children and advised Pakistani girls not to 



get pressurized to do something they d o  not agree with and believe in what they thirk is right 

for them. 

F 13 did not see herself in an arranged marriage and only did if she could not find 

someone on her own. 

Female #14 (FI4) 

Canture. 

F 14 was a 22 year old born Canadian. Her family migrated to Canada in the early 

seventies. She was working towards her Bachelor's degree and  as not working anywhere. 

She did not consider her parents or herself to be very religious. 

"I am spiritual but religion is not a routine part of my life. My dad though 
is a bit more orthodox in his thinking." 

Her family never pressured her to be religious. 

"My mom just says do what you want to do and what you believe in." 

Her family wasn't very strict about food or drink restrictions. 

"We eat out and isn't a big deal. Being born here makes it hard not to go 
to Mc Donald's. That's a part of every kids life. My parents drink wine 
and have cocktails and so do I. They know [ know my limits and are okay 
with me drinking." 

She did not find it hard to follow Islamic laws here as she was not a true follow-er of Islam. 

"We live in Canada and have adjusted to the way of life here." 

She identified herself as a Canadian. 

"We have had minimal interaction with people fiom our community. My 
parents are not into the Pakistani scene at all. It is not like we have 
anything against our own people, we respect the culture and have Pakistani 
friends but we are, what I say, white-washed. Before migration my parents 
belonged to the upper class and when they migrated to BC they couldn't 
find many upper class Pakistanis or Indians and started identitjling more 
with non-Pakistani crowds." 

Her family did not make a special effort to preserve the Pakistani culture. 

Both her parents held graduate degrees fiom Pakistan. Her parents had an arranged 

marriage. 



"My father a p e d  to marry this woman, but did not know she was the same 
girl he fell in love with on one of his ships." 

Her family was comprised of an older sister and brother. She described her family system 

to be very westernized. 

"My mom makes all the decisions because my dad is usually travelling and 
he  is not a patriarchal type of man at all. Our family system is quite coo(." 

Moreover. she stated how both her parents were equally involved in major decisions. N i l e  

growing up. F 14 found her mother to be very strict. - 
"She was until I could prove to her that I know the difference between right 
and wrong and when they knew they let go." 

She described her parents as being very non-orthodox in their thinking. 

"Most girls can't tell their mother or father that they have a boyfriend or 
they drink but I can. M y  mother will join me and go clubbing with me-" 

She spoke of her parents having confidence in the way they raised her and for that reason 

trusted her. 

"They want me to enjoy my youth." 

She felt her relationship with her father to be one of with still some reservation and parental 

concern. 

"He'll voice his concerns and opinion but in the end it is my decision." 

With her mother she was more friends then mother and daughter. She felt closer to her 

mother and more comfortable in discussing things with her. 

"Sometimes I call her by name, we hang out, I'm not scared to tell her 
anything." 

She was not afraid of any parent and spoke of having very open communication with both 

of them. 

"Like when I come back fiorn a date my parents are awake and say okay 
give us the juicy details. That's how they are. The thing is that I have my 
limits and they know I am not dumb enough to cross them and ruin what 
I have with my parents! I don't want to take advantage of my freedom!" 

F 14 stated how her parents did listen to her. She did have conflicts with her parents. 



"Conflicts are in every relationship." 

She felt they did not understand why she chose to do things a certain way. She gave the 

example of marriage. 

"They think by my age I should k manied or at least engaged to someone 
and this is where the generation gap comes in because our generation is so 
career-oriented that we don't think about settling down with a guy till later. 
Marriage is not a priority." 

Her socio-economic status was best represented as upper class. 

She did not feel socially restricted by her parents. nor did she fee1 to be treated 

differently than her brother. 

"My family never cared about other people. Their theory was that these are 
my girls and I will raise them how I want to. My mom feels that society can 
go to the dogs!" 

She strongly felt that restrictions only fall into place when people start worrying about other 

people. She did avoid the topic of  marriage to minimize conflicts. F14 wanted to pursue 

further education and did not see marriage in the near future. 

"I would love to but I haven't found anyone that good yet!" 

She perceived love to be expressed fully when all other aspects, religion. education, 

and family, of the relationship had been met. She definitely felt love should be present 

before marriage. 

"I've heard too many horror stories about the arranged marriage and how 
girls end up killing themselves-" 

Moreover, she stated how one's whole conditioning of society tells you to fall in love first. 

'This you see everywhere, movies, billboards, soaps. Love is a big deal for 
this society!" 

Her parents would agree with her views as they believed marriage, along with other major 

decisions, were her choice. She saw dating as an essential part of any relationship. 

'Girls should go out and meet guys and interact with them alone and in 
group settings because it helps the girl know what she wants, who she is, 
and helps her social skills and it also teaches her how to act in a male- 
dominated society, which we are in today. It helps her be proper and 
confident." 



She spoke negatively of gender segregation. 

"It is stupid and dumb! It doesn't let you grow. The tvhole concept of 
hljbb (veiling) should only be practised if the woman herself has a desire 
to do it." 

Furthermore. she stated how many girls kvho cover were not too happy! 

"Many girls I know remove their hijab (veil) as soon as they are out of the ,- 

house. I have heard men saying to women ...y ou respect yourselves and 
cover! Those guys shouldn't even be looking so I responded by telling the 
losers to lower their gaze!" 

She started dating out of culhue at the age of 17. Her parents knew about her dating and the 

guy she was dating and were not upset. - 
"They tell us to go find people!" 

Religion, nationality, or sect did not matter to any of them. 

"He can be green, yellow, blue or red. Their only criteria is that he should 
be educated and should be able to suppon me!" 

Even though it went unmentioned family honor and a good family background were 

important to her family. 

"They know that I am such a tight ass that I won't have sex unless I really 
love him!" 

Maintenance of virginity was not important for F 14. 

"I  would engage in premarital sex with my husband to be. I just think it is 
so natural for that to happen. You see sex everywhere and it is dumb for 
people to deny it. It is one of the most basic needs in life!" 

She felt her parents would not be mad or angry with her as they also perceived sex as a 

natural process. FI 4 stated how there was no coping for her since she had her k d o m .  She 

did not see living in Canada to influence her definitions, but rather the modem view. The 

media played a major role in shaping her attitudes. 

"What we watch and listen to influences our thinking a lot!" 

She did not perceive marriage to be the norm and was quite content singIe. 

"1 say that because humans need constant change in their lives and 
everyone is cheating and I get scared of this rejection. I have many future 
goals and none of them involves a male. I don't feel I need a man to form 



my identity and go places in this world." 

Education. personality. economic class. religion, nationality, and age (at least five years 

older) in that order, were the most important characteristics she preferred in her ideal mate. 

She also wanted someone who got along with her family as her famiIy was a big part of her 

i f .  Her ideal marriage would be with someone she was good friends uith and with 

someone she knew really well. She saw her parents agreeing with this. 

"They are cool about my decisions!" 

It was v s ~  important to know her hture mate. 

"If I have one doubt I'm not even going to go to the alter!" 

She did rehsed to marry a recent immigrant. 

"I see that as a free ticket for immigration and plus its too much of a culture 
grab! I want my husband to be self-made and don't want to be his 
C 

establisher." 

F 14 saw new immigrants as narrow-minded people with traditional thoughts about women. 

"The men in this culture are understanding women and are changing their 
views and accepting women as their equals! F.O.B.'s (Fresh off the 
Boat's) would never be that accepting and if they would it would take them 
years to adjust." 

She spoke negatively about the arranged marriage. 

"I think these traditions should be lefi back home and not come with your 
luggage." 

She preferred the self-choice method of marriage. She felt that Canada made her more 

independent and helped her to make her own choices. 

"I would probably think differently in Pakistan because I would be raised 
very differently." 

She and and her family preferred the joint-venture version of marriage. Her parents did not 

impose their marital preferences on her. She was confident that she would have the final say. 

"There would be no rebelling because they'll let me do what I want to do. 

I f  F 14 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be for the following reasons in rank order: 

obligation to parents; family pressure; family honor; maintain culture; parents know best; 



lack of suitable marriage partner; freedom from the home: 1 want to. 

At times. she did feel that being female gave her parents a bit more control. 

*Like travelling long distances, especially at night." 

She also thought that w-omen were too naive and hence were going into more arranged 

marriages. Furthermore. she added how men enjoy the process. .- 
'Men love getting their virgin brides. They screw around and then go back- 
home to get a beautifid virgin bride!" 

She believed that arranged mamages were still taking place in Canada. 

' I t  is happening more in the traditional homes and plus a lot of girls don't 
eet the opportunities to search for a mate on their own and feel they have - 
no alternative but to Iet others pick for them." 

She viewed today's generation rebelling against arranged mamiages. 

'Our generation wants to have fbn and a good time. They do not want to 
be bound by cultural restrictions and limitations!" 

She spoke of modiFying the arranged marriage. 

'It  should be more of a dating game, going out together and getting to know 
each other at a more personal level." 

She suggested that parents relax. 

'Don't get so uptight and listen to your children because if you don't you 
may regret it later on." 

She also advised Pakistani girls. 

*Don't be afraid to do what you want or what you believe in because your 
parents no matter what will love you and accept you anyway you are." 

She also recommended that girls be more open with their parents. 

Your  parents are not as not understanding as you think they are, in fact, 
they can be the most understanding!" 

Finally, she ended the interview by stating how she did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

'It is not me!" 



Bracket iu  

F 11 was a born Canadian. Both her parents held graduate degrees. She was the only 

fsmak who belonged to the upper class. She was a unique individual compared to the rest 

of the bunch as she and her parents seemed to be in agreement with the western lifestyle. 
, 

Nobody. including herself. in her family was religious. There was no pressure to be 

religious and they did the things they believed in. F 14 and her parents. compared to tho rest 

of the sample, participated in an increased number of western activities. like drinking, 

dancing. clubbing, even though it was not part of the Islamic norm. She explained how 

having a minimal number of upper class Indians and Pakistanis at the time of migration was 

a contributing factor in them being 'white-washed'. She even identified herself as a 

Canadian. 

She described her family structure as western and female dominated. as her father, 

because of his job, was usually traveling. Her parents, especially her mother. were very 

non-traditional Muslims who did not make an effort to keep their culture and traditions alive 

~vithin the home. They were very, unlike the other parents, liberated in their thinking 

patterns who treated their son and daughter as almost equals. Her fmily did not care about 

what 'others' or society would think. She felt that attitude of theirs reduced restrictions. 

She had a very open, honest, and !Xendly relationship with both of her parents. There 

was no element of fear in the relationship. She felt her parents had trust and confidence in 

the way they raised their children and hence did not tie them up to certain conditions or 

criteria. She did have conflicts with her parents, but not anything drastic. It was more of a 

generational gap conflict as to what she and her parents viewed as being important. 

Her definitions regarding love, social interaction with men (dating), marriage and 

family honor were in agreement with her parents' hdamentaliy western ideas. Her parents 

were well aware of the western activities she engaged in and gave her space to explore new 

things. Nothing was hidden from her parents and she had her freedom. 

F 14 and her parents preferred the self-choice mate selection method (joint-venture). 

There was no imposition fiorn her parents as who to marry. She was positive it would be her 



choice and there would be no rebelling. The only criteria they required were a good 

education. job. and family background. She also felt that the arranged marriage should be 

modified to meet the needs of the society these girls were living in and it should include 

things like dating and going out. The modem \iew affected her attitudes and also the media 

She perceived arranged marriages to be occurring in homes with a traditional mind 

set and with those girls who did not get any opportunity to go out and search on their omn. 

F 14 also noted that an increased number of Pakistani girls were rebelling against their 

parents' wishes. 

To avoid any rebelling or conflicts she suggested that parents r e l a  and listen 

carlfuliy to their children. F14 felt girls should continue to believe in what they think as 

parents would be accepting regardless of the situation. She also thought girIs should 

maintain open iines of communication with their parents. 

F I4 did not see herself in an arranged marriage unless she was totally pressured to 

do so. She did not see that happening in the near future as her parents were open-minded in 

their thoughts (see Figures 4a and 4b). 
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The cluster analysis of F l 4  is representative of a cluster of people who are identifying together or 
separate of each other on various constructs. The first generation is identifying with the second 
generation. 



m r e  4b: Construct Map of Female #14 
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The construct map of F i 4  is representative of a Pakistani woman who perceived herself, as well as 
her mother, father, and significant others in her life, to be liberal in their attitudes. Here, unlike the 
other construct maps, both generations, first and second lie on the same side. Conflict in this family 
was minimum. 



Female #15 (FlS) 

Canture. 

F15 was a 17 year old U.S. permanent resident. Her family migrated to North 

America from the Middle East in pursuit of better education and living conditions. She was 

a highschool student and did not work anywhere. - 
She did not consider herself to be v s ~  religious. 

"I  am not an extremist about it." 

She spoke of her father being very religious. 

''He does everything he should Islarnically be doing. The way he thinks 
and acts is very Islamic." 

Moreover. she stated how her mother is religious because of her husband. Her family never 

pressured her to be religious. 

"They tell me what's right from wrong and every so often will tell me to 
pray. They just tell me the moral values and norms of the culture and I 
don't mind that." 

She also added, how she could never follow every single Islamic belief, as her father did. 

"It is dificult to do that here. If I were in the Middle East it would be easier 
because everyone would be doing it. here I would feel awkward and very 
different-" 

She and her family tried their best to avoid non-halal (non-kosher) foods. 

"Where we live I find it easier to follow because of the huge Pakistani 
community and when you see other people following what you are it is 
easier! I think the dificulty of following Islamic laws depends on where 
you live and how many people are like you." 

English was the preferred language for F1S. She identified herself as bi-cultural (Pak- 

American). 

"When I go out I identify with the American culture and when I am at home 
I identify with the Pakistani culture." 

She. at times, found herself to be caught between two cultures. 

"At school and at home I just see different sides of myself." 



She preserved her culwe by going to the Sfoyue and learning about ?slam. plus her parents 

made sure to pass it on. 

'Just by watching my dad that uholc Islamic aspect gets locked into my 
qstem. eben if l don't practice it to the extent he does.' 

She felt her parents prexn-cd their culture by going to lslamic events and practising islam 

to the hllcst- 
.- 

/ 

Her father was an Engineer and hw mother a home-maker. Her parents had a love 

marriage. 

'E\er)-one uas happ> with their decision and then the families made a 
formal proposal." 

Her family Has comprised of  an olQr sister and younger brother. She described her family 

system to be maledominated. 

'Although my mothct is involved my dad makes most of the decisions and 
controls most aspects of  the house.' 

F L 5 perceived her parents to be traditional Muslim parents. 

'Tlcy want us to wear traditional clothes and be very much in synch with 
the Pakistani cultute.' 

She felt her parents wanted her to get the 'best of both worlL'. 

'They want us to k raised in the ~Vuslim way and only want me to gain the 
t e s t  o f  the American culture, like rights, status of women, and education. 
They don't want me to adapt to the wong things!' 

She was closer to her mother and more rcsemed with her father. 

'The Pakistani culture teaches you to be that way and just the fact that my 
mother is a female makes it easier.' 

She spoke of being more honest with her mother and more afraid of her father. 

'He's a male and that just gives him more power over me.' 

Although she felt that any parent would welcome any problem of hers, she had an increased 

amount of open communication with her mother. 

'My mom is cooler, temper-wise, compared to my dad so mod personal 
issues go to her first. My father will only k involved if I don't have a 



choice! " 

She was more expressive about how she felt with her mother and would only let her dad in 

on her vieus when she saw he was in good mood. F 15 stated how her parents did listen to 

her. She did have conflicts about how she should use her spare time. 

"V-i). father feels that l should be doing better things with my time than 
sitting in front of the TV or computer. He doesn't like me watching too 
much TV because of all the exposure." 

Moreover. she stated how she hardly watched any TV with him. 

" M y  father is extremely against the American media! He is okay with 
Indian & Pakistani movies or dramas because they are \\ ithin limits and our 
values and language, in most of them, are promoted." 

She had less conflicts, but more discussions with her parents about what or what can't she 

do in the Islamic culture with regards to love, dating. and premarital sex. 

Her socio-economic status was best represented as middle class. 

She did feel socially restricted by her parents. 

"Guys always have more freedom and they have less to wony about. Even 
with my brother my parents are so different in giving him fieedom. Unlike 
me who always has to get permission to get out of parental boundaries!" 

She did sense that her parents would tell her how to act and behave before going to a social 

gathering. She hardly noticed her brother being told about how to behave. F IS and her 

parents wanted her to pursue further education and become independent. 

"I want to do a Ph.D. in something and in that I wouid be following the 
footsteps of someone I respect in my family.' 

She perceived love as a very natural spur of the moment thing. 

'Liking someone for truly how they arc with no additives or preservatives." 

She definitely felt love should be present before marriage. 

'I can't see it happen any other way and if it did it would be under extreme 
circumstances!" 

She felt her parents would agree with her views as they themselves had a love marriage. She 

saw dating with no purpose as incorrect. 



*Dating your future mate is okay. That would allow me to get a good 
anatjsis of him before the actual commitment.' 

>loreover. she stated that her version of dating would be within limits and be eastern based. 

Interaction nith her future mate consisted of time alone and ~ith family or friends. 

'People act diRerentIy in different situations and I would have a better idea 
of how he operates and adapts to different situations and people.' - 

She felt her parents would only allow any sort of  interaction like this to occur under a very 

serious commitment. She did not have any dating experience. 

'I've had psychological affiliations with gu>.s but not physical. 
I think that is normal." 

She stated how her parents would be upset if she ever did have relations ~ i t h  a guy, but 

would be even more upset if they were hidden relations. It was her choice not to date. 

however she did intend to date her hture mate. 

'Dating in my terms is a way to gain knowledge about him." 

Religion, nationality, and sect were important for her parents. Sect was not so important for 

her. 

EI-en though it went unmentioned, family honor was important to F 15 and her family. 

She did see her parents prefemng arranged marriages over love marriages for reasons of 

family honor. 

'Well yeah, I don't think they'd like people to know 1 had a love marriage, 
even if I did they would say it is partially arranged 
to protect me." 

Moreover, she stated how the Pakistani community, at least in North America, should not 

live with old stereotypes. 

'A love marriage is not such a negative thing and it doesn't mean that 
you've already had sex. Our community should expand their horizons a bit 
and not be so quick to think the worst!' 

She felt the community's negative reaction to love marriages made parents scared of that 

type of marriage. Maintenance of virginity was very important for FtS and her family. 



' A  girl's chastity is one of those unspoken things! I t  is a given and 
understood." 

She did not have a tough time coping with these issues. 

"I  am alive!" 

She did not see living in the US. to influence her defhtions. but rather saw herself as being 

more knowledgeable about certain things. The media played a major role in shaping her 

attitudes. 

"The issues discussed on television are not filtered out and any kid listening 
to even the Clinton and Lewinsky scandal would learn a lot!" 

She felt that media should be more discrete. 

'The openness of this culture, as portrayed on N. in families. i s  not right. 
Too much know ledge o f  anwing can be harmful!' 

She felt marriage is based on trust, knowing and loving the person. 

'Marriage shouldn't begin with marriage and end in love, it should begin 
with love and end in marriage." 

Religion. nationality. personality, education, personality. and economic class, in that order. 

were the most important characteristics she preferred in her ideal mate. Her ideal marriage 

wouId be to fall in love with someone who would be happily accepted by her parents. She 

saw her parents agreeing with this. 

'I think my life is easier compared to other girls because my parents had a 
love marriage and that makes it easier for me. but harder for them." 

I t  was very important for her to know and love her future mate. 

"I would never ever just marry a picture or voice!' 

She spoke negatively about the arranged marriage. 

'That is like that lady me and you met the other day who never met her 
husband till the night of the wedding and I think that is completely insane!' 

She preferred the self-choice method of marriage. 

"This way I can assess him and he me in all respects. I don't think it 
would be worth risking at all b e a u  in our culture marriage is for life and 
I would hesitate to divorce him because divorcees are frowned upon!' 



She felt that western values did not influence the type of mate selection she adhered to. 

'I've always thought this way because of my parents' maniage.' 

Her family would prefer the delegated version of marriage and she the joint-venture one. 

'I  can't tell someone what I want and leave it up to them. I can only do 
that in a restaurant. I trust my parents too. but not to the extent I trust 
rn) self.' 

She felt if her preferred method was done within limits then her parents would not mind, at 

least she did not think so. Her parents did not impose their marital preferences on her. She 

was confident that she would have the final say, but wodd rebel, verbally. if she had to. If 

F 15 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be for the following reasons in rank order: 

parental illness; lack of suitable marriage partner: family honor: obligation to parents: family 

pressure; maintain culture; fear fiom father; freedom from the home; I want to. 

She did feel that being female gave her parents a bit more control and claimed this 

to be unfair. 

'Being a girl is an automatic marker for me being controlled. I have been 
deprived of doing so many things socially. My brother already has more 
freedom than I ever did at his age." 

She spoke o f  society as being sexist. 

'The way society reacts differently to the same situation according to 
gender is so sexist and 1 don't agree with that at all!' 

She did see women as being more vulnerable to the arranged marriage scenario. 

'Being part of a male-dominated society and culture makes women 
greater victims in almost everything not just marriage. " 

She felt arranged maniages, although a rare happening, were taking place in more traditional 

households. However, she did state how it was still difficult to get children in those types 

of households married that way. 

'Today's generation wants complcte independence in their life time 
c hoiccs.' 

She viewed today's generation rebelling against arranged marriages. 

'In the past men have always had M o m ,  but now girls gradually, through 



education, have become liberated and I think that has effected their 
confidence level in speaking out and having independence and status in the 
uorld. Girls. unlike our mothers. are more knowledgeable and aware of 
their rights. This knowledge is harmful to parents, culture, and tradition." 

She spoke of modifying the arranged marriage. 

'I would do it so it i s  partially arransed- A balance beween love and 
arranged. So you can fall in love and know the person, but make parents 
make the arrangements o f  talking with the family. Parents should appcove 
the marriage but that's it!" 

Her family would take her to social and religious gatherings and there she would get a 

chance to meet people and families. 

'They want me to actively participate in gatherings so that I come into the 
view o f  others-" 

Finally, she ended the interview by stating how she did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

'That would only happen under certain circumstances or exceptions, like 
parental illness! ' 

Bracketiu 

F 15 was a U.S. permanent resident and had been in the U.S.A. for the past seven 

years. They were a middle class family. 

She was an individual who grew up in a religious household, but did not find herself 

being very religious. Her parents did not pressure her to be religious but made sure she was 

aware of the morals and ethics of the culture and religion. She explained how it was easier 

to conform to certain Islamic beliefs and laws when similar groups of people, in large 

numbers, were together in a place. She identified herself as bi-cultural or Pakistani- 

American. Her identification depended on the group of people she was with. She did see 

different aspects of herself within the home and outside. 

She described her family structure as maledominated. Even though her mother 

contributed to decisions, her father controlled and steered most of the decisions. Her parents 

were Muslim traditionalists who wanted her to adapt to the positive aspects of both cultures 



and refrain fiom the negatives. There --as a built-in cultural gender bias in F15's family 

which she complained about. 

She described her relationship with her mother as a more close and honest one with 

an increased amount of open communication. F 15 attributed the culture and her gender to 

her cioscness. With her father. she was more resen-ed and afraid. The unbalanced power 

bsnvesn him and her was great and came in the way. Even though both parents listened to 
, 

her \.ie\vs she found hsrwlfto be more expressive with her mother. The conflicts in her home 

revolved around the television and computer. Rather than having conflicts about love. 

dating. and marriage, they had family discussions. 

Her idsas towards love. dating, and marriage were influenced by western ideas. but 

because parental approval and consent was a concern for her she refrained !?om certain 

activities, like dating. Although her parents were traditional at heart, she saw herself in a 

better situation compared to other girls as her parents had a love marriage. She felt they 

would understand the concept of love better as they had experienced it themselves. She and 

her parents' attitudes towards family honor and maintenance of virginity was probably the 

only thing that had no room for change. 

Even though she was inclined to the joint-venture (self-choice) method, she felt her 

parents preferred the delegated version. She was certain that she would have the final say 

in matters of marriage, however, if she did not she would not hesitate to verbally rebel. She 

wanted to modify the arranged marriage system so that there could be a compromise between 

love and arrangements. The media and the environment she was living in contributed to 

influencing her d e f ~ t i o n s  and attitudes. It made her more knowledgeable and aware of 

these issues. 

She perceived those Pakistani girls being raised in North America with traditional 

ideas to be more likely to engage in arranged mamages. But she also saw girls rebelling in 

order to get their independence and freedom of choice. She attributed this change fiom 

mother's to daughter's to factors like, education and economic independence, which 

heightened their awareness of their rights. She explained how this knowledge was a threat 

to parents, culture, and tradition. 



To avoid future rebelling and conflicts she suggested that the Pakistani community 

in America tu more ~ i l l ing  to let go of the old stereoty-pes the culture came ~ i t h  and to be 

more open-minded about things. 

She only saw herself in an arranged marriage under exceptional circumstances, like 

a family illness and was positive that history would repeat itself. 

Female #16 (F16) 

C a  D tu re, 

F 16 was a 29 year old U.S. permanent resident. She came to the U.S.A. at the age of 

23. independent of her parents. to pursue graduate work. She worked full-time. 

She considered henelf to be moderately religious and her parents as being more 

religious than her. She felt that no one, at chis point in her life, should tell her or pressure her 

to be religious. 

"I am mature enough to make my own decisions regarding religion and 
they don't have to tell me." 

She was not a strict follower of the Islamic food restrictions and did eat out on the odd 

occasion. 

'These restrictions are more of an issue for my parents and they prefer me 
to eat hukal (kosher) foods but I don't follow it." 

She did not consume alcoholic beverages. Islamic laws didn't come in the way of her 

everyday life. 

"I'm not extremely religious for it be a major issue." 

Urdu was the language spoken at home. She identified herself a Pakistani Muslim. 

'Despite all the changes that I've gone through in the last five years I am 
still very Pakistani and traditional at the core. I don't consider myself to be 
an American.' 

At times she did find herself caught between two cultures. 

'At work people have a problem understanding why I can't eat some stuff 
and I always have to explain my limitations. Other times I've gotten in 
trouble with Pakistani people because they have a very difficult time 
accepting a single independent women as an entity in society and it doesn't 



occur to them that a woman can be on her own. However, my independence 
allowed me to pow maturely and as a person and I've gotten to a balance, 
where I can associate with both without having to compromise either 
cultures. I've taken the g d  out of both cultures.' 

She also stated how in different situations she expressed different aspects of her personality 

in the two cultures. She preserved her cultural identi5 by staying in touch with Pakistani 

people and participating in religious and cultural e\-ents. She also stated how living in 

Pakistan most of her life helped her identitj with her culture more and eliminate any 

confusion. 

"My set of values are deeply ingrained in me and that is tvhy even in my 
parents absence I presewe my culture as best as I can." 

Her parents preserved their culture by speaking the language at home. by being involved in 

religious events, and through teaching their children about it. 

Her parents were both college graduates but did not hold advanced degrees. They 

both had a background in Science. Her parents had an arranged marriage. Her family was 

comprised of two younger brothers and one older sister. She described her family system as 

very patriarchal and did not like it. 

"A marriage is sharing and there should be no power struggle dimension in 
it. There should be a balance of power and it doesn't have to be the man's 
way or the highway. There could be room for sharing, at least in decision 
making.' 

She spoke of her father being a modest and ambitious person with a lot of expectations from 

his children. 

'He's not conservative when it comes to education or values. I think me 
and my sister arc professionals today because of his outlook. We would call 
him great expectations.' 

Her mother, on the other hand, was not ambitious. Both her parents were strict and 

disciplinary in child-rearing. 

'We got spanked more than other kids on the block.' 

She did not see herself being close to any parent. 

"I chose to defer and not conform to their ideas and I was always in trouble 
because I wanted to do things my own way. My relationship with them 



was ver). up and down.' 

Despite all the differences. she still could talk with her father as she felt much closer to him. 

She was very honest and up front with both her parents and was not afraid of any of them. 

'I was at one point, but 1 grew out of that fear realizing that he wasn't so 
bad.' 

Her communication uith her parents was filtered. 

"Now that I am here so they don't need to know all the details of my 
personal life. I withhold information from them just to save them some 
aggravation." 

She discussed her personal problems with her fiisnds and cousins as she felt they would 

understand her better. She had the odd conflicts about being out of control and haling guy 

friends. 

"Being a female engineer makes 99% of the interaction with guys. There 
aren't too many female engineers-' 

There was one occasion, however, where a major conflict occurred. 

"An Indian friend of mine was interested in me and proposed to me and 
when I told my parents about it and their reaction was ah-hhhh. you can 
imagine." 

Another time for a conflict was one her parents called her and told her they have picked the 

guy she will marry. Before she did not speak out on these matters and just went uith the 

flow, but after that blind arrangement she learned to speak up. 

"I want to express how 1 feel because 1 don't want to leave any ambiguities 
and I agreed to do this interview with you because I want to get my views 
across to people.' 

Her socioeconomic status was best represented as middle class. 

She felt more socially restricted in Pakistan than here. 

'I have discovered myself after coming here. In Pakistan I was living by a 
set of standard rules. The ~ l t s  changed when my brothers got older and 
they had it easier. Coming here made me realize that people see me for the 
person I am and not necessarily bracket me as only a woman.' 

She also stated that her pMnts not being here contributed to her social M o m .  She did feel 



pressured about how to behave. 

'My parents do not like me to speak my mind they want me to be more 
diplomatic and submissive! They *ant me to be in more conformance with 
the society they live in, but I don't live there anymore." 

She, at times, did find it stressful to be a 'Muslim woman here- 

'I find it hard to be accepted as a single woman. independent of her parents. 
in America. In our culture you should be married by a certain age and if 
).ou arm-t evsqone assumes the worst." 

She avoided sinrations and kept distances &om those people who questioned her 1ifes~-le and 

marital status. She stated that the pressure would be less had she been a guy. Her studies 

w-ere completed and so her parents wanted her to get married soon. 

'After that arrangement I don't take advice about marriage quietly. I 
respect their views but I don't want them imposing and they know that I 
will not get married just for the heck of getting married.' 

She perceived love as a multitude of  emotions that developed through trust, 

understanding, and respect. She spoke of having balance between the western approach and 

eastern approach of love in marriage. 

'I would not be comfortable in loving someone after the fact." 

She felt her parents would not agree with her definition love. 

'They don't believe or approve of courtship or dating at all and I have a 
problem with that because I cannot marry someone without knowing them 
to some extent. My parents, especially my father is of the thought that love 
should come afier marriage.' 

She saw no problem with dating within decent limits. 

'You don't have to date in a completely western way and just spend time 
together and talk to each other. It doesn't have to be a physical 
relationship.' 

She stated how she would not feel comfortable with marrying someone who she did not have 

social interaction with by herself. 

'I think it is difficult to get to know the real person in a family setting." 

Her parents would not agree with them meeting alone, but she felt it was an essential part of 

getting to know him. She did have dating experience. Her parents knew about her relations 



and were bothered by it. 

'But I've told them that I'm not going to cross my limits. I started dating 
after my sister's arranged marriage ended in divorce and I think afier my 
deal also failed m)- parents realized that there was something wrong in their 
approach so they have minimized their interference." 

Religion. nationality, and sect all matter to my parents. 
, 

'Their reaction to a man differs with the religion and culture of the guy. I 
guess its more because of social pressures and they don't s a n t  to face the 
\vorld with their dau@ter marrying a non-Sluslim. They nouldn't be able 
to deal with that at all. When I dated a Muslim the)- were much more 
pleased." 

For F 16. these things did not matter. 

'You have to be a human being before you can be a Hindu, Mustim or 
whatever and the human aspect appeals to me more than the religious. 
Religion does matter to me, but I would not marry him for that reason." 

Her parents placed a huge emphasis on family honor. 

"They would disown me if I had premarital relations!" 

She did feel that her parents saw the arranged mamiage functioning to preserve family honor. 

'My parents are uncomfortable with love marriages because there are 
chances of having relations outside o f  marriage." 

Maintenance of virginity was absolute. 

'There are no two things about it. I don't think it is right either but I don't 
react so strongly to it.' 

She did feel that living in America had broadened her definitions and views about love, 

dating, family honor, and sex. 

'Coming here made me realize that dating p p l e ,  meeting and interacting 
with men is not ali that bad. I can have male friends or can have a male 
love interest and not cross ethical boundaries. I learned that these relations 
are okay and before 1 was very conservative.' 

She spoke of her friends influencing her attitudes. 

She perceived marriage to be a full time sharing of your life with someone in every 

way possible. Personality, education, religion, socioeconomic class, and nationality were 



the, in that order, most important characteristics in her ideal mate. She also stated how he 

should be an open communicator and be emotionally expressive. 

'1 don't like closed clams who are emotionally constipated! ' 

Her ideal marriage woutd be to meet someone on her own and make a decision \sithoot 

parental interference but with parental consent. 
/ 

this. 

'It is very hard for me to find someone with 
my o-n. M y  criteria come first!' 

She did not see her parents agreeing with 

. 
my parents criteria as well as 

She mentioned how her parents criteria were for him to be similar in sect, nationality, and 

religion, but her criteria differed in that she just wanted him to be a decent human being. 

"My parents focus too much on the external factors.' 

It was very important for her to know and feel comfortable with loving the person she 

married. She felt if a recent immigrant from Pakistan was open-minded she would consider 

him. 

'Living in the U.S. is not a necessary condition for him to be open-minded. 
I t  really depends on the capacity of the person to learn and grow and 
develop a balanced approach to life.' 

She spoke negatively about the arranged marriage. 

"I think it is unfair to Pakistani girls to just accept what is dished out to 
them. Suggestions from parents are fine but not impositions!' 

Furthermore, she stated how education and awareness among women would change that 

attitude. She preferred the selfchoice mate selection method. Western values did change 

her outlook on the type of mate selection she adhered to. 

'Before I was of the thought that I am supposed to marry the first penon 
my parents pick for me. Today I see it differently, because of living h m  
and also because of the negative experience I had with arranged marriages. 
If I were in Pakistan I would be more accepting to things.' 

She felt her parents would prefer the delegated version of marriage, but she liked the joint- 

venture version better. 

'My parents because they've been exposed to that way of marriage like it 



and see it as normal. They have a hard time with accepting more liberal 
methods. They feel if their arranged marriage work then it should for their 
children and I don't agree." 

Her parents did impose their marital preferences on her. However, she stated how the final 

say w u l d  be hers. 

*If their decision does not suit me [ will rebel." 

I f F 1 2 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be for the f o l l o ~ i n g  reasons in rank order: 

I \van[ to; family pressure: family honor: lack of suitable mate; maintain culture; obligarion 

to parents; and parents know best. 

She did feel that being female played a role in her parents having more control over 

her. 

*bf y brothers will have more choice of who they want to marry or how they 
respond to their parents." 

She aIso stated how women. compared to men, were having more arranged marriages. 

'Girls are expected to agree with what their parents decide for them." 

She fdt that in order for an arranged marriage to happen here it would take a lot of work. 

'Once Pakistani children are aware of alternative routes, it's harder to stick 
\vith tradition.' 

She saw her generation of Pakistani girls rebelling against manged marriages. 

'Being exposed to this open culture makes you see that the arranged 
marriage is not the only way to go." 

She spoke of modifying the arranged marriage. 

'Because I think there is some merit in the arranged marriage, like prt- 
scanning by done by parents, but I would change it so the two people 
involved make the final decision and not the families. Suggestions are 
taken well by the younger generation, but impositions arc not! ' 

F 16 was using the Internet to find people. 

She suggested that parents be up front with their children and take them into 

'A lot of times parents act independently and assume that their kids are 
going to comply with their wishes and that's a problem. If they share their 



ideas with their children they can achieve a balance. For instance. if I 
could talk to rn!. mother about love or some o f  the issues touched in this 
i n t e n  iew she would know me better and know u h a t  @pe o f  person I am 
looking for.* 

in short. she recommended that PaJcistani parents and children develop better communication 

skills. 

"If I had proper and open communication with my parents maybe I would 
be abie to trust them and their juagernent." 

-4lthough this culture. at times, was too open for her comfort. she advised Pakistani girls to 

find a happy medium in which they can choose the best of both cultures and make a path of 

their 0 ~ k - n .  

Finally, she ended the intewiew- by stating how she did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

'Maybe in a loose modified version of it, but it will be my choice. The 
final say is mine!" 

Bracketins 

F 16 was dissimilar from all of the intexviewees because she was living in America 

for the past six years, independent of her parents. and was the oldest (29) of the nineteen 

girls. She was economically independent and had a stable job and income. Her parents were 
C 

both college graduates but did not hold advanced degrees. They were a middle class family. 

Her father was ambitious, in terms of education, and that is why she got a chance to explore 

the American educational realm. 

Her parents were aware that they had a minimal amount of interference in her life and 

decisions. She, unlike the other girls, was more in-charge of her life decisions regarding 

religion, love, dating, mamage, and family honor but was well aware of her limitations. She 

knew what her culture, religion, and parents expected of her and kept that in mind, most of 

the time. She felt that she had acquired a good balance between both cultures and despite 

her independence and the changes she went through she still identified as a Pakistani 

Muslim. She also felt that she did not have to report (selective communication) every single 

detail of her life to her parents. 



Although she described her life at home as being maledorninated. she seemed to 

escape it as she was a nonconforming, and outspoken girl. something her parents did not 

appreciate for societal reasons. They felt she should behave more like what was expected 

of her. She felt society hesitated in accepting her or seeing her as being a single and 

independent Pakistani women. 

Her parents were still very Eastern and traditional in their thoughts i r i th  regards to 

marriage and other cultural endeavors. something which she -as not. She attributed their 

thinking to the environment they were raised in and exposed to. Her parents had certain 

criteria expected of the man she will  mamy. something she did not believe in. She. on the 

other hand, was open to wescem ideas and experiences regarding love. dating. family honor, 

and marriage. Despite her independence, her parents did manage to set up a blind 

arrangement for her with their criteria, but were unsuccessful in their attempts. From that 

point on for F 16 only parental consent and approval was a concern, but parental interference 

or imposition was not taken quietly. 

She did not see herself as the only one being so bitter towards arranged marriages. 

She claimed that most Pakinani girls were rebelling as this ' o p '  culture made them aware 

of their options and alternative routes. She felt the arranged mamage should be modified so 

that there are no surprises at the end. 

To avoid any future conflicts or rebelling she suggested that parents share their ideas 

~ ~ i t h  their children and \ice versa, so that there can be a compromise or a balance of thoughts 

and more trust in the relationship and in decisions. She advised Pakistani girls to only get 

the best of both cultures. 

F 16 did not see herself in an arranged marriage, but rather in a marriage of her choice 

only. 

Female #17 @11) 

CaDture. 
F 1 7 was a 22 year old Canadian citizen. She and her family migrated to Ontario 

from Pakistan when she was 8 years old. At present, she lived in Windsor and was 



completing her honours degree in Science. She worked part-time. 

She considered herself to be in beween on liberal and consemative scale of religion. 

"I'm strict about my beliefs yet 1 am open to suggestions or ideas that 
maybe for the betterment of me." 

Her parents were more religious than her and she felt her parents Hrre rewarded for being 

that way. There was no pressure from her parents to be religious. / 

, 

" I  am religious because I want to and 1 see my family do it and it is very 
rewarding. They are spiritually happy. Xiaterial happiness is there but they 
are happy from within too." 

She and her parents were not strict follou-ers of Islamic b o d  restrictions. 

"If I have an option I will prefer halal (kosher) f d .  but I will still go to 
Burger King or Mc Donald's and not feel guilty about it.' 

She spoke a dialect, known as, Kachi, and English. She identified herself as a Pakistani 

Canadian Muslim. 

"I've kept most of my Pakistani ideas with me, yet living here in Canada. 
has allowed me to modifj. them." 

Initially when she came to Canada she did find her self caught ktween two cultures, but now 

had no problems. 

'I did because I was b r o w  and in grade 3, but now there is so much 
multiculturalism that Canada allows you to  maintain your identity, yet 
mingle with other people and benefit from their experiences." 

She presened her cultural identity through the way her parents raised her. 

"My parents allowed me to grow in both directions without forcing m e  to 
go one way and just by watching them I learned how to balance my culture 
with this culture." 

F17 felt her parents preserved their culture by not trying hard to fit-in with the mainstream 

society. 

'My parents tried to be themselves and they told me to be like that too.' 

Her mother and (biological) father were both educated in Pakistan. Her parents had 

a love marriage. 



'They met in school. My father told his mother that he liked her and they 
dated and stuff and my grandparents were all right with it. The only 
condition was that my dad's family had to  come and formally propose." 

She w-as the only child. She described her family system as more female-dominated. 

'I think it is this way because uhen I was 2 years old my father died. And 
so my stepfather never interfered in my mother's active role in my life. 
She makes all decisions for me." x 

, 

Both her p a n t s  were very' liberal in parenting and not strict. 

'I think my mother is liberal because at her time her parents were liberal 
and educated too and they allowed her and themselves to open up to new 
ideas instead of being concealed to  one train of thought.* 

She spoke of her mother always giving her two options. 

'She would steer me in her direction but the decision would be mine." 

However, she did state how her mother was disciplinary. 

'My mom would order me not to g o  out on a school night!" 

She described her relationship with her mother as great and with her step dad as okay. 

" M y  mother is my best friend and I can tell her anything and eve~ th ing .  
She never judges me on an>thing! I am very close to her." My step dad and 
me didn't grow together.' 

She was not afraid of either parent. Her communication uith her mother was quite open. 

"Like she can go to guys intimate to  cramping during PMS.' 

She felt her mother always understood her point of view and never yelled if she ever did not. 

Going out to a mixed gathering was the biggest conflict. 

'She would let me go, but ask me a dozen questions. I wouldn't get mad 
at her because I understood where she was coming from.' 

She never had any conflicts about Iove, dating, or  sex, but more discussions. 

'My mom finds it totally necessary to  go around and explore on your own.' 

She also added how her mother's open-mindedness lessened the burden for her in Canada. 

'It makes my life easy and I think she is this way because of the culture and 
society I am being raised in. My mother had to change her outlook on these 
matters and leam to mother me from a western perspective.' 



Moreover, she stated how if her mother did not change her ways then she would not k e l  

comfortable in telling her s M  and would rely on other people for advice. 

'Open communication is important not just for Pakistani parents but any 
parent. Children feel more at home that way.' 

F 17 had no probIems expressing her concerns or views about things. Her socio-economic 

status was best represcntqd as middle class. ' 

She did not feel socially restricted. nor did she feel pressured about how to behave. 

"My mother didn't raise me with restrictions and felt I shouldn't shy away 
fiom an>thing and act on my impulses. May be because I am the only child 
it is this way." 

She did not find it stressful to be a Muslim women in Canada- 

'I have no complaints and am happy with my lifestyle. I have always been 
given an option and never forced.' 

F 17 and her parents wanted her to pursue hrrcher education and go as far as she can go and 

hoped for her to get married by the age of 30. 

She perceived love as an emotion in which you do things for someone without 

an>-thing in return. She did want love to be present prior to marriage. 

'My parents would agree with my definition of love because I have seen it 
in my family throughout the generations.' 

She thought dating and courting as important. 

'It helps you to get to know the person in different situations. Through 
social interaction you can get to know him.' 

She viewed social interaction with men in general as important. At present, she was dating 

a Pakistani Muslim from the University of Windsor. Her interaction with him consisted of 

social and emotional interaction. 

'No physical, no way! 1 don't believe in premarital sex and that idea has 
been drilled into my head fiom the staft and plus it is totally against my 
religion.' 

Holding hands and a peck on the cheek were the only things she would engage in. Her 

parents were aware of her relationship and happily approved. 



'My parents weren't upset with him but uith any guy I can't say if they 
would be." 

Before marriage she would want to meet with her prospective mate in all situations. 

'People change with other people and in different situations.' 

Yationality, sect. and religion mattered to F17 and her parents. 

, Her parents viewed family honor as being important. 

*Because it effects the whole family and not just the immediate." 

Her parents did not see the arranged marriage functioning to presen-e family honor. 

hfaintsnance of virginity was wry important to her and her parents. 

"Don't have sex before marriage has been stereooped into my mind." 

She didn't not have a tough time coping with this because she was in a relationship with 

someone who respected her thoughts on this matter. She also added, how she did not know 

what sex felt like and thus did not know what she was missing out on. 

'Only those people need to cope who have had sex, so I've heard.* 

Living in Canada didn't really effect her definitions about love and marriage. 

'I saw it happen in my family." 

F 17 stated how television put a lot of conflict in her life. 

'The things I viewed, I couldn't necessarily go out and do. The TV has 
brought about a lot o f  questions but my mom has helped get rid o f  that 
confusion and shaped those television values properly.' 

She also saw her family as a major role player in influencing her thoughts and ideas about 

these issue 

She perceived marriage as a commitment between two people for life. 

"That too, has been drilled in my head ... that makes your marriage work 
through thick and thin and divorce d y  under exceptional circumstances.' 

Religion, education, personality, nationality, economic class, and looks were, in that order, 

the most important characteristics in her ideal mate. Her ideal way of marriage was to be 

married to the man she loved and get manied the traditional Pakistani way. 

'I want to be married in the traditional outfits and have all those 
ceremonies and customs.' 



She prayed for this to happen and was positive about it. It was very important for her to 

know and love the penon she married. She would never marry a picture, voice. or recent 

immigrant. 

'I'd prefer a Canadian Pakistani mate only because he tbould've lived here 
and been exposed already to the culture. An F.O.B. wouldn't understand 
the cultural values 1 grew up with and that would create a rifi in the 

' marriage because of the different train of thought." 

She spoke negatively about the arranged marriage. 

'1 think of old mothers and fathers who don't care about their children's 
feelings or thoughts." 

She preferred the self-choice marriage. She felt western values not influencing the mate 

selection she adhered to because her family believed in love marriages. F 1 7 and her parents 

preferred the joint-venture mate selection method. 

'1 think parental definitions of marriage depend on how your parents were 
married and that makes a big difference when it is their children's turn." 

Her parents did not impose their marital preferences on to her. She felt there would be no 

rebelling in her case as everyone was in agreement with her decision o f  who she planned to 

marry. If F 1 7 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be for the f o l l o ~ i n g  reasons in rank 

order: obligation to parents; family honor; fvnily pressure; freedom fiom the home. She also 

stated why she did not choose parents know best. 

'Parents think they know best, but they aren't God, even He can make 
mistakes!" 

She did feel that girls were under more parental control. 

"They aren't taught to speak out fiom the beginning and learn to be 
controlled not just by parents but with other people in other relationships 
too.' 

She also saw more girls having arranged marriages. 

'Pakistani girls an looked u p  as being more fiagilc and submissive and 
thought of as not being able to make their own decisions. But I think given 
the opportunity a woman can prove to be strong or even stronger than men 
in different situations!' 



She saw arranged marriages occurring in those families who have been living here awhile, 

but did not let their views change. She hoped more girls were rebelling against the arranged 

marriage by speaking out for what they want. She spoke of replacing the entire arranged 

marriage system. 

'Being raised and educated here I think all of us  girls are capable of 
choosing our osbn mate u ithout parental interference." 

She suggested that parents not only listen to their children but try to understand 

~ v h e r e  they are coming from- 

' I f  your children are telling you something it must be important!" 

She advised girls to talk openly with their parents. 

'Your silence will not help the situation. if you just  sir and nod in 
agreement then your parents will not know that it's an issue for you!" 

She also recommended that Pakistani girls take a firm stand on what you are proposing to 

your parents. 

Finally, she ended the i n t e ~ e w  by stating how she did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

Bracketine. 
F 17 was a Canadian citizen who migrated to Canada 14 years ago. Her interview was 

unique in that the role of a biological father was absent in the majority of her life. They were 

a middle class family. 

She perceived herself to be moderately religious and was by choice as she found it 

to be a rewarding experience. Her family was not a strict follower of Islam. They were open 

to new ideas and suggestions and allowed for her to grow in both directions, east and west. 

She identified herself as a Pakistani Canadian Muslim but feft more Pakistani at the core. 

She described her family structure as not male-dominated. Her stepfather minimally 

interfered in her life much and her mother was more active and in charge of things that were 

associated with her only child. Although her parents were liberal and not strict Muslims, 

they were disciplinary and always gave her an option. F17 was hardly ever socially 

restricted. She attributed her mother's liberalism to the way her mother was raised in Afkica. 



She and her mother were best of fiends with open communication. Her mother was 

very understanding to her needs and ideas. With her step-Dad it was more of a correct 

relationship. Going out to mixed, girl-guy. gatherings was biggest conflict. A lot of 

questions were asked, but she did not fault her mother as she understood her stance. There 

were more discussions, rather then conflicts. about love, dating. scrx, and marriage. She noted 

how her mother mothering her from a western perspective made life easier for F17. 

Although her ideas towards love. social interaction, dating, family honor. and 

marriage were westernized in thought and were in agreement with her parents outlook. 

Ho\\ever. she saw her attitudes towards these things more of a family influence. 

Not having sex in her relations prior to mamage was something drilled in her head from day 

one and she had no plans to engage in it. 

She explained how she would never marry a recent immigrant as it would create a 

rift in the marriage. F17 and her family were all believers of love marriages and hence 

preferred the joint-venture (self-choice) version. She attributed her parents' agreement to 

this type of marriage to the way they had married. She was certain that she would have the 

final say in matters of marriage and that there would be no need to rebel. She wanted to 

replace the entire arranged marriage as she felt girls exposed to this culture and educational 

system \vere capable of making that selection ~ithout parental impositions or interference. 

Even though she felt her attitudes were influenced by family, she still felt that the 

media effected her. 

She perceived arranged marriages to be occurring in those Pakistani families who 

upon migration made no effort to change their mind set and with those girls who are 

submissive to parental wishes and demands. She was not sure if girls were coping or 

rebelling, but hoped that more girls were speaking out for their rights! 

To avoid future rebelling and conflicts she suggested Pakistani parents be more 

understanding with their children. She advised Pakistani girls to be more effective in 

communicating with their parents. Silence was not the answer! 

F17 did not see herself in an arranged marriage and only would out of parental 

obligation. 



Female # I 8  (Fl8) 

Canture, 
F 18 was a 19  year otd Canadian citizen. She and her family migrated to Canada 

when she was I 1 years old for better education. At present, she lived in Windsor and was 

working towards the completion of her Bachelor's degree. She did not work aq-where. 

She did not consider herself to be religious but saw her parents in tbe middle. 

'I'm not regular at all and am liberal, but my parents are knowledgeable 
but aren ' t extremists!' 

Her family did not pressure her to be religious. 

'They tell what is right and wrong and I don't mind that.' 

Even though she was not a strict followsr of halal (kosher) foods, she still found it hard to 

follow. 

'My parents avoid eating non-halal (non-kosher) stuff the best they can but 
they won't die if it's not halo1 (not kosher)! We'll all just read a prayer 
before eating it, 1 eat chicken outside and don't feel guilty about it.' 

Islamic laws, like hijab (veiling), hula1 (kosher)foods, and interaction with men, were hard 

to follow in Canada. 

'This culture is too different and becomes hard to follow every single 
Islamic law." 

Urdu was spoken with her parents and English with her siblings. She identified herself as 

a Pakistani Canadian 

'I'm not completely Pakistani in my ways because I'm living in Canada by 
the Canadian rules and way of life and my lifestyle is being meshed with 
the western way. I feel more Canadian outside the home than in and adjust 
to the culture of people I'm with.. 

She did not really find hersclf to be caught between two cultures. 

'I can easily go both ways and am not fixated at one type of lifestyle. I 
can easily walk a fine line between the two cultures.' 

She preserved her culture through her family and home lifestyle and her parents did 

through teaching their children about their culture and religion. 



Her father held a degree in Engineering and her mother only completed her 

highschool diploma from Pakistan. Her parents had an arranged marriage. 

*My dad saw my mom and discussed with his parents and 
then they went and formally proposed. They didn't have any son 
of interaction before the actual ceremony. They met the day of their 
wedding night." 

Her family was comprised of tw-o brothers and one sister. all younger. ~ e i  family system 

was more Eastern and sort of male-dominated. 

" M y  parents are traditionalists- After my dad's heart attack more of the 
control H-ent to my mom." 

Both her parents had a say in major decisions. She described her parents as  traditional 

Muslim parents who were strict in chi ld-rearing practices. 

'Like my mom is always telling me how to cook, sew, and do housework 
and my dad just uant us to study. We have limited freedom because we 
have to get permission. They want to have knowledge with who I hang o u t  
with." 

She described her relationship with her mother as a friendly and frank one. 

'1 can say or tell her anything and am closer to her. I have open 
communication with my mom because she wants me to tell her my 
personal stuffand not go to other people for advice." 

She was firicndly and close with her father too, but had reservations with him as to what can 

or cannot be discussed. However, she did feel the things she discussed with her mother did 

get back to her father. Her parents made an attempt to understand her point of view because 

they listened when she talked. She was honest with her parents most of  the time and 

dishonest only when she would be late coming back home. She was afraid of her mother 

because she was more of a disciplinarian when it came to girls. Talking back and spending 

too much money were major conflicts. She had more discussions with her mother. then 

conflicts, about love, dating, family honor, and marriage. Her socio-economic status was 

best represented as middle class. 

She did feel socially restricted at times and perceived it to be unfair. 

Y see my guy cousins and they don't get in trouble for things I would, like 
coming home late. 1 don't think this difference of genders should exist 



nowadays." 

She uas careful in how she behaved. 

"1 do worry about the Pakistani communi~. because I don't want them to 
gossip a b u t  me!" 

Sometimes she did find it stressfd to be a Muslim woman. 

'Because Islam demands a. lot o f  stuff. socidly I don't get stressed 
because I don't want to drink. ha, e friends or wear skimpy clothing." 

She stated how she would read up on Islam and have discussions with her friends to deal 

\\-ith her stress. Her parents wanted her to pursue a higher degree aher her undergraduate 

dserer was completed, but did have mamiage in mind too. 

"The actual search won't start t i l t  I am 22 or 23 years old, right now they 
uant me to be educated in the proper sense.' 

T w t ,  patience, and understanding made up the components of love for her. She did 

see a little love to be essential prior to marriage. She was not sure if her parents would 

understand the concept of love. 

'They understand famify love but not love-love because in our families 
there are a lot of arranged marriages. It's hard to hlly understand 
something if you haven't been through it yourself.' 

She also stated how she was 'secretly' in love with someone and felt very guilty about it. 

'The way my parents have raised me makes me feel like I've committed 
such a big crime and the guilt is there!' 

She perceived dating without a purpose as a negative. 

'Dating the man you intend to marry is  okay.' 

She spoke positively about having general interaction with men. 

'Through interacting with men women learn more about the male species 
and can better assess them and themselves and it also makes you more 
comfortable with men in general.' 

She stared how interaction with men in general should occur in group or individual settings. 

However, inter action with a prospective mate should be in private. 



'The social aspect can be in fiont of people but the emotional and physical 
aspect should be kept private.' 

hioreover, she said how if she did engage in physical interaction prior to marriage it wouId 

only be with her husband to be and it would only consist of a peck on the cheek or hand and 

hugging. She had no experience with dating. She spoke of  her parents being really upset if 

she did and especially if it was hidden from them. It was her choice not to date but felt her 

parents influenced that decision of hers. Religion, nationality, and sect mattered to her 

parents. However, the sect did not matter to FI 8 that much. 

Family honor was important to her family. 

'1 k n o w  because the way they won). and are protective it is a given!" 

She also stated how they saw arranged marriages Functioning to preserve family honor. 

'I know they do because they worry about society so much and don't care 
about how theu children feel. All they worry about is  how their family or 
friends would react to a situation.' 

Maintenance of virginity was important for all of them. Living in Canada had d e f ~ t e l y  

changed her outlook towards certain things. 

'I give more importance towards love, dating and stuff. Before coming 
here 1 was very shy about these issues.' 

Television played a major role in shaping her attitudes. 

'Soap operas, movies ... the entire visual aspect depicts love. Everywhere 
you go in Canada love is there, it is a way of life.' 

She perceived marriage to be a combination of love and arrangements. 

'You should fall in tow, and parents should arrange the wedding and dates 
and do all the formalities.' 

Religion, education. personality, nationality, looks and economic class, in that order, are the 

characteristics she would want in her ideal mate. Her ideal marriage would be to many the 

person she fell in love with. She was not sure if her parents would agree with her ideal 

mamage. 

'Right now 1 am engaging in 'hidden' love and my parents don't have a 
clue. My parents just see the world from a different view point and see 
nothing wrong with arranged marriage because their's worked out!" 



It  was very important for her to know and love the person she married. She did not want to 

marry a recent immigrant from Pakistan. 

'I have told my mom how I don't want an imported guy because even if 
they are educated their degrees aren't recopised here and then all the 
pressure will be on me to establish him and plus all my life I would wonder 
if he married me for me or  immigration.' 

She spoke negatively about the arrringed marriage. 

'[t's scary and ve? strange to become so intimate u.ith someone )-ou don't 
e\.en know properl>-. I am so shy with the guy I love and to be like that with 
a complete stranger is an experience in itself?' 

She prskned the self-choice marriage. Living in Canada had made her more bold and 

confident. 

'Canada has really helped me think about what I want. I am more 
expressive and confident about my choices and decisions! In Pakistan and 
the Middle East I always thought of my parents' choices before my own 
and that's a big difference.' 

She felt her parents preferred method of mate selection would be the delegated version. 

However, she preferred the joint-venture one. 

'The delegated seems to be a compromise between kids and parents and 
seems to be the cleanest way to go. I like the other one because I will get 
more of a chance to interact with and will know him better." 

Her parents did not impose their marital preferences on her. She thought she should have 

the final say in matters of marriage. 

'It is my life and not my Dad's he has already gotten married and had his 
chance.' 

She would rebel against their decision. 

'1 would tell them what I ftel and why I want to marry him so so badly.' 

If F L 8 were to engage in an arranged marriage she would for the foilowing reasons in rank 

order: lack of suitable marriage parmeer, family honor; obligation to parents; parents know 

best; freedom from the home; maintain culture; family pressure; t want to. She did find that 

being female played a role in her parents having more control over her. 



'Guys have it so easy. They can tell their parents about their choice and 
parents are happy, but if a girl told her parents the same thing the reaction 
would be so different." 

F 1 8 also felt that because girls have more respect for their parents and family honor hey had 

more incidences of arranged marriages. She felt the arranged marriage was occurring in 

those households which did not change mith  time. She saw more girls rebelling against the 

arranged marriage. 

'Girls in Canada know what they want and are bolder. They know what 
their rights in Canada are. There is more legal freedom for children here." 

She spoke of modifjing the arranged marriages. 

"I would rnoditi. it to my version of love and arranged marriage, in which 
kids fall in love, inform their parents and parents make the arrangements.' 

She used the internet chat programs and joined the MSA youth club to meet people. 

She suggested that parents be more sensitive to the needs of their children rather than 

other peoples. She advised girls not to expose or be so westernized and only get the best of 

both cultures. 

'Don't lose your Pakistani identity and respect your parents." 

Finally, she ended the intemiew by stating how she did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

'1 wouldn't be happy if that happened.' 

Bracket iu  

F 18 was a Canadian citizen who migrated to Canada eight years ago. Her parents 

were educated in Pakistan. They were a middle class family. 

She, compared to her parents, did not perceive herself to be religious. Her parents 

did not force her to practice religion, but did inform her about the moral and ethical 

boundaries. Her family was not a strict follower of Islam. They were believers of the 

religion, but found it challenging to practice every single thing Islam preaches. She was 

well-adapted to both cultures and could easily walk a fine line between them. She identified 

herself as a Pakistani-Canadian Muslim- 

She described her family structure as Eastern and kind of male-dominated. The 



domineering aspect of her father faded away after his heart attack and more control over 

certain things transferred over to her mother. Her parents were Muslim traditionalists who 

were strict in child rearing practices. Her parents were always concerned about her 

&hereabouts and alwaj-s had to have knowledge of where and who she was uith. F 18 had 

limited freedom and did complain about it. She felt that the restrictions placed on her in the 

90's should be non-existent. 

She had a friendly and frank relationship uith her mother. Her mother made it a 

point to engage in open communication mi th  her daughter as she did not want her to be going 

to other people for advice. Even though she was close to her father she felt a sense of 

reservation with him in communication. However. she was positive that her feelings about 

things were conveyed to him through her mother. She was afraid of her mother only because 

she was a bit more on the disciplinarian side. Both her parents listened to her when she 

conversed. T a b g  back and spending too much money were issues for conflict. There were 

more discussions, rather than conflicts, uith her mother about love, dating. family honor, and 

marriage. 

Her ideas towards love, social interaction, dating, family honor, and marriage were 

more westernized in thought compared to her parents. She also explained how she 'secretly' 

was in love with someone and had feelings of guilt. Parental approval and concern was an 

issue for her. Hence, she did not engage in activities. like dating and premarital sex. Her 

parents were influencing her decision-making to some extent as they worried about societaI 

gossip. 

She explained how she would never marry a recent immigrant as none of their 

educational degrees would be recognized here. She was a bdiever in love or self-choice 

marriages (joint-venture), but her parents were not (delegated). She attributed this difference 

to the way her parents were [arranged] married. She felt it was more fair if she had the find 

say in matten of marriage but was not sure. However, if she had to rebel she would speak 

out. She wanted to modify the arranged marriage system to one in which no one was 

excluded fiom the activity and simultaneously there be a nice balance between love and 

parental arrangements. 



She felt living in Canada had made her more confident and expressive about her 

choices and decisions. She felt the media, especially television played a role in modieing 

her attitudes. 

She perceived arranged marriages to be occurring with those girls who have respect 

for their parents and honor of the family and in those families who were still traditional in 

their thinking. Because Pakistani girls knew H hat their rights were hew. she perceived them 

to bs rebelling against parental demands. 

To avoid future rebelling and conflicts she suggested Pakistani parents be more 

sensitive to the needs of their children rather then the needs of society. She advised Pakistani 

girls to form an identity n-hich allowed for them to get the best of both worlds and respect 

parents. 

F 18 did not see herself in an arranged marriage and only would if she did not find 

anyone on her own. 

Female #19 (F19) 

capturet 

F19 was a 19 year old Canadian citizen. She migrated from the Arabian Gulf with 

her parents when she was 13 years old for a better hrture. At present, she lived in Windsor 

and was working towards an undergraduate degree. She was not working anywhere. 

She did consider herself to be retigious. 

'I don't pray, don't do hijab (veil) and just my attitude towards Islam and 
other things is not a religious one. I'd rather do other things in my spare 
time than religious acts.' 

She perceived her parents as being more religious than her. At one point in her life she did 

feel pressured to be religious but not so much now. She was not too strict about food 

restrictions. 

'I eat burgers outside the hafal (kosher) realm and so do my parents.' 

She never consumed alcohol. She did not find Islamic laws hard to follow because she was 

not very religious to begin with. She spoke English and Urdu both. She identified herself 



as a Pakistani-Canadian bfuslim. 

'I've been brought up in both places and can identify myself as being both. 
I don't think it is fair to say that I'm completely one identity because I 
bring a mixture of both in my e v e q d a y  affairs.' 

She did see herself to be caught between wo cuJtures. 

'You can't be yourself with Canadian people, like I can't be Pakistani. 
And H ith Pakistani people you can ' t  be too Canadian or else they gossip 
about you. I find it hard to tnrthfull>- express yourself in the two different 
cultures.' 

She preserved her culwe by hanging out nith other Pakistani people and being in touch ~ i t h  

her family and her parents prcsened their cultural identie through practising religion. 

Her father held a degree born abroad and was a computer programmer. Her mother 

held a Bachelor's degree h m  Pakistan. Even though they were first cousins her parents had 

an arranged marriage. Her family mas comprised of two younger brothers. She described her 

family system as male-dominated. 

'My father was the deciding factor on  most things. My mother  was more 
involved in children and family issues." 

She perceived her parents, especially her father, as really strict and culhlrally consewative. 

'I've always been scared o f  my dad fmm the beginning. Even if my mom 
yells or screams it won't affect me  as much, but when my dad does I ge t  
super sensitive about it,' 

She spoke of her father having a very bad temper compared to her mother. She felt closer 

to her mother as she could discuss things more openly with her. Her communication with 

both her parents was based on very general things and she could not disclose personal or 

intimate to them. She spoke of her mother being able to understand her views better. Going 

out and having male fkiends were the biggest contlicts she had with her parents, especially 

her father. Her socio-economic status was best represented as middle class. 

She did feel socially restricted. However, it did not bother her that much, but she still 

felt it was unfair. 

'It doesn't bother me that much because all  my friends have  the same 
restrictions placed on them and I don't feel left out. But I think everyone 
in the '90's should be treated equally.' 



She believed that the pressure would be less if she were a guy. 

'Parents can't control guys as easily and plus girls have a tendency to give 
in!' 

Even though she did find it stressfir1 to be a Muslim woman she did not find it tough to deal 

with. 

'There are more pressures here thatare culturally differeht, like drinking, 
drugs, premarital sex." 

Trust, respect, and understanding were a I I  a part of love. She perceived love before 

rnaniage to be a good thing. 

'I don't agree with the idea of sticking strangers together." 

She felt her parents would not agree with her views on this. 

'My parents worr). about other people and they don't want me to be talked 
about. They see being in love before marriage makes me an easy candidate 
for the community.' 

Her parents would be very upset if they ever found out she had relations with anyone. She 

spoke of  not dating and not engaging in sex before marriage were learned behaviours from 

her parents. 

" M y  parents control that aspect of my life. If they were out of the picture 
and there was no parental pressure or guilt-factor I might consider it." 

Even though it went unmentioned, family honor was important to her family. She 

also felt that her parents saw arranged marriages as presewing family honor. Maintenance 

of virginity was critical for her and especially her parents. 

'It is a life and death situation. They would disown me and I probably 
wouldn't have the guts to ever face them! ' 

She found it hard to cope with dating and love as most of her Pakistani friends were 

engaging in those behaviours. School, Friends, and television all contributed in influencing 

her definitions about certain things. 

'Over in Pakistan you lead such a sheltered life and I had no views about 
these issues, but now I do.' 

She spoke of the television being one of the major socialization agents for her. Nationality, 



religion. and sect were important to her and her parents. 

She perceived marriage, even if arranged. to occur between two people who have 

satisfactory knowledge of each other. Nationality. religion, education. personality, looks, 

and economic class, in that order. were the most important characteristics she prefsned in 

her ideal mate. It was important for her to know and love the person she would many. She 

was n o t  sure if her parents would agree &th her views on this. She would not marry a recent 

Pakistani immigrant. 

'They wouldn't be able to deal with the open culture and I wouldn't be able 
to deal with his narrow mindedness.' 

She spoke negatively about arranged marriages. 

'I don't like them. .Marriages shouldn't be surprise packages. You should 
know what and who you are committing to." 

She preferred the self-choice method of marriage. 

'It is your selection and decision and nothing is a secret!' 

Living in Canada had made her realize what she wanted. 

'I think the environment has influenced me throua my friends and just by 
\vatching people and interacting with them 1 am more aware o f  my 
options." 

She felt her parents would prefer the delegated version of mate selection. 

'It seems to be safe. Parents are actively involved in the decision and it 
isn't a total love deal." 

She. on the other hand. preferred the joint-venture method. 

*It offers interaction and plus it is your choice and you have no one t o  
blame but yourself.' 

Her parents did not impose their marital preferences on her but gave her a criterion of what 

they expected in their son-in-law. She was quite confident that she would have the final say 

and would rebel verbally if she had to. If F 19 engaged in an arranged marriage she would 

for the following reasons in rank order: lack of  suitable marriage partner; obligation to 

parents; family pressure; family honor; parents know best; maintain culture. 

She did state how being female gave her parents more control over her. 



'The female in our culture is  controlled and protected from the public 
sphere. the hijab (veil) is an example or synbol of such control." 

She felt that hiuslirn males should also have equal burden on their shoulders. 

"Guys should not have life so easy and be able to walk away freely from 
anjzhing. If parents start treating men and women equally then I think 
more guys would become a w r e  of H hat Xluslim girIs go through and you 
can only understand someone if ~ o u  yourself go through the same thing!" 

She felt that because fsmdes were socially restricted and had less searching time, they were 

more likely to go with what their parents had to offer for mamiage. She saw the arranged 

marriage taking place in traditional homes. She also stated how more Pakistani girls were 

rebelling in Canada. 

'Girls are becoming aware of their options and are more confident to speak 
up for what they want in Canada. Here, women are more assertive and 
know what they want!' 

She spoke of modifjkg the arranged marriage. 

'Parents would still pick but children would be given more freedom to 
interact with the guy." 

She felt parents should learn to come to a compromise with their daughters and should trust 

their children with the opposite sex. 

She suggested that parents open up to the love marriage so that they do not see it as 

being so -Tong. 

'A love marriage doesn't mean that your children are having sex with the 
guy.' 

She also recommended parents to be more liberal with their children's social fieedom. 

'Pakistani girls in Canada uc leading more sheltered lives than in Pakistan 
and we need real life experiences so we can let our minds grow.' 

She advised girls not to date without a purpose and for them to be more understanding. 

'Parents are looking out fix you and children should understand that where 
parents grew up was a different place.' 

Finally, she ended the interview by stating how she did see herself in an ananged 



marriage. 

'Sfy parents' opinion matters to me and 1 would do  it for them and their 
happiness. I would sacrifice my love for them but would make it known 
to them that I am giving up my choice for theirs!" 

Bracketin% 

F 19 was a Canadian citizen who migrated to Canada six years ago. They were a 

middle class family. 

She, compared to her parents, did not perceive herself to be religious at all. At times 

she did feel pressured to be religious, but she felt the pressure was wearing off as she grew 

older. Because she was not religious. foilowing Islamic laws was not a challenge. Even 

though she identified herself as a Pakistani-Canadian Muslim, she felt as if the two sides of 

her were not trutfilly expressed and thus reported feelings of guilt. 

She described her family structure as male-dominated as her father decided most 

things. Her parents, especially her father, were culturally conservative and strict child- 

rearing practices. Her parents preferred her to stay at home and study rather than go out and 

be the topic for gossip. She felt that all genders should be treated equally in the '90's. She 

noted how, even in the public sphere, the hijob (veil) controlled and protected women. 

She had a close and more open reIationship with  her mother. There was more of an 

understanding of her needs and views. Because her father had a bad temper she feared him 

and did not feel the same closeness. Her communication with both parents was very 

selective and filtered. Going out and having male friends were issues for conflict with 

especiaily her father. 

Her ideas towards love, social interaction, dating, family honor, and marriage were 

more westernized in thought compared to her parents. She attributed her parents narrow- 

mindedness to their worry about society and community gossip. She felt she could not act 

on what she believed or idealized because parental approval was a concern for her and she 

was socialized from an eastern perspective. 

She explained how she would never m a y  a recent immigrant because he would not 

be able to deal with the open culture without ever being exposed to it fmt. She was a 



believer of love or self-choice marriages (joint-venture). but her parents were not (delegated). 

She was certain that she would have the final say in matters of marriage. However, if she had 

to rebet she would by speaking up!. She wanted to modify the arranged marriage system so 

that an increased amount of interaction could occur beween the individuals involved rather 

than the families. 

She felt living in Canada had made her more confident about what she wanted and 

her options. She also felt the school, media, and friends all equally played a role in 

modi@ing her attitudes. 

She perceived arranged marriages ta be occurring in traditional households and with 

those Pakistani girls who did not get an opportunity to search on their own due to 

restrict ions. She felt Pakistani girls in Canada were more aware of their rights and thus were 

more confident to speak out and rebel against parental demands. 

To avoid fbture rebelling and conflicts she suggested Pakistani parents be more 

sensitive and positive towards the love marriage and allow their children to explore their 

freedom. She advised Pakistani girls not to engage in things without a 'true' purpose and be 

understanding of parents as  they were exposed to a totally different life in their formative 

years. 

Even though she did speak against the system of arranged marriages, F 19 did see 

herself in one because she respected her parents' opinion and happiness. 

Female #20 W O )  

caclfM= 
F2O was a 26 year old Canadian citizen. Her family migrated to Canada in the early 

seventies. She completed her Bachelor of Education and was working. 

F20 perceived herself to be not very religious. 

'I am not very good with being a regular prayer, I don't cover. I wear 
clothes that expose my elbows, and I don't look away when a man stares 
at me. I've done a lot of things that technically a Muslim girl shouldn't do 
and do feel guilty at times." 



She felt more spiritual than religious. and did enjoy learning about islam. She spoke of her 

parents as being very religious. 

'They went for Huj (pilgrimage to Mecca) last year and don't miss a single 
prayer. M y  mom covers and my dad bves to talk about religion. .My 
parents love Islam and practise it as best as they can." 

Sometimes her parmts, especially her mother tvould pressure her into doing religious things. 
. 

*Like. my mom tries to get me to cover rn? hair, but I always avoid it or 
she'll tell me to dress cautiously or  she'll tell me to read the Q u ' m  instead 
of sitting in front of the computer.' 

She did not mind her mother's persistence because she felt it was theirjob as parents to teach 

and guide her. 

'I can't fault them for that!' 

Her family up until she was in junior high were careful about food restrictions. 

'I knew that 1 couldn't eat pork and I knew what hafa! (kosher) was too, so 
I was carehi. Then I discovered M c  Donald's! t just read bismillah (In the 
name of God, the most Beneficient and Merciful) before I eat anything that 
is not halal.' 

F20 did consume alcohol. 

'I first tasted alcohol when I was 16, a peach cooler.' 

She perceived herself to be very liberal about these restrictions and hence did not fmd it hard 

to follow Islamic laws in Canada. Although her parents spoke Punjabi, she would aIways 

answer in EngIish. 

"1 understand Punjabi and Urdu. but the words come out funny." 

She claimed to be confbsed about her identity and was not sure of it until recently. 

'I wrote this 20 page paper called 'Having an Identity Crisis at the Age of 
21'." 

She identified herself as a Pakistani Canadian. She did see herself as being caught between 

two cultures. 

'I am different at home and out. When I'm out of the house it's a whole 
new me. I feel I'm really two or thhe people combined in one because I'm 
always adjusting myself and behaviour to the situations.' 



She prescwed her culture by praying in Ramadan, or by reading little duhr (prayers) before 

going to bed and just by reading up on the culture and religion. Her parents preserved 

through passing on their knowledge to their children. 

Her parents were both educated in Pakistan. Her father held a medical degree . Her 

mother was pulled out of school after grade 6. Both her parents worked. Although her 

parents were first cousins they had an arranged rnamagr. Her family was comprised of twb 

older brothers. She described her family system to be a very traditional and patriarchal 

kind of family. 

'There is nothing western about the way w e  live. Daddy of course had 
control over decisions!" 

She spoke of her parents as being traditional Muslim parents. Furthermore, she stated how 

her mother seemed to be a bit more reasonable than her father. 

'My dad gets all uptight when I go out, but my mother understands that I 
just go out for fun.' 

She also felt how her parents, especially her mother. may be upset with them as they were 

not as religious or involved in the Pakistani culture as their parents were. 

"My dad fee Is the mother is responsible for embedding these qualities into 
her children." 

She perceived her relationship to be good with her parents. 

'We don't hate each other and we all pretty much get along. I think I'm 
spoiled. My mom says I'm Daddy's little girl.' 

However, she did state how their relationship was based on what she is like at home as they 

did not know everything about her. She respected her parents a lot and felt she was closer 

to her father. 

'He puts up with me and never gets mad at me.' 

She spoke of being more honest with her mother because she was &aid of her father. 

'When he gets angry he holds it against you forever. His anger shuts the 
whole house down, you know. Everyone walks around of their tip toes and 
I'm just so afraid of disappointing him or hurting him." 



She had more communication with her mother than father. 

'My dad and I never talk a b u t  anything personal and my mom gets scared 
H hen I uant to discuss those persona1 things. Her face gets all white and 
she has to s i t  down.' 

She felt her mother really understood her. 

'My mom always made an effort to understand that we l ive in a different 
societ). and culture and therefore are different. M y  father doesn't see the 
di fferente.' 

She did not have conflicts ~ i t h  her parents because certain issues were never 

discussed, but when they were they were with her mother and F20 was able 

to express her views. Her socio-economic status was best represented as 

middle class. 

She definitely felt that being a Pakistani Muslim restricted her socially. 

'Because, oh my god, who might see me at the movies or who might see 
me having the Big Mac. I think it is because o f  our culture's habit to gossip 
and point fingers and meddle in other people's business that makes us 
women restricted! And I think that is totally unfair!' 

She did feel pressured about how to behave. 

'1 behave a certain way depending on who is with me and that is a shame 
because I'm not going to be the true me for eveqone to see." 

She was quite confident that if she were a guy she would be different and not have to worry 

about these things. 

'A lot o f  times guys* behaviours are excused or overlooked. For example, 
if a guy and girl have sex and the girl gets pregnant, it's the girl's fault. At 
least that's what has happened over here.' 

She spoke of how her parents would love for her to be married, as she was done her 

schooling. 

She loved love. 

'1 think love is a deep caring, when you want to be with someone all the 
time and when you think about them al l  the time and smile when you hear 
their voice or name. It makes your heart go ba-boom, ba-boom. I think 
love is good.' 



She saw a deep caring as important before marriage. She felt her parents saw understanding 

between the two individuals as more important than love. F20 saw interaction, alone and in 

a group setting, with a prospective mate as essential. 

'First meet with parents and then meet alone so you can taik and discuss 
things and see if you are along the same wavelength.' 

She had 'hidden' experience with dating. / 

'He was a Muslim and if my parents found out about they would be so 
upset and that's why I kept it a secret. M y  parents, especially my mom do 
not want me to date because they see dating as ~o who just want to have 
sex." 

A t  present, she was not dating. 

"I made a conscious decision not to date because it would hurt my parents 
and plus I 've always been told that dating is huram (forbidden)." 

Religion, nationality, and sect were equally important for all of  them. 

*I think it makes life easier in the long run and it doesn't make it difficult 
for the children.' 

Even though family howr went unmentioned, she knew it was important to the 

family. h y  type of marriage helped preserve family honor. Maintenance of virginity was 

valued highly by her parents. F 2 O  saw premarital sex as being okay, as long as it ws done 

with the person you intended to marry. 

"Cross your fingers that is who you will be with." 

She coped with these issues by just ignoring them and going on with her life. She stated how 

her Wends were very supportive of her views and choices. The media, peers, and schooling 

all contributed to her definitions about certain things. 

She spoke positively about marriage. 

'I want to be married and think everyone should experience it.' 

Religion, nationality, good complexion, personality, looks, education, and economic class 

would be, in that order, the most important characteristics in her ideal mate. She also had 

a preference for a non-virgin mate. Ideally, she would want to meet someone on her own or 



through friends. She felt her parents would agree with this if the guy fit all requirements. 

It was very important for her to know and love the person before marriage. 

'If not love then a deep caring.' 

She would never marry a recent immigrant. 

'We would've been raised differently, we may cane Rom the same cultural 
background, but it-won't be the same. An F.O.B. is not the same as a 

,- 

Pakistani from here.' 

She preferred the self-choice marriage. She did find that living here influenced the mate 

selection she adhered to. 

'I do ~vant to be so involved because it is my life and I ' l l  have to live with 
whoever not my parents! The environment has a lot to do with how 1 think 
and in Pakistan I'd probably not think o f  a self-choice marriage as a good 
thing!" 

She felt her parents were quite desperate to marry her off and hence would try any version 

from planned to chaperoned to selfchoice, but she did state how if they weren't so desperate 

then they would go with the delegated version. F2O's preference was a combination of the 

joint-venture and delegated version. 

'That corn binat ion would be a good compromise.' 

Her parents did not impose their marital preferences on her, but she felt they provided her 

with a criterion of what he should be like and she definitely wanted their approval and 

suppon. She was quite confident that she would have the final say in the matter. 

'I'm not going to be bullied into anything. They will never force me to 
marry anyone so there would be no rebel1ing." 

I f  F20 engaged in an arranged marriage it would be for the following reasons in rank order: 

obligation to parents; family pressure; maintain culture; lack of suitable marriage partner; I 

want to; parents know best. She felt that because she respected her parents and their 

upbringing controlled her indirectly. 

'I don't want to hurt them.' 



She felt this factor contributed to why more girls were having arranged marriages. She, 

through her own brother's mamage, saw how he had more of choice in terms of who he 

picked. She did not see arranged marriages to be occurring here as they do in Pakistan. 

"I think our generation is influenced somewhat so that even if it was an 
arranged deal, it uould be more o f  an arranged meeting or introduction and 
let's take it from there kind of thing." 

/ 

She did state how girls are rebelling. but also hoped that the next generation of parents would 

be more understanding in matters of mamage. She spoke of modieing the arranged 

marriage. 

'Have an arranged introduction or meeting bvith the two families, but then 
parents should back off and let the two kids get a feel for each other and 
u-ait and see there should be no pressure.* 

Matrimonials and chat lines on the internet were new methods being used by her to meet 

guys. 

She suggested that the word 'mingle' should be added to the Pakistani parental 

dictionary. 

"Parents need to  give their girl more room and options and there needs to 
be mingling. We need to have more social stuff for young adufts and not 
stuff where parents are chaperoning! ! ! " 

Finally, she ended the interview by stating how she did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage. 

'There would be pressure from parents, but that's it! The ultimate decision 
will be mine!' 

MO was a Canadian citizen who came to Canada when she was two months old. Her 

parents were educated in Pakistan. She, like F16, had completed her studies and was 

working Full-time. They were a middle class family. 

Although she grew up in an a very religious household she did not perceive herself 

to be religious but more spiritual. Her parents, especially her mother. did pressure her to 

practice religion but did not fault her for it as she felt it was a parental obligation. As she 



grew older she distanced herself from the Islamic restrictions on food, drink, and other 

restrictions. She claimed to be c o d b e d  about her identity but became more sure of it as 

time passed. She identified herself as a Pakistani Canadian who was always adjusting herself 

to the situations and people she was around. She 'hiddenly' explored western avenues. 

She described her family structure as very patriarchal and traditional. She recalled her 

father as having control over most decisions. Her parents were traditional Muslim parents. 

especially her father, who did not like the fact that his children were not as involved in the 

Pakistani culture as them. He blamed his  wife for not being able to embed those qualities 

in his children. F20 attributed her limited freedom to the Pakistani culture's bad habit to 

gossip about others and stick their nose shere it doesn't belong. - 
She perceived her relationship to be good with both parents with varying degrees of 

closeness and communication depending on who the parent was. The goodness of the 

relationship was based on what she was like at home. She respected her parents a lot. Her 

relationship with her mother was more open and personal. However, even though she was 

afraid of disappointing him, she still felt closer to her father as he tended to put up with her. 

She perceived her mother to be more understanding towards the different cultures she and 

her chiidren were g ro~ ing  up in. This \\as something her father lacked or did not see. There 

were not many conflicts as certain issues were never discussed, but when there were conflicts 

they would only be with her mother. F20 was able to express her views to her mother. 

Her ideas and 'hidden' behaviours towards love, social interaction, dating, family 

honor, and marriage were more liberated and westernized in thought compared to her 

parents. Her parents always assumed the worst. Because she respected her parents she did 

not disclose details of her life as she did not want to hurt them. She did consider her parents' 

feelings before acting on her desires. She felt her parents were 'indirectly' controlling her 

decision-making to some extent as parental approval was a concern for her. She explained 

how she would never marry a recent immigrant because of the different environments they 

were raised in during their formative years. She was a believer in love or selkhoice 

marriages (joint-venture), but her parents were not (delegated). However, she was willing 

to compromise and would not mind a combination of the two. She was definite that she had 



the final say in matten of marriage and there would be no rebelling. She wanted to modify 

the arranged marriage system so that there was no pressure, minimal parental interference, 

and more time for the two individuals to know each other. 

She felt the media, peers, and schooling all contributed to her attitudes and 

definitions. 

She perceived arranged marriages to be occurring less in frequency, compared to 

Pakistan. However, she claimed that those girls who have respect for their parents' feelings 

were coping and the ones that did not really care were rebelling. 

To avoid future rebelling and conflicts she sugested parents add the word 'mingle' 

to the Pakistan parental dictionary so that their children can meet people independent of 

families. She also hoped for the next generation of parents to be more understanding in 

matters of marriage. 

Even though there would be family pressure, F2O did not see herself in an arranged 

marriage and only would to fulfill parental obligations, as she respected them a lot. 

PAITERVS OBSERVED (COSSTRUCTION) 

The data that were collected from the 20 interviews revealed two distinct 

pattems based on similarities and differences in the perceptions of arranged marriages. 

Hence, the interviewees could be separated in two groups and analyzed accordingly. 

The first group (Group A), comprised of 15 interviews that were presented, could be 

described as subjects who were against the system of arranged marriages. 

The second gmup (Group B), comprised of 4 interviews that were presented, could 

be described as  subjects who were in favour of the ananged marriage system. Only one 

subject, *F16, would not appropriately fall under either two categories. Tables 1 and 2 

display the characteristics for the two groups of individuals based on the pattems observed. 

*Note: F16 was not further analyzed as she was already living independent of her parents and was 
economically independent Her attitudes were not comparable to the rest of the nineteen Pakistani girls. 



Table 1: Characteristics for Female Subject Against the Arranged Marriage System 

Citizenship 

Canadian Citizen 

Canadian Citizen 

Canadian Landed 

Canadian Citizen 

(Group A) 

Characteristics 

veiled but not bm religious b> choice; ident~tied as a P a k i m ~  Sfuslim. astern 
and male dominated house. tnditional %fuslim pants :  formal relationshrp with 
pwcnls; re i id  on h e n &  to discuss personal rnmerz: f a r ed  pyenls. especially 
father. thoughts and aninrdes more westcrn~zed except with respect to family 
honor: had dating cxpcnencc; needed ro knou and love matc: anan ed marriage 
unfair proposition and should be modified: would rebel: parents h a f a n  m g e d  
marriage; uould have m g t d  mvriagc out of parental obligation. 

veiled bur moderately religious b) choice: identified as a Pakisturi Muslim 
Canadian: male dominated houx ;  uadit~onsl %fuslirn parents: rexncd 
rclationsfiir, with wenrs w i t h  filtered communication: rrficd on friends to discuss 
prnonal mmm: -rrspcctcd parents a lot; though& and attitudes more wesfemizcd 
except with rcspm to family honor. had dating cxpcricnce: m g e d  marriage is 
too old fashion and should be modified; would rebel; parents had an arr~laed 
marriage; would have arranged marriage bck of su i tabk mate. 

- 

mostly rcli ious compared to siblin s by choice; identified as a Pakistani 
Canadian durlim: -ern and male fommatd  house; close relationship with 
parents and cornmunicat+ cffmively; feared respected her father a lot: he! 
parents were more eastcm in thought; had no datlng expcncnce; interaction with 
mate important at all Icvcls: love and knowing matc were important: used char 
lines u, meet people; advanrage to maintain the arranged marriage is that one can 
fill back on parents for S U ~ J O ~  would rebel: parents h d  an m g e d  mamiage; 
only would have an yrylg maniage if she could not  find anyone on her own. 

nodcrately religious b) choice: identified as a Pakistani Canadian Muslim; control 
varied fiom parent to p a m t  and situation to situation; more understanding father. 
~ICII communicjrion uith her m o w .  but w% usually unidirectional; no elcmcnt 
~f parental fcar, she was wstcmizcd In h a  thinking: strong-like and social 
n-on with matc c r i t i d ;  not good enough.for parents to know him: did not 
krt; would not rebel because her parents p r o m ~ v d  to glve her the benefit of thc 
ioubr; would modif)- the arranged maniagc; parents had an uranged mun'agc; 
)nly would have an amngcd marriage out of parental obligrtiom. 

lot that religious upon migntion; identified more as a Crn+ian then Pdu'stani; 
nale domination present m houx; resented her father's dom~nt t r in  wutment; 
m t i n g  style varied - situation tp ri-; parents protective ?fR, pMu 
worried about society; opcn oornmwcuiqcl wt!~ mother,-but not wrth f*, shc 
iyed her fuhcr and had 8 fonnal rclatronsh~p wlrh him; was expr#uve and 
~utspoken; parents did not listerr to her, mote westernized in her thinking and 
rcepting new ideas cornpad to -IS, a c e  for family honor, important to 
30% underszand. and love mate; would nbcP(by voicing h a  opinion: would 
nalifj. the arranged marriage; parents hd an m g c d  mamlge; only would have 
in arranged marriage if sbe could aot find anyone oa ber o m .  



not religious: identitied as morc of a Canadian then Pakistani; v q  patriarchal 
housc: constnative Muslim parents; relationship with p a m u  was not g d ;  close 
communication: w 3 ~  dishonest afnid of fjlhcr. was morc wcstcmizcd tn thought 
except family honor. compared to parenu and resented their thrnking and 
stcrcoc)pcs: did n a  date: love. intcmcfiocr and knowing mate important; arranged 
marriage is a selfish act which should bc replaced: would rebel; parents had an 
arranged m a g e ;  *odd have m g e d  marriage to fulfill parental obligation. 

Cmadim Citizcn r~ligiousi\ liberal: identlticd as a Muslim Canadian: real fathe'f absent: not malc- 
dornmatcd: in knvm liW and conservative parents: correct relationship with 
ncp&d and mothtr. closest to grandparents; .not honest uith mother. closed 
cornmunic3tion; no f a r  of p~enLS: knowing. interacting and loking mate was 
irnpoflmt: her piucncs were morc eastern in thought and prctfmed the arranged 
nwrriage; sirn11~ ihinlrinp with r e  to farnil) honor. her attitudes toward love P" m u t i q a  reflected form her red athcr's family: modifv they m g c d  marriage 
definitlon to a '90's \enion: w-ould rcbcl and Icave home; her rnothcr's fim 
marriage u3s lobe and second =as m g c d ;  would have arranged marriage if 
could not find someone on her  owa. 

Canadian Born no; \cry religious: idcntit7ed as a Canadian; femalcdominatcd: non-traditional 
parcnts; opcn and friendly re iat io~hi  wth both parents; no element o f  fear. 

tR arcnts trusted and were confident In e *ay they raised her so did not restrict 
her i d a s  marchod her -ts ideas; M i n g  was hidden; lore. knowing. md 

intera~tiocl important; would not rebel as she had her k d o m ;  family honor not 
impocunt and would consider premarital sex only with her fiancd and her parent 
were okay with if would modifi. arranged mam-a e; parents had an arranged 
marriage; would have an m e e d  marriage to fulfifl parental obl ip t im.  

US. Resident 

Canadian Citizen 

Canadian Citizcn 

.lot vcry religious; identified as Pakistani h e r i ~ ;  malc dominated; tnditional 
mu; close. honest and morc open with mothet; mcrvcd with father; 

%%R",ccd by w e a a n  thinking. except family honor: did not due: parental 
rpproval concern for her. love. social interaction, and knowing him impoflam 
would modifj. the yran ed maniagc; parents had a love marriage so things were 
v i e r  for hec rou% have an arranged marriage under exceptional 
:ire@ msUam. 

rn rcli ious; identified as a Pakistani Canadian Muslim; male dominated house; 
: u l m J y  convrruire strict parents: f + e d  lath=  gene^ or vlectivs 
:omrnunic.on; idas were more westernlzcd compared to parents except for 
'mi ly  hoaor, satisfactory knowledge and love for e_ach other was important; 
urpciv -age p h g e s  arc not COCICC~; would mod@ the arranged marriage; 
would have m yranged maniagt if could ro t  fiad rnyoae oo ber own; parenu 
ud m urangcd marriage. 

iot very religious: identified as a Pllrisuni Canadian; vey traditional and 
atriuchd fmily; traditional Muslim parents, especially fllhct. r e l a t i d i p  
vith parents was based on how she was u home; respected her pareno a lot; 
lore o p  with mothcr. afnid o f  father idev and h~dden khaviours w m  
lbnred and westernized in thought deep caring. would k no rebelling: 
rould modifL uranged marriage; parents had an unngcd mmiage; 
i?nimoniaJs and chat l i n a  were used to meet people; would have an m g e d  
um'age to firltill parental obligation 



T m :  Characteristics For Female Subjects In Favour of the Arranged Marriage 
System (Group B) 

Citizenship 

t' S. Rcsidcnt 

Canadian 
Citizen 

Canadian Born 

U.S. Rcsidcnt 

Characteristics 

Sfoderarely religious by choice: identified as a P i ~ k i ~ ~ u ~ i :  pmnrs well-educated: 
parents were culturall~ c o ~ a m  c: Icvcl of rspcct for parents: p c n t s  ,ulct about 
negame ~~ of West and prornofclj posltiw one: retattonship with parents was 
cfou. honest with o p  cornmun~syion; no f a  in he relationship; they listened ro 
her sicws; cnm and confidence in her puencs dcc~sions and in their knowledge of 
her. parrnu had an yrylged r n m 3 g ~ :  pareub know k t .  

parents consmativt Muslims mdc dorninikd houx: CIOK to mom; rmnd anc 
afraid of C~chcr. lines of communication uere Iimitcd with both wen&: parcnc 
f d  Cadian  m l m :  uas a follower and influenced by parental &nands: misted 
parents decisions; i d d  defminons urn wtstcmizcd thought; realistic ones here in 
agreement ~ t t h  parenul thintang: F ~ L S  had an m g e d  marriage: parents know 
kt 

1 

I 

I 

not too religious. but p r t s n u t j  to engage in religious actibitics (k . .  veiled); 
identified as an E m m  Xfuslim Palcistarti; Farcnts did not hold a& mced degrees: 

I 
I 

I 
I 
r 

I 

I 

I 

L 

religious by choice: identifid as a Canadian Mudim; hiddenly conformed to 
western life; father received graduate d e p  from McGill; very patriarchal home; 
r#cntcd her father for his controlling attitude and bchaviouc conxrvativc Muslim 
parents: communiution was excellent with farher and okay with mother. love was 
nontxincnt; rspmcd her parrnts marital decisions and recommendations; crusted 
them a wanted to mamy a F.0-B. because she wanted a matriarchal household; 
to please parents was imponant: blame on parmu; parents had an arranged 
marriage; prrtnb know krt 

moderately religious and pressured by fathcr, parents did not hold advanced 
degrees; identified as a c m p W  Wmni Muslim; male dominated houx: tradition 
Muslim parents. tspccidly fuhcc. very protective of her and f m d  American 
c u l ~ l c :  communicated more oped\ with morhcr. feared parents. cspccidly father. 
obey and acted on parental klid system and wishes; idealistic dctinitions were 
westcrnizcd in thoughr: mpcctcd  her arcnu a lol: influenced by arents train of 
thovghc w e d  her -6 choice: rmi!ut~d attinituda towards famil'y upbringing: 
parents had an arranged marriage: family honor. 



Table 3: Recurring Themes Found Across Both Groups A and B 

I 1 Themes Characteristics I 

1 I .Between the Paths of Both Cultures 1 

I 

Theme # I : Between Two Cultures? 

Theme $3 : Inter-generational Conflicts 

Totally Westernized 
Acceptance of Parental Values 

1 Theme ~ 2 :  Parent-Child Communication 
i 
I Patterns within the Pakistani 
I Family 

Going out. talking back. double standard, 
having too many white fiiends. love. 
marriage. dating 

I 

.Open Communication 
Closed Communication 
Filtered or Selective Communication 

Theme 2.1: Gender Bias within the 
Family 

.Social restrictions because of parents. sex. 
being Muslim, veiling or society 

Theme W S :  Family Honor Importance of Family Honor 
.Consequences of Not Maintaining it 

Feelings of Guilt o r  Remorse 
Arranged Marriages Preserving Honor 

Theme #6: Dating and Interaction with 
Males 

Patterns of Dating: Hidden vs. Open 
Parents' Thinking about Dating 
Dating to Conform 
Interaction: smial, emotional. physical 

Theme i18: Redefining Arranged 
hfarriages 

Theme #7: Romantic Love and Arranged 
Marriages 

Maintaining vs. Modifying us. Replacing 

Ideology of Romantic Love 
Preference of Mate-Selection 
Planned vs. Delegated vs. Joint-venture 

Theme #9: Reasons for Engaging in An 
Arranged Maniages 

Most Popular Reasons for an Arranged 
Marriage 
*Accept vs. Conditional Accept. vs. Reject 

Theme # 10: Breaking the Silence I *Rebelling 

Theme # 1 I : Change in Attitudes * Socialization Agents: External vs. Internal 
* Blumer's Three Premises 

Theme # 12: Winner of the Battle I m Love vs. Arranged? 
1 

Theme # 1 3: Suggestions for Coping In Their Own Words 



DISCUSSION 

This thesis explored attitudes of second generation female Pakistani Muslims towards 

arranged marriages and identified several social processes (themes) that significantly 

influenced the type of mate selection each female adhered to. What follows is an integrative 

discussion for each of the recurring themes (see Table 3) found in groups A and I3 (see 
/ 

Tables 1 and 2). P d l e l s  to the Literature and quotations from the actual interviews will be 

referred to wherever pertinent. 

Between Two Cultures? 

According to Halstead (1994), culture is learned mainly through contact and 

interaction with other members of the cultural group. During the process of interaction 

personal identity may be significantly influenced by and defined or redefined in terms of 

membership of the new cultural group. Muslim cultural identity, as a result of contact with 

a different society, may reverbmate h m  one generation to the next because parents or first 

generation Muslims are not willing to give up their original culture or cultural identity 

whereas the generation that follows is. Hence, both Muslim parents and children are tom 

between the desire to maintain traditions and adapt to ~anadian society (Kurian, 1986). 

The popular phrase 'between two cultures' has been applied to the situation of many 

second generation minority children who view themselves to be victims of different values 

and expectations expressed at home versus those emphasizbd in the western culture (Sharif, 

1985; Atd, 1989; R a q  1991; Akhtar, 1993). 

Nielsen (1 992) identified three patterns which second generation children may assume: 

1. Become almost totally westernized 
2. Total acceptance of parental values and expectations 
3. Follow all manner of paths between the two cultural extremes 

The majority of females in the present study were more inclined to be 'caught 

between two cultures' as they were trying to identi@ and behave as both a Canadian or 

American along with Pakistani Muslim. These females had a tough time coping with the 



different value expectations for either one or both cultures and therefore complained and 

presented, sometimes secretly, different aspects of  themselves inside and outside of the 

home. However, even some females who identified in a totally western or eastern manner 

suffered fiom anxieties inside and outside the home. Others were content and stable. F12 

and F 14 assumed a totally or more westernized identity. 
/ 

F 12: 'Most of the every day things I do, like dressing, drinking, eating, 
talking, and personal things are Canadian based. I would put 
on a show at home and act differently at school." 

F 14: 'We have minimal interaction with people from our community. M y  
parents are not into the Pakistani scene at all. We are what 1 
say white-washed." 

F3 and F10, the youngest girls in the sample, were in total acceptance, not necessarily 

agreement, of parental values, demands, and expectations. 

F3: ' 1 am forced to wear hgab (veil) and traditional Pakistani cbthing. 
My parents want me to wear it. So at times I feel left out 
and trapped in my culture." 

F 10: 'My dad doesn't want me to wear American clothing and wants me 
to wear hqab (veil) even though I don't want to. I feel lonely 
and too different. My father doesn't know how I k e l  because I don't 
discuss it with him. He won't understand." 

F1, F2, and F18, on the other hand, were quite satisfied and balanced out the cultures 
accordingly. 

F1: I'm still in touch with a lot of the cultural values and the way of life 
there." 

F2: ' I am pretty consistent in and out of the home. I don't struggle much 
and act as a Pakistani-Muslim all the time." 

F 18: 'I can easily go both ways and am not f~xated at one type of lifestyfe. 
I can easily walk a fine line between the -WO cultures.' 

The rest of the females in the sample followed all of the paths between the two cultural 

extremes and claimed to be 'caught between two cdtures' . 
F4: 'You havc to be two identities in one shot, Canadian and Muslim. 

F6: '...if you always go by your belief system then you havc this fear of not 



fitting in.' 

F7: 'You get so frustrated with maintaining the ideas of both cultures and 
trying to please people all the time." 

F 1 1: 'The value-systems are so different, what's a priority here isn't for 
Pakistanis. My parents don't understand all this stuff because they were 
brought up in a conservative system." 

F 12: 'Both cultures to me emphasize the exact opposite things which 
creates a rift in my thinking patterns.' 

F 13: 'So I get caught in the sense with parents having eastern thoughts and 
me western." 

FZO: "I am different at home and out. When I'm out of the house it's a 
whole new me. I fell f'm really two or  t h e  people combined in one 
because I'm always adjusting myself and behaviour to the situations. 

Erving GofEnan is a symbolic interactionist whose ideas about the self are deeply 

indebted to the work of George H. Mead's ideas. He explains why the self, through dramatic 

interactions, behaves in a certain manner. Gofkan believed that there is a 'crucial 

discrepancy between our ail-too-human selves and our socialized selves" 

( 1 959: 56). In society individuals are stressed to meet the requirements of what is expected 

to do versus what people may spontaneously want to do. As one female stated: 

F9: 'Pakistani people and people fiom here have different expectations 
fiom you and how you act. Hem, people want you to be so outgoing and 
Pakistanis here want you to be so sheltered o r  introverted.' 

One of Gofban's assumptions are that when individuals or actors interact, they want to 

present that self which will k accepted by others. This technique Goffman termed 

impression managemem By use of the h n t  and back stage individuals are able to express 

certain aspects of themselves accordingly. For instance, in this study the h n t  stage for most - 
of rhe femdes was their home, where they identified as a Muslim or adhered to more of what 

was expected of them by their parents. However, in the back stage, outside of the home, 

these girls assumed more of a Canadian identity, in terms of their behaviours. Gofhan 

(1 959) also stated how there is no control over who may enter the back stage and it is for this 

reason that Pakistani girls were very careful in their back stage performances as they did not 



want to get caught or spotted doing anything wrong by their parents or society. As some 

females stated: 

F4: I f  I know people in a city and people know me I become quite 
conservative, like you won't see my at clubs, or in the public sphere hardly. 
i had to hide and adapt fiom them to fit-in." 

F11: 'You have to act in a certain way to fit-in but don't want other 
Pakistani people watching you because they will pass on the information 
to your parents." 

F 12: 'They don't let me do half the things my friends can do, but I still 
sneak around and do it!" 

F19: 'You can't be yourself with Canadian people and with Pakistani 
people you can't be too Canadian or else they gossip about you. I find it 
hard to truthfully express yourself in the two different cultures.* 

F20: 'I have to behave in a certain way depending on who is with me and 
that is a shame 'because I'm not going to be the true me for everyone to 
see." 

The differences in expectations between the values of Muslim parents and western society 

are set quite apart. This in turn produces tension and changes in the structure and attitudes 

towards certain aspects in the Muslim immigrant family.. Many parents struggle between 

adopting to western lifestyle and retaining their own cultural traditions (Wakil, Siddique, & 

Wakil, 198 1) . To overcome this struggle some females in this study also perceived their 

parents, especially their mothers, to be more understanding towards these cultural differences 

and were modifying their traditional outlook and style of parenting. 

F 1 1 : '...my mother wasn't that he with me before, but coming to Canada 
changed her ways." 

F13: '...but they are learninq to let go. I guess they've realized that in this 
culhlre you have to give your children M o r n .  - 
F 14: "She was strict until I couId prove to her that I know the difference 
between right and wrong and when they knew they l a  go." 

F17: '...I think she is this way because of the culture and society I am king 
raised in. My mother had to change her outlook on thest matters and learn 



to mother me from a western perspective." 

F20: 'My mom always made an effort to understand that we live in a 
different society and culture and therefore are different. My father doesn't 
see the difference." 

However, the majority of Pakistani parents were perceived to be more stringent and less 

understanding towards cultural differences, especially the fathers. 

F2: '...it can be hard, like when [ have to ask them about going, then that 
becomes a problem. Asking them to d o  h n  things is hard because they 
don't see it like we do  ..." 

FS: "...with my parents 1 always have to get permission to do something 
and with getting permission comes a whole slew of questions." 

F10: "My parents aren't influenced by the American culture at all." 

F20: '...My father doesn't see the difference." 

Some females (F 1 and F 15) claimed that their parents only wanted them to learn the positive 

aspects of  the western culture. 

F 15: They want us to be raised in the Muslim way and only want me to 
gain the best of the American culture, like rights, status of women, and 
education. They don't want me to adapt to the wrong things!" 

Although most parents, as seen in Wakil, Siddique, and Wakil(1981), were perceived 

to express a desire to maintain their religious and cultural values, few daughters did. The 

majority of females, especially those in group A, were caught in a frenzy of  confusion 

between the cultural expectations of the two cultures, with more of an inclination to the way 

of the west. One female requested parents to reduce their demands. 

F12: 'I think parents should reduce their expectations and not have a lot 
because being raised here you can't be a total Pakistani in your ways. It is 
just like someone raising their children back-home and expecting them to  
be a perfect Canadian. How can that be?" 

. . . . Parent-C hild Co- Pattw- the P- 

Literature on adolescence often denotes that teenagers are not well understood by their 

parents. However, in the case of the Asian adolescent, this rift may be due in part to the fact 



that the locus of early socialization of the two generations is equated not only to time but also 

by countries with differing social and cul turd expectations (Brah, 1 978). 

Brah (1978) explored communication patterns within the South Asian family and 

found a considerable variation (i-e.. poor or closed, partial, good) in the quality of 

communication between parents and teenagers. As young South Asians stated: 

"Sometimes, I don't think my mother understands me. I have tried to talk 
to her, but I don't know if she understands. There are certain things that 
she just can't understand" (Brah, 1978: 203). 

"...I can freely talk to them about jobs. but not about boys ..." 

"My parents have changed with time. 1 am lucky. M y  parents try hard to 
see my side of the story." 

The present study also explored communication pattems with Pakistani parents and 

arrived at similar fmdings. The patterns of communication also varied from open, closed and 

filtered or selective depending on the parent these girls were communicating with. Most 

girls reported being closer to their mother and hence were more comfortable in speaking 

openly with them about certain matters. Mothers were thought of as being more 

understanding. The father who, for most Pakistani females, was perceived as having the 

traditional authoritarian role ~ i t h i n  the family, was hardly ever chosen as the preferred 

parent to talk to. If  communication was taking place with the father it was selective (filtered) 

or closed. The topics of discussion were based on general matters, like academics or career 

opportunities. Most Pakistani females attributed this pattern of communication to things like 

gender differences, fear, respect, or to how the Pakistani culture was structured. 

F3: 'I cannot tell my mother who I like. We're friendly, but not that much. 
In our culture those types of things are usually kept to oneself and that is 
how I have been raised." 

FS: "I respect him a lot and don't want to offend him because he gets real 
upset. If I ever tell them what I think my Dad gets all upset and pissed." 

F6: "I am best friends with my mother and can talk to her about anything 
and with my dad almost everything except sexual stuff. 



F8: 'I usually don't talk to him because he always says how this is the way 
it is in our culture and as long as I live under his roof it will be this way. 
I can talk to him but I chmse not to because I feel he can't understand me" 

F 15: "My mom is cooler, temper-wise, then my dad so most personal issues 
go to her. My father will only be involved if I don't have a choice!' 

F17: "My mother is my best friend and I can tell her anything and 
everything. I am very close to her." 

F 18: 'I can say or tell her anything and am closer to her. I have open 
communication with my mom because she wants me to tell her my 
personal stuff and not go to other people for advice." 

The mother played a mediating role between father and daughter for some girls. As one 

Pakistani girf (F6) stated: 

F6: "My mom for some stuff is the messenger between me and my dad." 

Islamic societies, from the very beginning, place a strong emphasis on the separation of male 

and female spheres. The separation of sexual spheres, be it within the family or outside the 

home, are clearly expressed. This representation of distinct gender role division causes 

Muslim boys to get drawn closer to their fathers and Muslim girls tc their mothers (Qureshi, 

1 99 1 ). Hence, it would make sense to observe an increased amount of communication with 

the same sex parent, in this case, the mother. 

Some Pakistani girls, besides parents, preferred to communicate with same sex 

people of  their generation (i.e., sister, girlfriend. cousin) for personal matters. 

F 1 : "I usually talk to my sister a lot about the way I feel personally about 
day to day things but if there is an important issue I'm not afraid to talk to 
them." 

F2: 'It is easy to talk to them but at times it can be hard ... I am this way 
because of respect and plus I find it too embarrassing to talk to them about 
intimate details about my life. There is a certain hgub (reservation) I have 
with them." 

F 12: "1 only talk about things like academics and financial sNff as I felt 
they didn't understand my point of view." 

F 13: 'I don't talk to about my life happenings to my parents!" 



F20: "My dad and I never talk about aqvthing personal and my mom gets 
scared when I wan to discuss those personal things." 

Very few Pakistani girls felt a level of comfort in selectively communicating with 

their fathers. 

F7: "He understands me more and makes an effort to listen to me and my 
point of view, even if he doesn't understand, With my mom only she talks 
and I listen." 

Only one Pakistani girl (F14) had open communication, about personal and general 

matters, with both her parents. 

F 14: "Most girls can't tell their mother or father that they have a boyfriend 
o r  they drink but I can." 

Inter-~enerational Conflicts 

Societies in which traditional practices are emphasized are also characterized by strong 

inter-generational bonds (Kurian, 1986). However, with a fast changing world these strong 

inter-generational bonds seem to weaken. Modem forces of social change and patterns of 

interaction cause certain ambivalence among the value systems, norms, and life styles 

immigrant parents and children are exposed to (Kurian, 1986; Traub & Dodder, 1988). Once 

parents migrate they usually are not in favour of giving up their cultural value system, norms 

and life style. Their children, however, through continuous interaction with the people and 

facilities of the western culture learn and easiIy adapt to new symbols and meanings the host 

society has to offer. This in turn causes the second generation to question the old culture 

(Kurian, 1986). This adoption to western ideas causes a generational rift as parents seem to 

be less understanding and accommodating to these new learned meanings because the 

parents' perceptions are influenced by their previous backgrounds ( B m g i ,  1989). 

In Islamic societies aggression and conflict with parents is fiowned upon. Instead, 

politeness and obedience to both parents are strongly emphasized characteristics in rearing 

the Muslim child. However, this ideal scenario is not always maintained. Migrating to new 

countries, like Canada and America, produce alternate sources of socialization. These 

socialization agents are potential competitors with norms of the Muslim family. Peer groups, 



school systems and mass media all promote different values and messages which may be 

different from Muslim parental values. Certain definitions of  what may be appropriate 

behaviour, male-female relationships, family obligations, and respect and obedience toward 

elders may cause inter-generational problems (Abu-Laban, 1 974). 

The majority of second generation Pakistani women, in groups A and B. also 
, 

experienced inter-generational probIems with their parents as they challenged the old 

countries values. An increased amount o f  mothers, compared to fathers, were usually the 

~ ~ i c t i m s  of such conflicts as there was a lot more communication with them. The biggest 

problem identified was going out (social freedom). However, other areas of  conflict were 

regarding the double standard. talking back. watching too much television, having too many 

white friends (stereotypical thinking), dating, and marriage. 

F 1 : "My parents believe that dating several people with no intent, like 
marriage, is wrong." 

F7: "I cannot just go out whenever. I have to get their permission. My 
parents are so different with my brother, like, he can just leave. My brother 
tells what he is going to do and I ask.' 

F8: "They want me to agree to eve~&ing, you know the yes whatever you 
wish idea! But I like to say what I feel and they that is being rebellious." 

F 13: "They have these stereotypical thoughts about white people and how 
they are always drinking and doing drugs, but is not like that." 

F 14: "They think by my age I should be married or at least engaged to 
someone and this where the generation gap comes in because our 
generation is so career-oriented that we don't think about settling down 
with a guy till later. Marriage is not a priority.' 

FI 5 :  "He doesn't like me watching too much TV because of all the 
exposure." 

Some girls stated that they did not experience much conflicts with their parents 

because certain issues were never discussed with them. 



. . 
Attitudes Towards the Gender Bias or Double StaDdard ~ t h l n  the Mud 

The differential expectations and constrictions on the behaviour of men and women 

in Islamic societies are quite different for sons and daughters. According to Saldanha (1 98 I ) ,  

u-omen in a Pakistani society are thwarted by the authoritarian structure of the institutions 

of family and marriage. This male domination is displayed in the double standards of 
,- 

morality. A female, compared to her male-counterpart , is hedged in by an increasing 

number of taboos as she has to preserve a good reputation and has to be married off with 

honor, Hence, from the very beginning girls have been socialized into the traditional 

feminine role through same-sex modeling with their mothers in the home and through the 

encouragement of specific codes of dress and demeanor outside of the home 

"...outside social contact is discouraged, Generally, their only independent 
activity outside the house is going to school, though some families allow 
controlled outings like lessons and other organized education-related 
activities. The remaining time is spent at home studying or participating 
in home-related activity or in outings with the family, such as shopping and 
visiting. Parents will make the effort to drive them to each other's home" 
(Qureshi, 1991 : 193). 

Upon migration to North America attitudes, of both Muslim parents and children, 

regarding the expectations for male or female social behaviour becomes questionable 

because the new environment emphasizes equality of sex roles rather than inequality. 

Despite the stress on equality in North American societies there are still, according to 

Cainkar (1 99 I) ,  significant pressures on women to reflect the religiosity and moral status of 

the Muslim fmily. 

'...it was a period of conflict, for some a period of anger and the wish to 
rebel ... these Muslim girls found out that they had to bear the burden of 
maintaining the family's honor. Life outside the home became restricted 
to attendance at school. Extracurricular activities, school clubs and sports 
events, dances and dating were forbidden. Many parents forced their 
daughters to sever their close friendships with American girls because 
Americans were considered a bad influence" (Cainkar, 199 1 : 288). 

The Palestinian girls in this study were not content with these restrictions as their social 

support system outside the home was not stabIe and they were not satisfied with the answers 

they would receive when they questioned their restrictions. As two girls stated: 



Girl 1: 'When I was in highschool I couldn't do anything. No extra- 
curricular activities ... and [ was a straight A student. I couldn't even have 
American Friends. Why? I was told that this was because I was an Arab." 

Girl 2: "If I wanted to do anything afier school, my brother had to go with 
me. My parents said this was the Moslem way." 

Many activities are denied to Muslim women because of their sex (Saldanha, 198 1). 

The present study, for the majority of females in groups A and B, also illustrated a 

patterns of gender asymmetry not only within the Pakistani family, but even from influences 

stemming from outside the home. .Most of the Pakistani females perceived this gender 

inequality within the family and society as being unfair. 

Some females blamed parents for these restrictions. 

F8: "It gets me upset when I am told not to do something and my brother 
can do it." 

F 10: 'My brother can go out, watch movies in theaters and my parents do 
not care, but I aIways need permission or someone to go with me." 

F I 1 : "Anfling I want to do becomes an issue. My parents don't let me go 
out at night or sleep over. They are so scared for me and want to protect 
me." 

F IS:  '.,.Even with my brother my parents are so different in giving him 
freedom. Unlike me who always h a s  to get permission to get out of 
parental boundaries!" 

Four girls felt their sex alone restricted them. 

F2: 'You are pressured because, being a girl, you can't do everything you 
want to do. It's more of a right or wrong thing." 

F12: ' I think being a woman makes me an automatic target for fiiends, 
family, and society to restrict me. The answer for not being able to do 
something is always ... because you're a girl.' 

F15: 'Being a girl is an automatic marker for me being controlled. I have 
been deprived of doing many things socially. My brother already has more 
freedom than I ever did at his age." 

F 19: "The female in our culture is controlled and protected fiom the public 
sphere, the hijab (veil) is an example or symbol of such control." 



Some perceived the 'Muslim' label to restrict them. 

F4: "Being a Muslim did because everybody was socially involved except 
me and I had a tough time dealing with that." 

F9: "Being a Muslim woman restricts me even more because there are so 
many things one must follow that it becomes difficult." 

Others blznied society and/or the Pakistani community's bad] habit to gossip for keeping 

them sheltered. 

F6: "...they gossip so I avoid going out ... word travels faster than CNN 
headline news to my parents." 

F7: "The Pakistani community's narrow-mindedness makes it this way. 
They love to gossip and make innocent gestures so deliberate. So, my 
parents don't want people talking bad about me and don't let me go out," 

F 18: 'I do wony about the Pakistani community because I don't want them 
to gossip about me!" 

F20: "Because, oh my god, who might see me at the movies or who might 
see me having the Big Mac. I think it is because of our culture's habit to 
gossip and point fingers and meddle in other people's business that makes 
us women restricted! * 

Two females (F2 and FS) felt the hijab (veil) socially restricted them. 

FS: "People expect more from me because I cover ... they think I'm God. 

Few females in the sample did not feel restricted at all. 

F14: "My family never cared about other people. Their theory was that 
these are my girls and I will raise them how I want to. My mom feels that 
society can go to the dogs!" 

F17: "My mother didn't raise me with restrictions and felt I shouldn't shy 
away fiom anything and act on my impulses. May be because I am the 
only child it is this way." 

Some Muslim parents in this research were a bit more accommodating to their daughters 

social freedom and used techniques, like the curfew, to keep them within eastern limits. 

These parents also made sure to have some knowledge of their friends and whereabouts. 

F 1 : "I am expected to be home early and they tend to want to know about 
my whereabouts and the company that I intend to keep when I'm 
sociaIizing." 



F8: 'If I don't make it on time for my curfew I have a very hard time at 
home, whereas my brother gets awa!. with it.* 

F9: 'They won't let me go anywhere until they know the family and they 
prefer daytime visits. They want me home by 9pm.' 

F 13: "They do let me do stuff now, but my mother still gets panicky about 
me leaving the house." 

In order to produce a patriarchal social structure strict female acceptance and adherence to 

the rules of the game are necessary. With female non-compliance the system is viewed to be 

threatened (Cainkar, 1991). There was strons opposition to the restrictions placed on 

Pakistani girls and many females voiced their concerns for gender symmetry or equalitj-. 

F 1 0: "Girls and guys should be treated equally.' 

F I 1 : "We should have the same privileges that men do." 

F 12: "To restrict people fiom any t)pe of ffeedom in Canada is not right.' 

F 1 8: "I don't think this difference of genders should exist nowadays." 

F 1 9: "But I think everyone in the 90's should be treated equally.' 

Few females suggested parents to reduce their restrictions and change the rules. 

F 1 2: "If you live here you should go by the rules here and if you cannot do 
that then don't bother coming and making it hell for future generations!" 

F13: "If your parents put too many restrictions on a person they will rebel 
and if you give that same person a choice then they won't. That's human 
nature." 

Many girls in both groups A and B viewed women to be easily put into unwanted 

situations, like arranged marriages. 

F2: 'Daughters or girls from the very beginning are taught not to speak out 
so it becomes a part of their behaviour.' 

F4: 'If women are not exposed to the outside world too much and 
financially dependent they tend to get married off like that. I think for that 
same reason my mother had an arranged marriage." 

F6: "They aren't taught to speak up and plus the whole burden of family 
honor is on the girl." 



F 17: "They aren't taught to speak out from the beginning and learn to be 
controlled not just by parents but with other people in other relationships 
too." 

This study clearly indicated that gender-based differences within the family and 

outside of the family were not unique to only Islamic societies in the East or Palestinian- 

American girls but were also common in the Pakistani family and society living in North 

America as well. 

"...an asymmetry in the cultural evaluations of male and female, in the 
importance assigned to women and men. appears to be universaln 
(Rosaldo, 1974: 19). 

I t  was obvious that most males within the Pakistani family and society had more leeway to 

operate within and outside of the traditional system, whereas females were expected to stay 

mithin certain boundaries or limitations (Cainkar, 199 1 ). This research also demonstrated 

how young Pakistani women are demanding a change in sex role attitudes from parents. 

Despite their persistence, Pakistani parents were still perceived to be reluctant to give their 

daughter's the freedom they desired by setting certain limitations, like the curfew, to their 

social freedom. 

Farnilv Honor 

The hesitation of Muslim parents to give females the desired amount of fieedom 

originates to the great distinction between the east and west value orientations (Barakat, 

1990) and the double standards of sexual morality found in Islamic societies (Shapurian & 

Hojat, 1985). Muslim societies are labeled as shame-oriented ones, whereas western societies 

are gui It-oriented (Barakat, 1990). 

"Conformity brings honor and social prestige ... failure to conform, however, 
brings shame" (Barakat, 1990). 

According to Kressel (1981) and Wikan (1984) the word 'shame' functions to discipline 

children by setting boundaries. In Islamic societies, the behaviour and social activities of a 

female are closely guarded and controlled, as the code of honor and shame was, and often 

still, rests in the purity of girls and women (Keddie,1990). This control symbolizes family 



honor which helps generate a reputation which meets the standards of the traditional 'virgin' 

woman (Abu-Laban, 1974). 

*...and shame lay in any possible aspersions being cast on that purity. 
Purity meant not only virginity for girls and fidelity for wives, but also the 
impossibility that anyone should think or  say that virginity or fidelity stood 
in doubt" (Keddie, 1990: 89). 

In comparison to Western societies. marriage in Islam is still virtually the onIy path 

to sexual relations (Shapurian & Hojat, 1985). Even though, today, other strategies are being 

used to cope with the sexually restrictive hluslim culture. As one female in the present study 

mentioned: 

F 12: "They masturbate and told me all about it ... they said the internet had 
many sites on this." 

In Islam maintenance of virginity until the wedding night is a critical factor, especially for 

Lvomen. Noncompliance to this fact may result in death by, most often, male family 

members @odd, 1973). Those women who are not able to maintain this Islamic norm find 

themselves in serious difficulties like, loneliness, social isolation, depression, suicidal 

feelings, identity problems, and serious conflicts with parents (Bekker, 1996). The following 

excerpt is written by a young non-virgin Muslim woman to a Dutch gynaecologist. This 

letter reflects her anxieties and the importance of maintaining chastity: 

"...As I wrote before, my giving in marriage has already been arranged by 
my strongly religious parents, and they are very busy preparing ... It has 
become absolutely impossible for me to contact you by telephone about 
this. More than ever before, I feel distressed, anxious and desperate about 
getting cast out or killed. My days seem to be so short .... Please help me! 
The surgery of  my hymen has to take place now ... when can I undergo the 
secret surgery and who will be the surgeon? ..." (Bekker et al., 1 996). 

Muslim families living in a western society are positioned between two cultural 

extremes which portray different ideas concerning sexuality. On one side there is a 

traditional culture which prescribes maintenance of virginity or family honor and on the 

other side there is a more permissive culture that allows for sexual exploration and 

be haviours before marriage (S hapurian & Hojat, 1 985), hence restrictions are placed because 



North American societies' legal system, specifically Canada, according to Yousif (1 994) 

lacks the penalty for such activities. For instance the Islamic shar i  a (laws) considers sex 

outside of marriage or zena (adultery and fornication) as forbidden. This contradiction 

between Canadian laws and Islamic laws creates ambivalence in perceptions for the younger 

generation of Muslims (Yousif, 1994). 
, 

As females in this thesis stated: 

F3: "There is a pressure to maintain fmily honor and keep the farn ily pure 
of anything bad. In this culture that is very hard to do. My parents are 
quite stressed in having a daughter here because there are many cases of 
Muslim girls running away from home. They worry about me getting 
involved with the wrong type of people." 

Cross-cultural studies, with groups from western and eastern hemispheres, have also 

indicated that with continuous exposure and contact with the world of  the west, especially 

among those individuals who are educated and of a higher social class, changes in premarital 

attitudes have been found (Shapurian & Hojat, 1985). 

All Pakistani parents in this thesis, except for one family (F14), were perceived to 

strongly value family honor. 

F4: "My parents took us all back-home to get us married when were in that 
phase so no mis-happenings would occur." 

F7: "They always tetl us  not to do anything that would cause 
embarrassment or bring shame to the family." 

Fl 1: "It is 1 10% important for my parents." 

F17: '...it effects the whole family and not just the immediate." 

F 14's parents held graduate degrees and belonged to the upper class. This may, as mentioned 

in the study by Shapurian & Hojat (1985), be a contributing factor to their parents' non- 

traditional outlook towards family honor. 

The majority of group A and B females in this research conformed to abstinence from 

premarital relations for religious, moral, societal and parental reasons. Some felt this was a 

learned behaviour or attitude (F 1 7 and F 1 9). 



F 1 : "bfy religious, cultural, and moral vaf ues would never allow me to do 
that or even come close to that. Not only because it causes so many 
problems but because it's something intended to be with one person." 

F3: 'The burden of  family honor lies on my shoulders and if I ever do 
anything bad then everyone in my famity will be very angry with me! To  
me virginity means a lot and it should be kept till the night of." 

. 
F6: "1 would not d o  it." 

F9: '...it is religiously wrong ..." 

FIZ: 'I plan to keep it till 1 many the one I love ..." 

F 17: "Don't have sex before marriage has  been stereoeped into my mind." 

F19: "My parents control that aspect of  my life. If  they were out of  the 
picture and there was no parental pressure I might consider it." 

F4, F 1 1 ,  F 14, and F20 were the only ones who did not perceive maintenance of 

virginity as being that important and would be willing to have sex before marriage. 

F4: 'Being a virgin is not that important for me because I'm 27 now and 
the guy I get tied up with will be older than me and there is no way in hell 
that he has had no interaction with any female, irrespective of where he is 
coming from. I don't see why I should be concerned about maintaining it 
kvhen he isn't." 

F 1 I : "For me it isn't important." 

F14: 'I would engage in premarital sex with my  husband to be. You see 
sex e v e ~ w h e r e  and it is dumb for people to deny it. 

F20: 'Cross your fingers that is who you will be with." 

Every female in the sample had knowledge of what their parents' expectations and 

demands regarding their sexual or promiscuous behaviour was. The majority of Pakistani 

girls in this thesis were well informed of  the consequences of not maintaining honor o f  the 

family. 

F5: 'The consequences are too deadly. They'd probably bum me 
alive ... when I told them I was in love my Dad went on and on about his 
self-respect in society." 

F6: "...plus my  parents would kill me!" 



F8: 'If anything of that sort happens then no more school, I stay at  home 
and work at  Wal-mart. They won't kill me but taking me out o f  the 
university is a way of  killing me because my social network will be cut 
off." 

F9: 'The consequences would k deadly!" 

F I 1: "If my parents knew about all yhat I told you they'd kill me  and him 
both without even thinking twice about it." 

F l t :  "It has to be maintained or  else I'm in shit!" 

F 19: "It is a life and death situation. They would disown me ..." 

Fifty per cent of the females would report having feelings of guilt or remorse if they did not 

adhere to the strict sexual taboos which Islam and parents preached. 

F3: "But I myself would feel guilty if I engaged in anything against their 
wishes." 

F8: "If I were to betray his trust with family honor I would feel very 
guilty." 

F 10: '...I would fee very guilty about it ..." 

Fl3: "My parents have made sure to instill certain cultural mores and 
values into me that even when i do something wrong I feel guilty, 
something I wouldn't feel if I was not Islamically cultured." 

F19: '...and I probably wouldn't have the guts to ever face them!" 

F20: 'I've done a lot of things that technicatly a Muslim girl shouldn't d o  
and do feel guilty at times. 

Some females spoke in opposition of the double standard with regards to family honor. 

F12: '...when the girl does anything it becomes such a big deal and that is 
unfair and I will never agree with the double standard our culture portrays!" 

F IS: T h e  way society reacts differently to the same situation according to 
gender is so sexist and I don't agree with that at  all!" 

F 19: 'Guys should not have life so easy and be able to walk away freely 
from anything. If parents start treating men and women equally then I 
think more guys will become aware of what Muslim girls go through and 
you can only understand someone if you yourself go through the same 



thing!" 

F20: "A lot of times guys' behaviours are excused or overlooked. For 
esample if a guy and girl have sex and the girl gets pregnant. it's the girl's 
fault. At least that's what happened over here." 

Many girls perceived their marriages to be arranged or declared arranged by their 

parents because it \~ouId confirm the preservation of family honor to society. 

According to Korson (1 969: 1 55): 

"A love marriage is viewed as a gross misstep by the couples and is 
considered almost as an immoral act." 

Dodd (1973) also stated how the love match pattern was less valued as it caused doubt in 

the minds of others. 

F3: '...it lets society and relatives know the girl was free of any wrong 
doings(s) or of any bad western influences. It gives people less of a chance 
to point fingers towards you." 

F5: "...if I were to have a love marriage they would not declare it as one." 

F8: "...if I did have a love marriage they would say it is arranged because 
they worry about society too much." 

F 15: "...I don't think they'd like people to know I had a love marriage, even 
if I did they would say it is partially arranged to protect me." 

F18: "...they worry about society so much ... all they worry about is how 
their family or friends would react to a situation." 

F 19: They see being in love before marriage makes me an easy candidate 
for the community.' 

As seen, the trend towards traditional attitudes towards family honor, with few 

exceptions, has continued in the Pakistani family and community. However, the definition 

of family honor has changed with time in that historically (Keddie, 1990) it looked at other 

things along with maintenance of virginity, bct now second-generation Pakistani females 

perceived honor of the family only in terms of the sexual act by itself. Things like social 

interaction with men, dating, and coping strategies, like masturbation, did not effect family 

honor. Parents, however, still thought of other things, Like dating and interaction with men 



to effect family honor and hence were hesitant about their daughters engaging in such 

activities. Through continuous exposure and interaction with western society second- 

generation Pakistani females have learned to broaden traditional definitions. 

Attitudes Towards Dating: and Interaction with Males 

Muslim parents' attitudes toward boy-girl interactions are in stark contrast to the 

dominant patterns of western society as dating and courtship were traditionaily 

non-existent ( Abu-Laban, 1974) in Islamic societies. 

"...close encounters between unrelated and especially unmarried males and 
females are not permissible in Islam ..." (Ba-Yunus, 199 1 : 23 7). 

In traditional Pakistani or Muslim families, where marriage arrangements were and are 

controlled by the elders, courtship and dating normally did not exist. Studies have shown 

that South Asian immigrants rarely permit teenagers and young adults, especially females, 

to date. Even dating someone from the same ethnic background is prohibited in most 

families (Brah, 1978; BalIard, 1978; Wakil, Siddique, & Wakil, 1 98 I ; Gibson, 1988). 

However, the exposure of the younger generation to the contrasting North American value 

system has generated mixed feelings and tensions for young Pakistanis on these matters 

(-4bu-Laban, 1974, Hanassab & Tidwell, 1989). Wakil, Siddique, & Wakil(198 1) found 

that the real pressures observed between Muslim parents and children were more evident in 

sensitive areas, like dating and marriage. Extensive contact with the opposite sex and 

emphasis towards individual kedom in life-time choices in North America creates a culture 

clash in thoughts between Muslim parents and their children (Abu-Laban, 1974). 

In the present study the majority of Pakistani parents were perceived to be upset if 

they learned their daughters were openly or hiddenly dating. Parental approval on this factor 

was slim, as seen in the studies by Barclay (1969), Wassef (1 977), Brah (1 978), Golesorkhi 

( 1 983), and Yousif ( 1994). Also, this study demonstrated how parental thinking was viewed 

to be stereotypical by their daughters. 

FS: "They see me liking someone as offensive and disrespectfbl." 

F9: "My parents would be upset if I date a nobody." 



F 12: 'They think all of us go out and have sex. To be social with guys in 
our culture is very stereo~ped! We need a little open-mindedness!" 

F 13: 'They would automatically assume I had sex with him." 

F20: 'My parents, especially my mom don't want me to date because they 
see dating as two people who just want to have sex." 

.As cited in Brah (1978), because Pakistani parents did not approve of such activity the 

majority of females (1 1/20) in the study did not date, even if they saw some merit in the 

process itself. As some girls stated: 

F7: "I don't date now because of course the influence and constant 
reminder that it is w-rong from my parents and as I have grown older it is 
my choice not to too ... I wouldn't want to disappoint them cause [sic] they 
do so much for me." 

If they did it was to fit-in to the way of the west or because they were in love or just to have 

the experience. Out of the nine females that dated three women have kept their relations 

hidden up until today (F4, F11, and F2O) to avoid any heart break with parents. 

F4: 'I dated to be accepted by my non-Muslim friends. I [hiddenly] 
conformed and tried to fit-in ..." 

F 1 1 : 'I wouldn't have to do th is  if my parents were open with me and if 
they didn't get mad." 

F20: "He was a Muslim and if my parents found out about it they would be 
so upset and that's why I kept i t  a secret ... I made a conscious decision not 
to date because it would hurt my parents and plus I've always been told 
dating is haram (forbidden)." 

Two females in the sample (F2 and F5) also wanted to keep their relations hidden but were 

unsuccessful. Her guilt did not let her keep such a secret (F5) or she just got caught in the 

act (F2). FS described the reaction she received when she voluntarily disclosed her dating 

secret to her parents. 

FS: 'I resent telling my parents. They were violent and not understanding 
at all. They worried about society more than my feelings." 

This is probably the reason why Pakistani children may feel uncomfortable in disclosing 

personal details of their life to their parents. 



As seen in Brah ( 1 978) and %a-Y unus ( 1 99 1 ), the Pakistani females in the sample who 

did not date now intended to date their future mate. 

F9: "If I do date it will be my fiance 

F15: "Dating in my terms is a way o f  gaining knowledge about him." 

F IS: 'Dating the man you intend to many  is okay." 

F3 and F 10, the youngest of the bunch, were the only females who did not have any desire 

to date. it was quite evident that their attitudes were a mere reflection of what their parents' 

preached. 

F3: "First of all my parents are totaily against dating and it is totally against 
their will and my religion too and plus I don't see the point.' 

F 10: "Dating is dumb!" 

The two females (F 14 and F 17) whose parents did not have a problem with them dating was 

because in the former, the parents were assimilated into the western culture quite a bit and 

in the latter, the person she had been dating met parental criteria and she was engaged to be 

married. If these two factors were not present, even she (F17) had her doubts of parental 

approval. 

F 17: "My parents weren't upset with him but with any guy I can't say if 
they would be." 

Attitudes towards dating consisted of mixed feelings and pressures. There was not a 

consensus for Pakistani females to just go out and date anyone. A lot of planning and 

sometimes secrecy was involved. Here, IsIarnic cultural factors, like family honor, come into 

play. Parental approval and feelings became a concern for most of these Pakistani girls. 

Thus, most girls just took the easy way out and did not bother to engage in stressful 

activities, Like dating or premarital sex, that would affect the code of modesty. However, 

even though most Pakistani females expressed a desire to date and interact with their future 

mate they were still hesitant about the actual involvement in dating as most Pakistani girls 

did not feel their parents to agree or be comfortable about the dating process in general. 

Most girls perceived their parents to be upset with them if they learned that their daughters 



were dating. As far as interaction, not dating. with the opposite sex was concerned many 

Pakistani females felt it was necessary to have interaction, both social and emotional. with 

their h t u r e  mate prior to marriage. The social aspect could take place alone or in a group 

setting. 

F5: '...it is important to have interaction with your prospective mate for 
sure because you have to live with them your whole life. .- 

F7: "I need to know him through social interaction." 

F9: '...with a hture mate it is good because it gives you a chance to 
discover new things about each other." 

F 17: "...through social interaction you can get to know him." 

F20: "First meet with parents and then meet alone so you can talk and 
discuss things and see if you are along the same wavelength." 

Some also thought that confining interaction to just a prospective mate was not wise 

and that social interaction with other men at all levels was advantageous to women and 

should occur. One girl (F6) also contributed her mother's indecisiveness in her marriage to 

her lack of interaction with men. 

F6: 'If a girl doesn't engage in interaction then they won't gain confidence 
in themselves. Interacting with men lets you know how men think.' 

F9: 'It is a learning process cause [&I it gives you a comparison point ..." 

F 14: "Girls should go out and meet guys and interact with them alone and 
in group settings because it helps the girl know what she wants, who she is, 
and helps her social skills and it also teaches her how to act in a male- 
dominated society, which we are in today. It helps her be proper and 
confident." 

F 18: 'Through interacting with men women learn more about the male 
species and can better assess them and themselves and it also makes you 
more comfortable with men in general." 

Only two females (F3 and F10) perceived social interaction in a group setting with 

one's mate as being permissible only after a solid commitment was in place. 

Most of the girls, except two (FI 1 and F 14) felt physical and emotional interaction 



with their prospective mate should not take place and if it does it should in private. 

F 18: 'The social aspect can be in h n t  of people but the emotional and 
physical aspect should be kept private." 

Most of the Pakistani girls felt that if there is any physical interaction it should, at the most, 

on1 y consist of things like holding hands. a peck on the cheek, hugging, and a tittle kissing. 
, 

no thing more. 

The majority of Pakistani parents were perceived to be more comfortable with their 

daughters engaging in social interaction with any man or with one's firture mate and were 

seen as being more reluctant and conservative in thought with regards to physical and 

emotional interaction. Pakistani parents seemed more accepting to such interaction when a 

serious commitment of some son was established. Even when a commitment was in tact, 

social interaction was the more parentally approved version of [chaperoned] interaction. 

This attitude probably originates to the traditional attitudes of male-female relations found 

in Islamic societies. Before even social interaction was not allowed between the two sexes 

and people would only meet after the fact, marriage. Pakistani parents are trying very hard 

to give their daughters the freedom they want but are perceived to be doing so in doses of 

eastern limitations. 

Attitude Towards Romantic Love and Arranged M& 

Marriage was and is still a highly valued institution in Pakistani families. The 

traditional system of mate selection in Pakistan has been an arranged marriage (Korson, 

1 969). Here, the choice of the spouse is not left to the whims of individual decision or 

romantic love, but instead the decision made is by parents or elders within the family (Lee 

& Stone, 1980). Upon migration of Pakistani families to North America, this traditional 

pattern of mate selection undergoes some degree of change (Wakil, Siddique, & Wakil, 

1 98 1 ; Siddique, 1 983 ; Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 1 990). In North America, Muslim parents 

and children are confronted with the exact opposite extreme of what is learned in the 

Pakistani culture. As one female stated: 



F12: "Both cultures to me emphasize the exact opposite things which 
creates a rifi in my  thinking patterns." 

Through social interaction with the western culture. people. and society. Pakistani Musiims, 

spscitically the second generation, are exposed to new ideas. symbols. and meanings with 

regards to love and marriage. In individualistic cultures of the west marriage ideology 

emphasizes independence, fieedom of choice. e&litarianism, youth culture. one's personal 

~vishes. and romantic love. In other words it suggests that marriage should be based on love 

(Kurian. 1979; Dion & Dion, 1996). This modem ideology places the collscti~-istic Pakistani 

family under attack and causes a difference of opinion between Pakistani parents and their 

children. The literature clearly suggests that in the midst of westernization the traditional 

definition of situation pertaining to arranged marriages is being challenged by the younger 

generation of Muslims (Brah, 1978; Wakil. Siddique, WakiI, 198 1; Kurian & Ghosh. 1983; 

Siddique, 1983; Vaidyanathan & Naidoo, 1990). These youngsters are placing more of an 

emphasis on western values like love before marriage (Ballard, 1978; Wakii. Siddique, & 

Wakil, 198 1 ; Dion & Dion, 1996). 

In fact, the majority of Pakistani females, which fell into group A, in the present study, 

also felt love to be a necessary precondition to marriage. These second generations did not 

view love as a taboo to family honor (Dodd. 1973) or "a disruptive element in upsetting the 

firmly established ties in the family, a transference of loyalty from the family of orientation 

to a person, and a loss of allegiance ... leaving the family and kin group ... for personal goalsn 

(Gupta 1976: 78). 

F2: 'The marriage becomes fascinating and you value the person more if 
the emotional component of love comes first." 

F6: 'I think love is a taste of life. Its a passion which everyone should 
experience even if they get hurt." 

F 1 1 : 'Love lets you assess if you can spend the rest of your life with this 
man." 

F 12: '...I don't see how you can marry someone you don't love. I know my 
parents' marriage was like that ... true love and learning to love are two 
different things ..." 



F 13: "Be friends and then love and other things follow." 

F15: "Marriage shouldn't begin with marriage and end in love. it should 
begin with love and end in marriage." 

F20: "I think love is good." 

These females also perceived their parents to hold different definitions with regards to 

romantic love and felt their parents would not be able to understand the emotion of love. 

F5: "They've never been exposed to love and plus they had an arranged 
marriage and they see that as being the right way." 

F8: "In Pakistan love depends on things like honoring your husband. 
respecting him, listening to him and obeying him. then if the woman does 
all that he'll love her and buy her stuff. I don't see that as love. Being 
espressive about your feelings is love to me." 

F9: "My parents had an arranged marriage so love to them may be foreign." 

F 1 1 : "I don't think they understand what love is, they only understand the 
other family love." 

F18: 'They understand family love but not love-love because in our 
farnil ies there are a lot of arranged marriages, It's hard to hlIy understand 
something if you haven't been through it yourself." 

Two Pakistani females whose parents had love marriages themselves were perceived to be 

more lenient and understanding about the love factor in a marriage. 

FI 5: "I think my life is easier compared to other girls because my parents 
had a love marriage and that makes it easier for me, but harder for them." 

F 17: "My parents would agree with my definition of love because I have 
seen it in my family throughout the generations. I think parental 
definitions of marriage depend on how you parents were married and that 
makes a big difference when it is their children's turn." 

Pakistani females in group B did not hoid western aspirations towards romantic love. 

They either spoke of love negatively (F 1 O), felt that love was not necessary prior to marriage 

(F3), or felt it was a nonexistent component which was overridden by other factors (F 1 and 

F4)' like a shared understanding and respect for each other. As one girt stated: 



F3: "You can love a stranger. My parents were strangers and they love each 
other." 

Although, traditionally. love was not considered a major factor in Pakistani families 

it is quits evident that it was being strongly valued by young Pakistani females living in 

North America. This modification in attitudes was suggestive of Pakistani girls moving 

ton-ards greater individualism rather than collectivism. According to Dion & Dion ( 1996) 

this ideology focuses on personal hlfillrnent and personal wishes, something which is 

contradictory to the Pakistani family belief system as they do not value the more 

individualistic approach to male-female relationships. dating. free association with males. 

and love in general. This ideology becomes a basis for conflict for Pakistani parents as they 

have been socialized with a collectivistic attitude which stresses respect, tolerance, 

obligation. duty, sacrifice, and compromise (Filteau, 1980). 

With regards to preference of mate-selection, arranged versus love, the majority of 

females, as seen in Table 1, had a preference towards the self-choice system of marriage 

Go int-venture). Corroborating evidence is offered by Ballard 1978; Brah 1978; Wakil, 

Siddique. Wakil, 1981; Kurian & Ghosh, 1983; Siddique 1983; Kurian, 1986; and 

Vaidyanathan & Naidoo. 1990. These findings are in contrast to Korson (1969) as the 

majority of Muslim women viewed 'a love marriage as a gross misstep by the couples and 

is considered an immoral act." Also these Muslim women also felt it was unnecessary to 

meet one's hture mate prior to marriage. 

F2: "...if I marry I want it to be for life and not end in divorce. That is why 
it is important for me to know and love him." 

F5: "I think I'm old and mature enough to make my own decisions. I want 
to be actively involved in the marriage process." 

€6: "...everything in this culture gave me confidence. Here, we've always 
been asked to evaluate our choices and decisions in terms of education and 
work,..we just cannot silently accept someone else's decision for us." 

F7: "I don't believe in arranged marriages cause [&I I truly believe you 
need to know the guy first ... it is not g d  enough that only my parents 
know him." 



F8: 'It sucks because it is unfair to women. With a love marriage you're 
more comfortable with the man and plus it is easier to have sex with them. 
Arranged marriages are meeting of the families not individuals." 

FI I : 'I think arranged marriages stink. It is unfair that the girl and guy 
don't get a chance to filly meet and understand each other. Girls should 
be allowed to date in the real sense of the term." 

F 13: "I don't like arranged marriages because it doesn't give you the 
opportunity to know him or his bad sides." 

F 14: "I think these traditions should be lefi back home and not come with 
your luggage." 

F 15: "I trust my parents too. but not to the extent I trust myself." 

F17: "I think of old mothers and fathers who don't care about their 
children's feelings or thoughts." 

F 1 8: 'It's scary and very strange to become so intimate with someone you 
don't even know properly." 

F 19: 'I don't agree with the idea of  sticking strangers together. Marriages 
shouldn't be surprise packages. You should know who and what you are 
committing to." 

F20: 'I do want to be so involved because it is m y  life and I'll have to live 
with whoever not my parents!" 

Only four Pakistani females who had a lot of codidence and trust in parental 

decisions, listed in group B (see Table 2), spoke in favour of arranged marriages (planned), 

as seen in Korson (1  969). However, even though F 1 and F4 agreed to marry someone of 

their parents' choice, they still, unlike the Muslim women in Korson (1 969), wanted to meet 

or interact with their future mate to see if he would be compatible with them. 

F I : 'It doesn't matter to me 1 think it can be done both ways." 

F3: 'I like it, it is fine because that way parents are happy and the girI in 
most cases is happy too, Girls are you and naive and they can pick the 
wrong man. Parents most of the time make the right decisions for their 
kids." 

F4: 'I think it is an excellent way of getting married because your parents 
do all the work for you and they are happy with their contribution to your 



life. They know what is best for me. They have not failed me yet so how 
can I doubt their choice." 

FIO: "I trust my mom and dad's judgement and opinion, they will know 
whose right for me. I would do nothing to hurt them and will marry the 
EU? they choose for me." 
C 

.Although most of girls \-ere expressing their preference of marriage in terms of more 

u.estern values. like tieedom of choice and love, parents were not. Pakistani parents' 

definition of the situation towards mate-selection was not perceived to be cornpIetely 

~vestemized. A lot of Pakistani parents were seen. by group A, to prefer Qureshi's 

delegated method of mate-selection or for those parents tvho were a bit more liberated in 

their thoughts, a combination of the delegated and joint-venture method worked. Certain 

factors. like family honor, gossip-provoking situations. and society, were thought to play a 

role in theses Pakistani parents' adherence to the delegated method of marriage. 

F2: 'It gives a sense of an arranged marriage, but still gives enough 
freedom to the individuals that my parents would agree with it." 

F5: "...but the delegated way I have a say too and they are arranging it. 
Less fingers are pointed." 

F6: "The delegated on is good for parents because it doesn't give the girl 
too much interaction with." 

F 12: "...they would prefer the delegated version." 

F13: "It seems to be the safest and cleanest route to go and it would keep 
society's mouth shut too." 

F 18: 'The delegated seems to be a compromise between kids and parents 
and seems to be the cleanest way to go." 

F 19: 'It seems safe. Parents are actively involved in the decision and it 
isn't a total love deal." 

None of the girls in group A felt their parents would pick Qureshi's planned method of 

marriage. As one girl stated: 

F5: "The planned one is too old fashioned and they know they can't do 
that ..." 



Those few parents who were perceived to be inclined towards the totally planned (F 1. F3. 

F4. and F 10) or joint-venture methods (F 14 and F 17) of mate-selection were in agreement 

uith their children's definition of marriage. 

F I : 'If a family appeals to them they usually meet them first. If they really 
like them and think there is something there to build on and they like the 
guy then they involve me." 

F 10: " M y  parents will go by pictures and third parties. and will arrange the 
whole things. I would only be allowed to meet him once and that too in 
front of others. My parents would not trust him alone ~ i t h  me." 

,4 New Definition of the Situation: Redefining Arranged %farria= 

With regards to maintaining, modifying, or replacing the arranged marriage system, 

the majority of Pakistani girls in group A spoke in terms of either modifying or replacing the 

arranged marriage system. They spoke of modifLing it to a version to one which permitted 

more fieedom of choice in selection and also to one that allowed more interaction between 

the two individuals involved, rather than the families. 

F2: "I would change it so that there is more openness, honesty, and active 
participation with the people getting married. And also let the meet on a 
one to one basis with no parentaI objection." 

F5: "Girls should have the right to say yes or no without feeling guilty 
about their decision and they should be allowed to actively participate." 

F7: "I would make the system more children oriented than anything. I 
would want the couple involved more in the process rather than the 
families or parents because I think Pakistani kids of today are capable of 
making and assessing their own decisions." 

F8: "Parents should introduce their children to who they like but children 
should then be allowed to interact with that person on various levels." 

F I 1 : "...by getting rid of the entire system we girls can explore that aspect 
of our life independent of our parents' interference." 

F 1 3: "...modifying it to a 1990's definition which would include parents and 
children but would incorporate a lot more interaction and arrangement 
between the two involved rather than the families." 



F 14: "It should be more of a dating game, going out together and getting to 
know each other at a more personal level." 

F15: "I would do it so it is partially arranged. A balance between love and 
arranged. So you can fall in love and h o w  the person. but make parents 
make the arrangements of talking with the family. Parents should approve 
the marriage but that's it!" 

/ 

F 19: "Parents would still pick but children would be given more Freedom 
to interact with the guy." 

Only one Pakistani girl (F6) in this entire group spoke of maintaining arranged marriages. 

She felt this system was advantageous to women in that if the marriage was unsuccessful 

girls would be able to fall back on their parents for support. 

The Pakistani females in group B all. but one, felt the system of arranged marriages 

should be maintained. 

F 1 : 'Total arranged marriages (when the girl and the guy hasn't [&J even 
talked before) work out even in this time and age because most parents 
know their children and their wants and desires so they tend to pick 
accordingly." 

F3: "It helps preserve and maintain our culture and Islamic identity. Even 
here they are coming up with things like computer dating and blind 
arrangements. These are modem ideas to the same sorts of traditional 
arranged marriages." 

F10: 'I think your parents who have made decisions for you ail your life 
can make this one too. They love you and only want what is best." 

F4 spoke of modifying this system because of the high number of girls rebelling against it. 

F4: 'They don't like this mechanism or arranged method of marriage. 
Parents should be more constructive in what they want! There focus should 
not be on his wallet, but on personality, character, and mind of the 
individual." 

. - 
Reasons for F- In An m e d  M- 

Parental obligation, lack of suitable marriage partner, and exceptional circumstances 

(i.e., parental illness) were, in that order, the most popular reasons for group A females to 

engage in an ananged marriage. Despite group A's strong inclination towards the western 

ideology of marriage, some (6) Pakistani females in the sample did speak of a conditional 



acceptance to the system. as seen in Brah (1978), whereas, the rest outright rejected the 

system. 

F2: "I am a peace-loving person and I can't rebel. I can adjust and 
accommodate to anyone but I wouldn't want to see myself in that 
situation." 

F5: "It will be okay as long 3s I am given time to know him and see him for 
who he is and be allowed to voice my opinion in the end." 

F8: "If I ever end up in an arranged marriage situation then I will need time 
with him to get to know him before the actual wedding night and he should 
be similar to my ideal mate." 

F9: "If my parents find someone before me they would consider it. They 
ivould ask me. but I would only say yes after I got a good chance to get to 
know him better and meet him myself." 

F13: "1 need room to know him before I commit." 

F 19: 'My parents' opinion matters to me and I would do it for them and 
their happiness. I would sacrifice my love for them but would make it 
known to them that I am giving up my choice for theirs!" 

Even here. most of the females based their condition on buying time to know their 

prospective mate. 

For group B females the most popular reason for engaging in an arranged marriage 

Lvas because they truly felt that parents know best. Only one gir1 (F10) claimed that she 

~vould do it for family honor but she also had a lot of faith in her parents' decision. A11 four 

of these Pakistani girls accepted the arranged marriage system without questioning it. 

F 1 : 'I trust them completely .... they know my taste and in fact they are more 
picky about things like height and comptexion ..." 

F3: 'My parents would never make the wrong decision for me and get me 
married to an idiot. I trust their judgement." 

F4: 'I trust them and pleasing my parents is very important ... how can I not 
trust them. For 27 years they've been the catch guard and they've always 
been looking out for my best interests s o  why would they screw me up in 
one of the most important decisions" 



F 1 0: "...I think whatever my parents do is right ... they are more experienced 
and will make the right decision for me." 

Brah ( 1  978) explained four factors which contribute to the discrepancy between the degree 

of ideology or perceptions and what in reality young Asians do (behaviour): 

@Socialization within the home contributes to the development of values which are 
colIsctivistic in nature and take the interests of the family as its main priority over the 
indi\-idual's own personal interests. 

Having a desire to maintain the emotional. social, and psychological support systems 
~vithin the family. Refusing traditional norms of the extended family system may result in 
~ v i  th-dra~vl or such support. 

If a love marriage fails and is unsuccessfid then the individual is responsible and the source 
for blame is placed on them rather than social pressures. However, if the same marriage is 
arranged and fails then the family shares blame and would assist their son or daughter. 

S o u t h  Asians just did not know the mechanics or strategies of finding a prospective mate. 

break in^ the Silence! 

Most of the Pakistani girls were not hesitant in rebelling against parental demands or 

~vishes in terms of marriage. In fact most young South Asians, as stated in a CRC pamphlet 

(Ballard, 1978), felt that 'more and more young people mi11 rebel against arranged 

marriages'. However, Ballard (1978) also noted that a similar amount of South Asian youth 

asserted that 'arranged marriages work very well in the Asian community, and should be 

continued.' These contradictory findings, at the time, indicated that many adolescents were 

indecisive and had ambivalent feelings towards the issue of marriage and rebelling. In the 

present study this uncertainty diminished as most Pakistani females, in group A, were 

willing to voice their opinions and rebel. Moreover, they went on to say, how besides 

themselves, they perceived other Pakistani girls to be rebelling against they system too. 

These females attributed their confidence level to the North American educational systems, 

economical independence, and the freedom of individual rights both countries had to offer. 

F2: "...they won't and can't force me to marry him!" 

FS: "My generation, growing up here, is learning to let their viewpoints 



across and tell parents what they want. We are bold and not dependent on 
our parents like our mothers were." 

F7: "More girls are speaking their mind because of  the influence from the 
media and friends in this culture. They wilt not be silent about such 
arrangements." 

F9: "Today's generation will not sit back and relax they respect culture and 
tradition but the,, want to move with time and parents should be more 
understanding about it. I f  they are not girls will and are rebelling." 

F 1 I : "...when the rnoulfah (priest) comes and asks at the time of iVikah 
(marriage ceremony) I will say no! I will run away from home. Canada 
gives me that choice ... Being an educated girl and being raised in this pan 
of the world how can you not speak out!" 

F 12: "If am forced I will rebel ... It is not that I don't respect them but i 
strongly feel that this decision is my decision and not theirs. It's a matter 
of principal ... I know many people who because of  restrictions placed on 
them rebelled." 

F 13: "I will not let anyone walk over me." 

F 14: "Our generation wants to have fun and a good time. They do not want 
to be bound by cultural restrictions and limitations!" 

F IS: "...now girls gradually, through education have become liberated and 
I think that has effected their confidence level in speaking out ..." 

F18: 'I would tell them what I feel and why I want to marry him so so 
badly ..." 

F 19: *Girls are becoming aware of their options and are more confident to 
speak up for what they want in Canada.' 

Only those Pakistani females in group A who were confident that the final marriage decision 

would be theirs and respected their parents' decision spoke of not rebelling. 

F9: "I respect them and they must want what is best for me." 

F 14: "There would be no rebelling because they will let me do what I want 
to do." 

F20: "I'm not going to be bullied into anything. They will never force me 
to marry anyone so there would be no rebelling." 



None of the females in group B spoke of rebelhg as they had faith in their parents' 

decisions. Although one female (F3) did state that she was not courageous to rebel. Even 

though this group did not condone rebelling they too viewed more Pakistani girls rebelling 

against the system and their parents. 

F3: 'In Canada it is easier to take a stand against your family, if ~ o u  are 
familiar with the laws and rights, then you can easily have your way." 

Where are these Attitudes Sternmiu from? 

Herbert Blurrier's notion of interaction. as previously cited, was clearly portrayed in 

this thesis. All twenty Pakistani girls in the sample experienced interaction at all levels with 

internal (i-e.. family) and external (i-e., fiends, school, media) socialization agents found 

within western society (Abu-Laban , 1974; Yousif, 1994). However, their interpretations and 

definitions regarding certain matters, discussed above. varied from one girl to the next. Few 

girls kept their ascribed meanings, while others redefined them through what they learned 

during the process of interaction with alternate sources. besides family. They developed new 

individualistic ideas and interpretations towards love and marriage. Routine or traditional 

meanings that were learned were altered and redefined to fit the new culture's situation and 

ideology. 

For instance a iot of Pakistani females belonging to group A attributed their attitudes 

towards socialization agents (i.e.. peers, schooling, Canadian environment, economical 

independence, fieedom of rights, and the media) working outside of the family environment. 

F5: "The social environment teaches us to speak out for our rights, along 
with our education and women in the workforce are more independent and 
powefil  ... we are bold and not dependent on our parents like our mothers 
were." 

F6: 'Today we have things like the media from which girls learn different 
roles." 

F7: 'In Pakistan women are too shy to speak out ... The educational system 
in Canada and the rights you receive makes a difference in how assertive 
you are." 



F 1 I : 'Before I came here 1 didn't know about dating. sex. and love too 
much. Canada enlightened me about these issues ...y ou become very 
limited in what you can do, but I try not to let it bother me..-just till I am 18 
and then 1'11 move out and te able to do what I want because I know what 
my rights are ..." 

F 12: "Through receiving proper education women are more aware of their 
rights and are more confident to  speak out, unlike our mothers, aunts, and 
erandrnothen who were deprived of the educational stream..afier 2 L you 
b 

are free to do  an>thing." 

F 13: "It's around me 23-7 and on every channel they have stuff on love and 
sexuality and marriage. The media is filled with knowledge and has taught 
me these things and alternative ways to go about certain things." 

F14: "What we watch and listen to influences our thinking a lot!" 

F 17: "The TV has brought about a lot of questions but my mom has helped 
get rid of that confusion and shaped those television values properly." 

F 1 8: "...soap operas, movies ... the entire visual aspect depicts love. 
Everywhere you go in Canada love is there it is a way of life ...g i r k  they 
know what their rights in Canada are. There is more legal freedom for 
children here." 

F 19: "Girls are becoming aware of their options and are more confident to 
speak up for what they want in Canada ... over in Pakistan you lead such a 
sheltered life and I had no views about these issue, but now I do." 

The majority of group B females attributed their more realistic attitudes to be shaped 

more by family up-bringing rather than outside influences. 

F 1 : "Just the fact that you observe your parents following the guidelines of 
Islam is more of a hidden pressure because it's a constant reminder of 
what you have to do." 

F3: '...my parents have influenced this decision of  mine ... I have been 
taught to think this way ... I might be answering this way because I am 
totally influenced by my family and religion." 

F10: 'If outside things influence me then 1 would be dating and doing 
wrong things." 

As seen many Pakistani girls also stated that the North American legal system helped 

them to be, as seen in Yousif (l!N4), more confident, assertive, and powerful towards their 



modi fisd definitions. An expression often heard h m  second generation kluslims when their 

nexs-ly formed definitions were challenged or questioned by parents was "I am in a free 

country" (Khattab: 39). This expression was also used by Pakistani girls in this study. 

Most of the Pakistani girls attributed their parents' attitudes, whether positive or 

negative. to the environment (Pakistan) which they were raised and educated in. Other 

Pakistani girls perceived socio-economic status. level of education. and being a Muslim 

played a role in parental attitudes. 

\.ihich Vamaee is Winniw 

The majority of group A and group B Pakistani females perceived both love and 

arranged marriages to be occuning in North America They felt factors like maintenance of 

traditions. religious or cultural values, and education within the Pakistani Muslim parents' 

home played a role in determining the type of mate-selection one adhered to. 

F6: "Parents are very convincing and will make their daughters do what 
they want. We get smushed between two cultures and parents take 
advantage of the by emotionally black-mailing us into their traditional 
ways." 

F13: "If they are traditional Muslims with traditional thoughts then those 
families are having arranged marriages ... it depends on how you think, how 
you were raised, and if you challenge or accept some of the Islamic 
traditions or values." 

F14: 'It is happening more in the traditional homes and plus a lot of girls 
don't get the opportunity to search for a mate on their own and feel they 
have no alternative but to let others pick for them." 

Although the general perception of these girls with regards to marriage in North 

America was half and half between love and arranged, the more personal perceptions did, 

however, show that the love or selfchoice mate selection method of marriage was the winner 

of the battle for second generation Pakistani Muslim females! 



In Their Own Words: Future S ~ s t i 0 n . s  for Muslim Parents and Chi ldrm 

Regardless of what group each Pakistani female belonged to their ad\.ice and 

recommendations to parents and children were genuine. To parents, some Pakistani girls 

suggested for them to understand, listen. be more open and accepting to discuss sensitive 

issues with their children 
, 

F3 : 'Parents should listen and be more open with their children a b u t  issues 
discussed in this intemiew. If parents don't support their children then they 
will go astray and talk to others who might not give the right advice." 

FI 2: 'If children don't feel comfortable in talking with parents then they 
\vill rely on outside sources and that can be dangerous. Parents should 
come to some compromise with their children or else it backfires!" 

F 14: 'Don't get so uptight and listen to your children because if _vou don't 
you may regret it later on." 

F 17: 'If your children are telling you something it must be important!" 

One girl even advised Pakistani parents read this thesis. 

F 12: 'It may give them insight to what their daughter's are going through 
and make them more understanding." 

Other Pakistani girls suggested for Pakistani parents to trust their children and give them 

their space, social fieedom and freedom of choice. 

F2: 'Teach them eveqfiing, but let them choose what and who they want 
and you guide them and voice your concerns." 

F6: 'Don't put your daughters in locks in the dungeon and don't let them 
get so out o f  control, be in between and teach them real Islam." 

F8: 'Parents should give children more freedom to explore their option and 
trust the values inside their children." 

F 12: '...and the most critical issue is one o f  trust. Parents should believe 
their children!" 

F19: 'Pakistani girls in Canada are leading more sheltered lives than in 
Pakistan and we need real life experiences so we can let our minds grow." 

F20: 'Parents need to give their girls more room and options and there 
needs to be mingling. We need to have more social stuff for young adults 



and not stuff where parents are chaperoning! ! !" 

One Pakistani girl stated how Pakistani parents should not come to Canada and if they do 

come when the children are young so that only the positive aspects of the Canadian culture 

are transmitted. 

F4: "If you do come, then as soon as your as your children hit pre-teen 
years go to an Islamically governed country because it becbmes dificult 
for the children. Parents coming from Pakistan don't understand H hat thins 
their children go through and I don't think they would ever be able to 
understand." 

Regarding advice to Pakistani girls many suggested for them to maintain their 

cultural values. identity. and background. 

F5: "Don't lose your culture. you need it for future generations." 

F6: "...and don't forget your identity. Even if you are a Canadian citizen 
you will still be seen as that brown Paki girl and will never be a true 
Canadian." 

F8: 'Sex will not make you fit into this culture so take it easy and be 
yourself." 

F18: "Don't lose your Pakistani identity and respect your parents." 
Some also advised Pakistani girls to be faithful to parents and the culture. 

F6: 'Don't betray your parents trust." 

F9: "Don't do aqth ing  behind their backs because that is a sin in itself.' 

Another also stated for Pakistani children to be more understanding towards their parents' 

attitudes. 

F19: "Parents are looking out for you and children should understand that 
where parents grew up was a different place." 

Finally, some recommended that Pakistani girls be more open and assertive about their 

decisions. 

F 14: "Don't be afraid to do what you want or what you believe in because 
your parents no matter what will love you and accept you anyway you are. 
Your parents are not as not understanding as you think they are, in fact, 
they can be the most understanding!" 



F 17: 'Your silence will not help the situation. If you just nod in agreement 
then you parents will not know that it's an issue for you!" 

SUMMARY OF F ~ Z ~ D ~ N G S  

It  can be seen that second generation Pakistani Muslim females are confronted with 

particular challenges with regards to their identity. relationships, double standard. family .- 
honor. love. and marriage. The Pakistani female living in a western society attempts to 

socialize both internal and external norms she is confronted with. The counter forces which 

are working between parental expectations and one's own personal gratification causes 

mixed feelings and emotions in the younger generation as Pakistani parents. especially 

fathers, are perceived to be more resistant to cultural change. 

The data clearly are suggestive of more change in the betief system for Pakistani 

females as new definitions, meanings, and interpretations of the traditional Muslim family 

norms are being identified and revealed through their attitudes. 

This research focused on the attitudes of young Pakistani women rather than on their 

behaviour. There has been extensive controversy about the relation of attitudes to 

behaviours. Future research should aim to assess actual behaviours of Pakistani women to 

see how valid there attitudes towards certain matters are. Also, future research should 

examine perceptions and behavioufs of  the Pakistani 'male' to compare. 
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Appendu A 
Definition of Terms 

The following definitions are h i s h e d  to provide. as nearly as possible. clear and 
concise meanings of terms which will be used in this research. 

Assimilation is a unidirectional process of change in which immigrants are "absorbedn 
by the host society. This strategy implies that the individual rejects his or her culture and 
seeks to become a member of the new- culture and adapt to the new culture value-system 
( B e q .  1990). 

Beliefs and Attitudes defined using Rokeach's (1975) work is a cognitive system for the 
traditional mating system of arranged marriage found in Islam. Beliefs and attitudes are 
important because they are expected to culminate in be havioural change. Beliefs are 
simple inferences. conscious or unconscious. made by an observer about an underlying 
state of expectancy. One's beliefs affect their attitude. Attitude is a relatively enduring 
organization of beliefs (e-g. toward manged marriages). The attitude has cognitive and 
affective properties since several beliefs interact and reinforce one another. 

Arrawed Marr- is an extreme position of mate selection common in collectivistic 
societies, like Islam. An arranged marriage is defined as an alliance or contractual 
agreement, written or unwritten, between two families rather than two individuals and 
does not require love as a prerequisite for marriage. 

First Generation M u s w  is defined as the parental population of second generation 
Muslims. The term "first generationn refers to Muslim parents who migrated to North 
America from Pakistan. 

Second Generation  mus slim is defined as the offspring of first generation Muslims. 
The term "second generation" refers to Muslim girls who are either born or reared in 
Xorth America (Salem, f 988). For this study only those who are 16-30 years and single 
will be included. 



Appendix B 

Interview Scbedule 

BACKGROUND INFOlLIUT ION 
Age? 
N'cre you born in Canada'America? Are you a Csnadian'Arnerican citizen? 
If not. then how old were you when you left Pakistan? Did you come to North America with your parents? 
Hhy did you migrate to North America? 
At present, where do you live? How long have you been here? 
b'hat is tho highest level of education you have completed up till now? 
Do >ou work an>where? 

ASSI-MILATION 
Religious Assimilation 
Tell me how religious do you consider yourself (liberat'conservative)? 
Is your family religious? Are your parents more religious than you or your siblings 
(if any)? [n what ways ... 
Does jvour family pressure you to be religious? How do you feel about that? 
Cultural Assimilation 
Do you participate in Islamic holidays, customs, activities? 
Being raised in North America do find it difficult to follow the food and drink and other restrictions Islam 
preaches? How do you deal with it? 
Do you find it difficult to follow Islamic laws in North America? 
What language do you speak at home? 
Cultural Identity o r  Between Two Cultures? 
How do you identifj. yourself? (Pakistani, bi-cultural, Muslim, Canadian, Pakistani-Canadian...)? What makes 
>ou identify yourself in those terms? 
Do you see yourself as being caught between nvo cultures or having a dual personality at home and outside 
of the home ...Why or why not? 
How do you preserve Islamic cultural identity? 
How do your parents preserve Islamic cultural identity? 

FAMILIAL STRUCTURE AND/OR PARENTING STYLE 
Parental Background 
Tell me in brief about your parents ... Education, Occupation, How long have they been in North America? Are 
both your parents from Pakistan? Was your parent's rnamage arranged? 
Family Structure 
Tell m e  a bit about your family life ... what is it compromised of? Is it a traditional (patriarchal) family system, 
like the one back home, or more westernized (nuclear family)? What socioeconomic status best represents your 
farn ily? 
In any family discussion or decision at home which parent has more control? 
Parenting Style 
Tell m e  a bit about your mother and father? Are your parents conservative or traditional Muslims? Are your 
parents strict in child 
rearing practices.,..How? Explain. 
In ter-genera tional ConflicVFear 01 Parent(s) 
How wou Id you describe your relationship with your parents? Which parent are you closest to and honest with? 
Which parent are you afiaid of? Why? 



How is your communication with both of them? Can you tak about personal or intimate problems with your 
mother. father, or both? Do they make an attempt to understand your point of view? 
Describe the type of inter-generational conflicts you have with your mother. father, or bo th... Are they ever 
conflicts about love. dating, family honor. maniage? Are you able to express what you feel on these matters? 
Gender Bias within the Family and Society 
Do you t'ssl that being a women restricts your from your 'sociaIw fieedom ... How? Do you think this is fair? 
[f not then why? 
Do >our feel that your parents education and SES or does your educational and economic independence play 
a role in their attitudes? Explain. 
Do you feel that economic $dependence and higher education have affected your attitudes? Explain. 
Do >.ou feel pressured by your parents and society about how to behave? Would it be the same if you were a 
guy? - 
Do they want you to pursue fimher education? Or do they have other plans. like marriage. in mind? 
Stress in Being a Muslim Women in North America 
Do you find it stressful to be a Muslim women in North America ... In what ways? 
Hobv do you deal with these types of stress? 

ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS TOWARDS LOVE A!!D SOCIAL LNTERICTION WITH THE 
OPPOSITE SEX 

Conceptions of Love 
What are your conceptions about love? How do you perceive it? 
Do feel that love should be present before, as seen in North American marriages, the wedding bells ring? Why? 
Would your parents agree with your definition of love? Why o r  why not? 
Dating o r  Interaction with Men 
What are you thoughts about dating, courting? Do you think it is important to have interaction with a 
prospective mate or any man? Why? Under what conditions? 
Have you had any experience with dating? If so do your parents know about it and with whom (nationality. 
religion)? Would they be upset if you had relations with a guy? Does the religion andior nationality of the guy 
make a difference to you or you mother & father? 
if you don't date what are the underlying reasons behind it ... Is it your choice not to or your parents? 
Family Honor and Premarital Relations 
Does your family place an emphasis on family honor or 'id (izxt)? Do they see arranged marriages 
functioning to preserve family honor? 
What importance is placed on maintaining virginity by your parents and by you? 
How do you cope with these (love, dating, premarital sex) issues in North America? 
Agents of Socialization 
How has living in North America influenced your definitions of love, dating, family honor? What socialization 
agents (i-e.. schod, peers, media) have played a major role? 

ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS TOWARDS ARRANGED MARRIAGES 
In general, what are your attitudes and beliefs towards marriage? 
Ideal Mate and Marriage 
Describe your preference of a firm or ideal mate? Are education, economic class, color. religion, nationality 
important factors for you in mate selection? Rank order these factors starting with the most important. 
Describe the ideal way for one to get married? Would it be the same for you? If not, why not? 
Would your parents agree with this? 
Love Before o r  After Marriage and Knowing the Groom? 
How important is it to know and love the person you will marry? 
Would you marry someone you don't know? 
Would you marry a Fresh Pakistani immigrant? 



Interviewem Preferred Mate Selcctioa ~Vctbod ... East vs. West 
Tell me what your thoughts about Eastern 'arrangedw marriages are? 
Living and Growing up in North America which mate selection method do  you prefer the one of  the East (more 
control) or the self-choice mate selection (more freedom), as seen in the West? Explain. 
Socialization Agents 
How have western values (i-e., socializing agents) in North America influenced o r  played a role in the type of 
mate selection you adhere to? Would you think differently if you were in Pakistan. Explain. 
Fa milies Preferred Slate Selection Method 
In xour family. speciticatly parents, what mate selection procedures o r  methods are or will be used in finding 
a prospective mate for you (i-e.. pictures. third pam'es) ... Planned (where parents plan the entire process without 
consulting children). delegated (chaperoned interaction with prospective mate: children tell their parents what 
~ p c t  of  mate they would like and parents meet their conditions). o r  Joint Venture T-vpe (parents and children 
actively participate in the selection process. this is similar to the Western model since courting and dating take 
place) .... Do you agree with their definition of marriage ... if  not which is your preferred method out of the three? 
Voice Opinion 
Do Lour parents impose their marital preferences on you? What about relatives? 
Do they have a lot to say about who you will be getting married to? 
Do you have a say in the matter o r  will your father (or mother) have the fmal say? Would you rebel against 
their decision? How and why? 
Reasons for Engaging in an Arranged Marriage (Fear, Stress, Freedom ...) 
I f  you were to engage in an arranged marriage what would be the reasons behind it (you want to. obli_gation 
to parents. maintain cultural and hierarchical identity, family honor, lack of  a suitable marriage partner. family 
pressure, parents know best. others ... )? Rank order these reasons starting with the most important. 
What function would the marriage serve? Explain. 
Victimization and Gender Bias within the Family and Society 
Do you think that being female plays a role in your parents having more controi over you? 
Do you feel that young women. compared to men, are greater victims of arranged marriages? 
Do you feel you and your brother (or males) are treated differently or the same regarding these issues (by 
parents or community)? Explain. 
Future of Arranged Marriages 
Do you think arranged marriages still work in North America? Briefly Explain. 
Do you see the second generation coping with them or  rebelling against them? Briefly explain. 
Would you modify. replace or maintain the arranged mamiage in North America? How? Briefly explain. 
Coping Strategies for Pakistani  mus slim Parents and Children 
How do you think parents and Muslim girls should cope with these cultural difierences in love and 
marriage ... &%at new methods, if any, are being adapted by you and your parents (i.e., let you mingle with 
Pakistani guys at parties or let you hangout with Pakistani fiends)? 
Reality Check 
Realistically speaking, do you see yourself in an ananged marriage? 



Appendix C 
Informed Consent Form for Interviews & Survey 

You have been asked to participate in a M.A. thesis study on attitudes toward ananged marriages 
being conducted by Arshia Zaidi. under the supervision of Dr. Muhammad Shuraydi, Department of 
Sociology &: Anthropology. University of Windsor. The purpose of this study is to explore specific factors 
which promote or deter values. attitudes, and beliefs of young, second generation Muslims towards the 
concept of arranged marriages within a North American context. I am interviewing women about their 
views on this maner. 

The following interview and WebGrid analyses will contain questions and constructs related to the 
area of arranged marriages. Although some of  these questions may be difficult for you to answer you are 
encouraged to answer as openly and honestly as possible. 

The interview will be tape recorded. Anything you say in the interview is strictly confidential. 
Your name will not be associated with your comments. I will not include any information that could 
identie you or other individuals on the transcripts 1 make of these tapes. All audio tapes will be stored in a 
locked filing cabinet in my home. The tapes will be destroyed afier transcription- 

Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary. You do not have to answer any 
questions. You are free to end the interview at any point. 

I will make myself available to you anytime afier the interview ends should you require any 
feedback. Upon completion of the study, if you are interested in the results. I will provide you with a 
summary of the results. 

If  you have any further questi~ns or hesitations about this interview or research. please contact me 
at (5 19) 256-6 1 I I or e-mail me at: midi l@uwindsor.ca, Or. feel free to contact my thesis advisor, Dr. M. 
Shuraydi at (5 19) 253-4232, ext. 2 198 or by e-maiI at: shurayd@uwindsor.ca 

This research has been reviewed and cleared by the Department of  Sociology and Anthropology 
Ethics Committee. Please feel tiee to contact Dr. Alan Hall 
2534232 Ext. 2202. 

Please sign the consent form if you are willing to participate in this interview. 

I 
1 Thank you for your time, cooperation, and participation! I 
Consent Form 

- 
I have read and understood the above, and I am willing to participate in this research under the conditions 
specified on this page. I understand that participation is voluntary, that 1 have the right to withdraw from 
this study at any time, and that confidentiality will be maintained. 

Name (please print) 

Date S ignanrre 



Appendix D 
List of Elements and Constructs Used in WebCrid 11 

The following elements (people) that were used in the grid were: 
actual self 
ideal self 
mother 
father 
male sibling 
female sibling 
fiture mate 
male children 
female children 
male best friend 
female best fiiend 
relative with a positive influence 
relative with a negative influence 
grandparents 
ideal role model 
successful male 
successfid female 

The elements were rated on a scale for following constructs (A to CT): 

Very Much Moderately A Little A Little Moderately Very Much 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

A. 
Sees Eastern family system as 
the main way of directing vs. 
culturaI values and one's life 

8. 
Places a great deal of emphasis 
on Education for women 

C. 
Sees parents as exclusive 
determiners of how their 
children act and make choices 

Sees Western family system 
as the main way of directing 
cultural values and one's life 

Places minimal emphasis on 
Education for women 

Sees children as having 
considerable freedom in his or 
her own actions and choices 



Very Much Moderately A Little 
I 2 3 

D. 
-411 males and females should 
be treated equally within the 
fam ily 

E. 
Can easily communicate and 
understand the view point(s) of 
family members who are much 
older and younger with 
themselves 

F. 
Accepts and follows family 
values and rules 

G. 
Receives substantial social 
support from family members 

H. 
Receives financial support from 
family 

I.  
Would view premarital sexual 
relations as acceptable for 
tvomen 

J. 
Would view premarital sexual 
relations as permissible for 
men 

K. 
Sees communication about any 
issue or topic as important for 
family relations 

L. 
Conforms to religious practices 

A Little Moderately Very Much 
5 6 7 

Special rules and restrictions 
for males and females should 
be used within the family 

Has considerable difficulw in 
communicating and understanding 
the view point(s) of family members 
who are much older and younger \\.ith 
themselves 

Does not accept and follow 
family values and rule 

Does not receive social 
support from family members 

Is basically independent of 
financial support 

Would never view premarital 
sexual relations as permissible 
for women 

Would never view premarital 
sexual relations as permissible 
for men 

Sets limits on the topics or 
issues that can be discussed 
in family relations 

Rejects re1 igious practices 



Very Much Moderately A Little 
I 2 3 4 

M. 
Follows family-cultural values 
\vhen with family or community 
members 

N. 
Sees freedom of choice as 
being important in career or 
occupational decisions 

0. 
Views freedom of choice as 
being irnportant in social life 
activities 

P. 
Views freedom of choice as 
being important in mate 
selection 

Q. 
Thinks it is okay to socially 
interact with men 

R. 
Views love as a necessary 
condition for marriage 

S. 
Finds it important to propose 
opposing opinions to challenge 
cultural values 

T. 
Endorses the position that same 
cultural rules apply to men and 
women 

u. 
Thinks it is okay to exercise 
control over others 

A Littie Moderately Very Much 

Does not follow family-cultural 
values when family or community 
members are not present 

Does not see freedom'of 
choice as being important in 
career or occupational decisions 

Does not view freedom of 
choice as being important in 
social life activities 

Does not view freedom of 
choice as being important 
in mate selection 

Thinks it is not okay to socially 
interact with men 

Does not view love as a 
necessary condition for marriage 

Finds it inappropriate to 
propose opposing opinions to 
challenge cultural values 

Does not endorse the position 
that same cultural rules apply 
to men and women 

Does not think it is okay to 
exercise control over others 



Appendu E 
WebGrid II hstnsctioa~, Explanation, Cluster Analyses and Maps 

In addition to the wenty interviews, WebGrid analyses of all females were 
conducted. The grids were based on Kelly's personal construct psychology. This analyses 
enhanced the symbolic interactionist point of view by analyzing a single individual. 

Role repertory grid (RRG) is a complementary method for eliciting a persons 
personal perspective of their world. It is a method,for obtaining a 'meaning map' fiom a 
symbolic interactionist point of view. Here the individuals unique perception of their world 
is obtained. It allowed the researcher to achieve personal viewpoints of how each 
interviewee perceived significant others in their Life, along with themselves on certain issues 
or constructs relating to arranged marriages. The advantage of utilidng such technology is 
that i t  gives the researcher a multi-perspective or complex view of  how individuals in the 
study percehe certain constructs for different people besides them self. 

The three main concepts to be appreciated this point are constructs, elements, and 
grid (matrix). Below is an example of a RRG. 



The constructs are verbal labels (i-e., Eastern family, gender equality. pms okay for 
women. love before marriage, challenges cultural values) which represent a conceptual 
distinction beween terms (i-e.. think in terms of contrasts). 
Constructs help construe reality. Elements may be people, things. events or experiences. 

For the purposes of the research a 17 (elements) x 2 1 (constructs) grid was 
constructed for all twenty females. The elements, which ran across the top of the grid. 
included seventeen significant people in the interviewess lik. along w-ith the interviewee 
herself (actual self). The twenty-one constructs, A to U, dealt with and related issues to 
arranged marriages (see Appendix D). Each female was asked to rate all the constructs for 
all the elements on a scale from one to seven. A *gaded 7-point rating system, as seen below, 
ivas used to assess the elements with respect to the constructs. For instance. let's take the 
construct of Eastern family system vs. Western family system and rate it for the elements 
father and ideal self (as seen in the above example). 

Very Much Moderately A Little A Little Moderately Very Much 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

A. 
Sees Eastern family system as Sees Western family system 
the main way of directing VS. as the main way of directing 
cultural values and one's life culturai values and one's life 

One can clearly see that the first box displays a rating of 1 and 5 respectively. 
Once all the ratings were completed the data were entered in to WebGrid 11. This 

program was available on the internet site: http://tiger.cpsc.ucdgary.ca/WGExisting.h~l. 
The pattern of numbers elicited were analyzed in the following ways: 

a) Cluster Analysis 
b)Principle Component Analysis (i.e., construct map) 

The former. groups all the constructs and people or elements together and the latter, 
through the process of data reduction, creates two major factors by combining all similar or 
highly correlated constructs together. The construct map allows the researcher to see how 
all constructs interact with all the elements. The significant interactions are seen as people 
or elements and constructs deviate fiom the centre, as the centre is a point of neutrality. 
Cluster analyses, maps, and a discussion for females 3, 1 1, and 14 follow the interview. The 
remaining seventeen analyses will follow this discussion. 
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